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Il presente catalogo Vi viene fornito, come a tutta la nostra clientela, 
per Vostro esclusivo uso e pertanto non potrà essere consegnato a 
nessuno, nemmeno in forma ridotta, in nessun paese del mondo.
Salvo eventuali deroghe, che dovranno risultare da nostro atto scritto, 
ogni violazione a quanto sopra sarà perseguita legalmente.

This catalogue is supplied to you, as to all our customers, for your 
exclusive use and consequently it cannot be given to anybody, not 
even in a reproduction, in any country of the world.
Unless for eventual exceptions, that shall result from a written deed 
of ours, all violations to the above will be legally prosecuted.

Le présent catalogue vous est fourni, comme à toute notre clientèle, 
pour votre esclusive utilisation et par conséquant ne peut pas être 
donné à personne, même pas en reproduction, dans aucun pays du 
monde.
Exclues éventuelles dérogations, qui devront résulter par de nos 
actes écrits, toute violation au ci-dessus sera poursuite légalement.

Dieser Katalog wird Ihnen zur Verfügung gestellt, wie all unserer 
Kundschaft, für Ihre persönliche und exclusive Benutzung. Daher 
kann er niemandem ausgehändigt werden, auch unter Form von 
Reproduktion, in irgenwelchem Land der Welt. 
Ausgenommen mögliche Abweichungen, die unter schriftlicher Form 
unsererseits erfolgen müssen, wird irgendwelche Verletzung vom 
oben-angegebenen strafrechtlich bestraft.

El presente catálogo está a su disposición, como a todos nuestros 
clientes, para su esclusiva utilización y no podrá ser entregado a 
nadie, tampoco en forma reproducida, en ningún Pais del Mundo.
Con la excepción de posibles derogaciones, que resulten de nuestro 
acto escrito, cualquier violación a lo arriba espuesto podrá ser 
perseguida de forma legal.
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Come and discover the world of Scavolini with your own eyes. At our authorised Dealers, you will find a wide range of 
products on display, along with our catalogues and a wealth of informative material.
Scavolini SpA supplies this catalogue to its clientele, who are authorised to distribute it to members of the public with 
no restrictions. However, it may not be given, even in copied form, to anyone in business in the fitted kitchen sector (e.g. 
agents, dealers, etc.) anywhere in the world.  Unless authorised in writing by Scavolini SpA, all breaches of the above 
conditions will result in prosecution.
The colours of the materials illustrated inside this catalogue do not always match the actual hue perfectly for obvious 
printing reasons. 
The design of Scavolini products is protected as permitted by law.
Scavolini S.p.A. has equipped its kitchens with a great number of accessories: high-tech elements which multiply the 
spaces and functions available, with an extraordinary variety of functional amenities providing a convenient solution to 
every smallest need.
The accessories and equipment which expand the functions of Scavolini kitchens are at the state of the art in terms 
of technologies, materials and concept, and are available for every model in a vast assortment giving the potential for 
thousands of different solutions, tailored to all requirements.

Scavolini has a Quality Management System in compliance with the UNI EN ISO 9001 standard, as well as an Environmental 
Management System in compliance with the UNI EN ISO 14001 standard. That’s not all. Scavolini is also the first Italian kitchen 
manufacturer to have implemented a Health and Safety Management System in compliance with the OHSAS 18001 standard. All the 
Systems have been certified by the International Body SGS, who bestowed Scavolini with the prestigious Merit Award in recognition of 
the excellence achieved by the company in controlling quality, the environment and safety.

Scavolini has fulfilled its aim of autonomously producing green energy for its own plants. With a total surface area of 
30,000 sq m of photovoltaic panels, the system can provide an annual production of approximately 3,500,000 kWh of 
clean energy to cover more than 80% of Scavolini’s energy demand and, when demand exceeds supply, of certified energy 
from renewable sources.

 
Scavolini has obtained the “Made in Italy” product, origin and quality certification issued by COSMOB and CATAS, the two 
most important testing and certification laboratories for wood-furniture in Italy. This certification declares the Italian origin 
of the furniture, including both the kitchen and living room range as well as Scavolini bathroom furniture.

Scavolini reserves all rights to make any changes intended to improve its products without notice. No responsibility is 
accepted in the event of inaccuracies in this catalogue due to printing or typing errors.
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2 Accessories for washing 
area

46 Pack of 2 filters for tap set 
connection

47 Metal waste bin
48 Plastic waste bin
49 Sliding waste bin
50 Sliding waste bin, Series 

550
51 Sliding waste bin, Series 

222
52 Sliding metal waste bin, 

series 500
53 Sliding metal waste bin
54 All Out” 2-door sink base 

unit with pull-out baskets 
and waste bin joined to 
the doors 

55 105-110-120-125 cm 
corner sink base unit with 
“Dividenda” pull-out waste 
bin 

56 Sorter KickMatic waste bin 
for sink base unit 60

57 “Cling” Built-in waste bin 
for base unit 30

58 “Cling” Built-in waste bin 
for base unit 45

59 “Cling” Built-in waste bin 
for base unit 60

60 “Grab” Built-in waste bin 
for base unit 60, series 
560

61 Built-in pull-out waste bin 
for 45 - 60 cm base unit 

63 Waste bin for baskets, 
Art.“KIT 3”

64 “Simple” built-in pull-out 
waste bin for sink base 
unit 60

65 “KIT980” Waste bin for 60 
cm basket

66 Art.987GS01 Waste bin 
for 90 cm basket

67 Art.982GS01 Waste bin 
for 90 cm basket

68 Art.994GS01 Waste bin 
for 120 cm basket

69 “Split” waste bin for sink 
base unit 60 with 2 pull-
out baskets

70 “Split” waste bin for 90 
cm basket

corner larder units
42 Inner drawers and baskets 

for Larder unit
43 Pull-out drawers and 

baskets for base unit or 
larder unit

44 Dresser unit for 90 cm 
base units

1.1 Supports
44.1 “Telescope” breakfast 

bench support
44. 2“Podium” breakfast bench
 support
44. 3 “Flux Swing”breakfast 

bench support
44. 4 “Sloper” breakfast bench 

support‘
44. 5 “Slender” breakfast bench 

support with one leg
44. 6 “Slender” breakfast bench 

support with two legs
44. 7 “Hold Up” support resting 

on the front of base units
44. 8 “Hold Up” breakfast 

bench support with 
extending supports

44. 9 “Hold Up+” support for 
base units

44. 11 “Levity” glass support for 
breakfast bench

44. 12 Pack of 2 legs for 
“Motus“ table

44. 13 “Network” breakfast 
bench support resting on 
the front of base units

44. 14 “Network” breakfast 
bench support resting on 
the front of base units

44. 15 “Network” breakfast 
bench support with 
extending supports

44. 16 Universal support for 
“Network” top

44. 17 “Mizu” breakfast bench 
support

44. 18 “Blend” breakfast bench 
support

44. 19 “Clever” breakfast bench 
support

44. 20 “Infratop” support for 
95x95 cm table

cm pull-out baskets with 
metal sides

22 30, 45, 60, 90 cm pull-
out baskets with wooden 
sides

23 Base unit with pull-
out basket and 2 inner 
drawers

24 Base unit with 4 inner 
drawers

25 Base unit with 2 pull-out 
baskets and inner drawer

26 Gas cylinder holder for 
base units

27 Steel lining for sink base 
units

28 “Pixo” pull-out table for 90 
cm base unit

28.1 “Friendly” pull-out table 
for 90 cm base unit with 
drawer and basket

28.2 “Friendly” pull-out table 
for 90 cm base unit with 
chair storage

28.3 Ironing board for 45 cm 
base unit with drawers

29 Larder unit with upper roll-
up door

31 “Tidyserver” pull-out 
detergent and broom 
organiser

32 “Wineserver” pull-out 
bottle rack wine cellar

33   Pull-out baskets for larder
 units with “Overglass” 

setup
35 Pull-out baskets for larder
 units with “Chrome wire”
 set-up
37  Pull-out baskets for larder
 units with “Essence” setup
38 Set of baskets for broom 

cupboard
39 180 cm larder unit with 

sliding Aluminium frame 
doors

40 Inner chrome wire 
equipment for 105x105 
cm corner storage 
cupboard

40.1 Storage cupboard
41 “Fly Moon - Essence Fly 

Moon” pull-out shelves for 

1 Equipped elements

1 Pull-out basket for wall 
unit 15 cm H.73 cm

2 Pull-out basket for wall 
unit 15 cm H.103 cm

3 Aluminium lining for 
drainer units

4 Pull-out baskets for 15 cm 
base unit

5 Pull-out baskets for 30 
and 45 cm base units

6 “Sliding corner” basket 
equipment for 110-125 cm 
corner base units

8 “Easygoing” basket 
equipment for 110 corner 
base units

9 “Easy Corner” pull-out 
mechanism for 110x65 cm 
corner base unit

10 “Fly Moon - Essence Fly 
Moon” pull-out shelves for 
corner base units

11 “Dancer” pull-out half-
carousel for 125x65 cm 
corner base units 

12 Baskets for 105 cm corner 
base unit

13 Revolving baskets for 
90x90 cm corner base 
unit

14 90x90 cm corner base 
unit with revolving shelves

15 “Programma 92” single 
chrome-finish basket for 
base units

17 “Blum Plus” 30, 45, 
60, 90,120 cm pull-out 
baskets and drawers with 
painted metal sides

18 “Intivo” 30, 45, 60, 90, 
120 cm pull-out drawers 
with steel sides

19 “Intivo” 30, 45, 60, 90, 
120 cm pull-out baskets 
with steel-glass sides

20 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 
cm pull-out baskets with 
aluminium sides

21 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 

EN
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154 “Dot” external spotlight
155 “Dot” recessed spotlight
156 “Saturn” recessed spotlight
157 “Genius” midway lamp
158 “Minicorner” midway lamp
159 “Pole” midway lamp
160 “Crop” LED lamp for inside 

wall units
161 “Flulamp” midway lamp
161 “Odo” midway lamp
163 “Easylight” midway lamp
164 “Net xT” midway lamp
165 “Vitraled” midway lamp
166 “Key-dot” midway lamp
167 Show” recessed lamp 
168 “Velo” vertical recessed 

lights
169 “Qi” suspension lamp
170 “Qi” wall lamp
171 “Flux” suspension lamp
172 Kiton” lamp for base 

units and base units with 
baskets

173  Servo Drive for wall units, 
drainer units and hoods

174 Servo Drive for base units 
and larder units with pull-
out baskets

175 Servo Drive 1 for sink base 
units 60-90-120 with 
pull-out baskets

176 LED illuminated bottom 
board for wall units

177 Recessed ceiling light for 
shelves

177 ù
178 Aluminium wiring hole 

profile
179 “Push Pull” pull-out power 

outlet tower - built-in 
flush-mount

180 Built-in top-recessed 
power outlet

180.1 “Plural” built-in top-
recessed power outlet

180.2“Extra” built-in top-
recessed power outlet

180.3 “Extra” built-in top-
recessed USB socket

180.4 “Extra” built-in top-
recessed wireless charger

180.5 “Corner double socket’ 

136 “Opus” equipped wall 
panel

138 “Minimal” midway 
elements

140 “Equip” midway elements
141 “Tonda” midway elements
143 “Tonda magnetica” 

midway elements for Steel 
backsplash

144 Tonda magnetic accessory 
bar for backsplash

145 “Titan” midway elements
146.1“Timeline” midway 

elements
146.2 “Line System” system
146.5 “Setup” System“
147 “Country” midway 

elements
148 “Allinea” accessory bar
149 “Orizzonte” illuminated 

glass backsplash
150 Magnetic accessories 

for illuminated glass 
backsplash

150.1 “Orizzonte More” 
illuminated glass wall 
panel

150.2 “Orizzonte Up” magnetic 
wall panel

150.3 “Magneto” series of 
accessories with magnet 
for “Orizzonte” series wall

 panels
150.5 K-Concept illuminated 

wall panel
156.1 “Polar SE” midway lamp
156.2 “Polar SE SDM” midway 

lamp
156.3 “Polar XS SE” midway 

lamp
156.4 “Polax XL2” midway 

lamp
156.5 “Polar XL3” midway lamp
156.6 “Ghibli” midway lamp
156.8 “Blow” midway lamp
156.9 “Thea She Td” midway 

lamp
151 “Wand” drainer unit lamp
152 Lamp for “Easy” line 

drainer units
153 “Sun” satin finish steel 

midway LED spotlight

accessories for base units 
with basket

106 “Situs” pot lid holder
107 “Situs” plate rack
108 Pack of “Single” food rack 

partitions for baskets
109 Pack of “Single” 

aluminium pan rack with 
lid holder function

110 “Single” partitions for pull-
out baskets

111 “Orga-line” accessories for 
INTIVO range baskets with 
steel-glass sides

113 Mats for base units, wall 
units, shelves, baskets and 
drawers

114 “Universal” accessories
115 “Orange” - “Boxset” 

storage accessories
116 Topper pull-out cloth 

holder 
117 Cloth holder
118 Sponge container
119 Detergent container
120 “Rack” plate rack for 

basket D.47.3 cm
121 “Programma 92” detergent 

basket
122 1 mm thick Satin finish 

steel side facing panels
124 Steel side facing panels 

and filler strips th.4 cm
124.1 “Comfort” inner 

accessories for “Fluida” 
Wall System D.61.3 cm

124.3“Support” inner 
accessories for “Fluida” 
Wall System D.61.3 cm

124.6 “Metro” wall system
125 Aluminium larder unit 

bottom
126 Lacquered bottom cover/

top panel cover D.34 cm 
for wall units

127 “Plana” cloth holder 

5 Midway units
131 ‘System’ midway elements
133 ‘System’ midway elements
135 “Ritmica” midway 

elements

71 “Split” waste bin for 120 
cm basket

72 Sliding waste bin for 
90x90 cm corner sink 
base unit

3 Accessories for hoods
73 Air outlet styling 

accessories
74 Air outlet styling 

accessories
75 Air outlet styling 

accessories
76 Air outlet styling 

accessories

4 Accessories for wall 
base, and larder units

76.1 Pull-out basket and 
drawers - Internal 
dimension

78 “Orange“ wooden cutlery 
tray

79 “Orange” kitchen utensil 
drawer organiser

80 “Orange” knife rack 
81 “Orange” knife rack
82 “Orange” spice rack
83 “Kilter” cutlery tray
84 “Helper” pull-out basket 

and drawer accessories
86.2 “Bold” cutlery tray
86.3 “Dock” cutlery tray
87 “Single” cutlery tray
88 “Reset” cutlery tray
89 “Reset” knife rack
90 Ambia-Line accessories for 

drawers with Blum Plus 
Anthracite sides

92 Passe-Partout accessories 
for base units with drawers 
and baskets D.50 cm

99 “Orange” undermount 
knife rack/accessory 
organiser for base units 
with baskets

100 “Orange” plate rack for 
base units with baskets

102 “Orange” bottle and pan 
rack for basket

104 “Orange” Open Space 

 
Index
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Index

corner modular profle
181 Reinforcing front 

profile for shelf

6 Additional 
accessories for 
composition

183 Telescopic support rod 
for cornice shelf D.40 
and 60 cm

184 Hanging rack for 
island

185 Steel shelf D.34 cm 
th.6 cm

186 Square open-fronted 
feet

187 Height-adjustable foot
188 Transparent glass 

partition
188.1 Glass flame-guard 

wall panel
188.2 Magnetic hook for 

plinth fastening
189 Steel casing H.15 cm
190 Stepladder
191 Table accessories
192 Fenix NTM door 

cleaning sponge
193 Matt glass cleaning 

sponge
194 Microfibre cloth
195 Pack of 5 “Clin & 

Clin” cloths
196 Liquid protector for 

granite, marble and 
composite tops

197 Bottle for cleaning 
laminate and coated 
surfaces

198 “Franke” paste for 
cleaning stainless 
steel sinks

199 “BrioTop” universal 
degreasing detergent

200 Detergent for cleaning 
Quartz tops

200 Cesto contenitore “Qi” 

7	 Accessories	for	units	fitting

203 Wall unit fixing bar
204 Fixing dowels
205 Floor-mounting pack for base 

units
206 Caps Ø 5 mm for shelf holes  
207 Wall unit fixing plates
208 Wall fastening pack for 

base units with drawers or 
baskets

209 Pack of “Smove” stoppers
210 “Kinderlok” safety 

mechanism
210.1 Container for cabinet 

internal transformer
211 “Tau” adjustable concealed 

shelf bracket
212 Dowels for fitting units and 

shelf brackets
213 Concealed shelf bracket
214 “Tucano” shelf bracket
216 Stainless steel steam guard
217 Gas connection pipe 
218 Wiring hole plate for living 

room wall cladding
219 Ceiling-mounted tie rods for 

shelves
220 Wall-mounted tie rods for 

shelves
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Pull-out basket for wall unit 15 cm H.73 cm

1. Anthracite basket with Satin finish Steel sides with glass upper and Essence set-up with two 
containers with side sliding runners 

2. Basket in chrome-finish metal with Chrome wire set-up with two containers with side sliding 
runners

3. Basket in chrome-finish metal with Overglass set-up with two containers with side sliding 
runners

The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with 
cushioned closing to prevent slamming. Baskets with Overglass and Chrome wire set-up have a 
maximum load capacity of 25 kg, whereas baskets with Essence set-up have a maximum load 
capacity of 30 kg.

 - 71000015
 - 71000017/18
 - 71019411
 - 71019415

CODE 1 Elementi attrezzati
1 Equipped elements
1 Eléments équipés
1 Ausstattungselemente
1 Elementos equipados
1 
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1 2

3

 
 

 - 71005015
 - 71005017/18

 - 71019413

CODE

1. Anthracite basket with Satin finish Steel sides with glass upper and Essence set-up with two 
containers with side sliding runners.

2. Basket in chrome-finish metal with Chrome wire set-up with two containers with side sliding 
runners

3. Basket in chrome-finish metal with Overglass set-up with two containers with side sliding 
runners

The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with cushioned 
closing to prevent slamming. Baskets with Overglass and Chrome wire set-up have a maximum load 

capacity of 25 kg, whereas baskets with Essence set-up have a maximum load capacity of 30 kg.

Pull-out basket for wall unit 15 cm H.103 cm
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Aluminium lining for drainer units

Drainer unit with Aluminium lining.Lining also available in Steel. For availability, see Elements for 
All Models Price List, Accessories section, Wall units/Base units/

Larder units.
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1 2

3

Pull-out baskets for 15 cm base unit

1. Anthracite basket with Satin finish Steel sides with glass upper and Essence set-up with 
two containers with side sliding runners.

2. Basket in chrome-finish metal with Chrome wire set-up with two containers with side sliding 
runners

3. Basket in chrome-finish metal with Overglass set-up with two containers with side sliding 
runners

The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with 
cushioned closing that prevents slamming. Baskets with Overglass and Chrome wire set-up have 
a maximum load capacity of 25 kg, whereas baskets with Essence set-up have a maximum load 

capacity of 20 kg.

 
 

 - 71015015
 - 71015017/18

 - 71019431
 - 71019433
 - 71019435

CODE
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3

2 1

1a - 71015110
1a - 71015111/12
2a - 71015110
2a - 71015111/12
2b - 71015420
2b - 71015421/22

3a - 71015110
3a - 71015111/12
3b - 71015420
3b - 71015421/22

CODE

Pull-out baskets for 30 and 45 cm base units

1. Anthracite basket with Satin finish Steel sides with glass upper and Essence set-up, 30 cm 
RH/LH with two containers with side sliding runners on the bottom of the base unit.

2. Basket in Chrome-finish metal with Chrome wire set-up, 30 (a) 45 (b) cm RH/LH with two 
containers with sliding runners on the bottom of the base unit

3. Basket in Chrome-finish metal with Overglass set-up, 30 (a) 45 (b) cm RH/LH with two 
containers with sliding runners on the bottom of the base unit

The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with cushioned 
closing to prevent slamming. Baskets with Overglass and Chrome wire set-up have a maximum load 
capacity of 25 kg, whereas baskets with Essence set-up have a maximum load capacity of 30 kg 
and are only available for 30 cm base units.
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“Sliding corner” basket equipment for 110-125 cm corner base units

 
 

1 - 71016797/8
2 - 71016793/4

CODE
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1. Equipment with chrome-finish metal “Sliding corner” baskets with Chrome wire set-up and 
sliding runners for 110x65 cm RH/LH corner base unit.

2. Equipment with chrome-finish metal “Sliding corner” baskets with Overglass set-up and sliding 
runners for 110x65 cm RH/LH corner base unit.

3. Equipment with chrome-finish metal “Sliding corner” baskets with Chrome wire set-up and 
sliding runners for 125x65 cm RH/LH corner base unit.

4. Equipment with chrome-finish metal “Sliding corner” baskets with Overglass set-up and sliding 
runners for 125x65 cm RH/LH corner base unit.

Basket opening example. Maximum load capacity 40 kg (10 kg per basket). The basket is equipped 
with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with cushioned closing to prevent 
slamming.
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cba

1 2

1. Equipment with chrome-finish metal “Easygoing” baskets with Chrome wire set-up and sliding 
runners for 110 cm RH/LH corner base unit.

2. Equipment with chrome-finish metal “Easygoing” baskets with Overglass set-up and sliding 
runners for 110 cm RH/LH corner base unit.

“Easygoing” basket equipment for 110 cm corner base units

 
 

1 - 71020313/14
2 - 71016787/88 

The pull-out equipment is joined to the base unit door, while the 
inner baskets pull out independently. The basket is equipped 
with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return 
with cushioned closing to prevent slamming. The Chrome wire 
baskets do not pull out of the base unit. Maximum load capacity 
30 kg (20 kg for inner baskets + 10 kg for baskets joined to the 
door. 

CODE
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 - 71016795/6 
CODE

Chrome wire internal structure with two shelves and pivoting external structure with the base unit 
door fitted with two rounded chrome wire shelves for 110x65 cm corner base unit.

“Easy Corner” pull-out mechanism for 110x65 cm corner base unit

Maximum load capacity 28 kg (7 kg per basket)
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 - 71016795/6 
CODECODE

Chrome wire internal structure with two shelves and pivoting external structure with the base unit
door fitted with two rounded chrome wire shelves for 110x65 cm corner base unit.

“Easy Corner” pull-out mechanism for 110x65 cm corner base unit

Maximum load capacity 28 kg (7 kg per basket)
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B

A

“Fly Moon - Essence Fly Moon” pull-out shelves for corner base units

1. “Fly Moon - Essence Fly Moon” equipment with 2 pull-out 
shelves with aluminium edge rail for 105x60 cm corner 
base unit H.73 (a) - H.76 (b) 

2. “Fly Moon - Essence Fly Moon” equipment with 2 pull-out 
shelves with aluminium edge rail for 110x65 cm corner 
base unit H.73 (a) - H.76 (b) - H.80 (c) 

3. “Essence Fly Moon” equipment with 2 pull-out shelves 
with aluminium edge rail for 120x60 cm corner base unit 
H.73 (a) - H.76 (b)

4. “Essence Fly Moon” equipment with 2 pull-out shelves 
with aluminium edge rail for 125x65 cm corner base unit 
H.73 (a) - H.76 (b) - H.80 (c)

The shelves have a maximum load capacity of 40 kg (20 kg 
per shelf) 

  

1a - 71016833/34
1b - 71016845/46
2a - 71016837/38
2b - 71016841/42

2c - 71016849/50
3a - 71016835/36
3b - 71016847/48
4a - 71016839/40
4b - 71016843/44
4c - 71016851/52

CODE
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- 31105310
CODE

Baskets for 105 cm corner base unit

Chrome-finish metal carousel baskets for 105 cm corner base unit Maximum load capacity 20kg (10 kg per basket)
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Metal structure with 2 chrome-finish metal revolving baskets

Revolving baskets for 90x90 cm corner base unit

Maximum load capacity 30 kg (15 kg per basket)

- 71016735
- 71016737
- 71016738

CODE
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- 71016733
CODE

90x90 cm corner base unit with revolving shelves

90x90 cm corner base unit with revolving shelves

The revolving shelves have a maximum load capacity of 50 kg. 
(25 kg per shelf). The shelf is equipped with a “Soft-closing” 
mechanism providing automatic return with cushioned closing 
that prevents slamming.



 [01-2018]
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1

3

1 -   31105992
2 - 31105993
3 -   31105300
4 - 31105301
5 - 31106357
6 - 31106358

CODE

“Programma 92” single chrome-finish basket for base units

1. 45 cm chrome-finish metal pull-out basket with Overglass 
set-up for base unit or larder unit

2. 60 cm chrome-finish metal pull-out basket with Overglass 
set-up for base unit or larder unit

3. 45 cm chrome-finish metal pull-out basket with Chrome 
wire set-up for base unit or larder unit

4. 60 cm chrome-finish metal pull-out basket with Chrome 
wire set-up for base unit or larder unit

5. 90 cm chrome-finish metal pull-out basket with Chrome 
wire set-up for base unit or larder unit

6. 90 cm chrome-finish metal pull-out basket with Overglass 
set-up for base unit or larder unit.
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For 45 cm chrome-finish pull-out basket code 31105300/31105992 order elements set up for 
chrome wire baskets:

- 45 cm base unit - H.73.4 cm code 71015323/24 (3 baskets recommended)
- 45 cm base unit - H.76.4 cm code 71020095/96 (3 baskets recommended)

- 45 cm larder unit - H.127.2 cm code 71026139/40 (3 baskets recommended)
- 45 cm larder unit, lower door aligned with base units code 71030159/60

(2 baskets in lower compartment, 3 baskets in upper compartment recommended)
- 45 cm larder unit, upper door aligned with wall units code 71030157/58

(3 baskets in lower compartment, 2 baskets in upper compartment recommended)
- 45 cm larder unit with full-length door code 71030173/74 (5 baskets recommended)

For 60 cm chrome-finish pull-out baskets code 31105301/31105993
order elements set up for chrome wire baskets:

- 60 cm base unit - H.73.4 cm code 71015723/24 (3 baskets recommended)
- 60 cm base unit - H.76.4 cm code 71015723/24 (3 baskets recommended)

- 60 cm larder unit - H.127.2 cm code 71026239/40 (3 baskets recommended)
- 60 cm larder unit, lower door aligned with base units code 71030299/00

(2 baskets in lower compartment, 3 baskets in upper compartment recommended)
- 60 cm larder unit, upper door aligned with wall units code 71030301/02 and 71030325/26

(3 baskets in lower compartment, 2 baskets in upper compartment recommended)
- 60 cm larder unit with full-length door code 71030333/34 (5 baskets recommended)

For 90 cm chrome-finish pull-out baskets code 31106357/58
order elements set up for chrome wire baskets:

- 90 cm base unit - H.73.4 cm code 71016281 (3 baskets recommended)
- 90 cm base unit - H.76.4 cm code 71020225 (3 baskets recommended)

- 90 cm larder unit - H.127.2 cm code 71026473 (3 baskets recommended)
- 90 cm larder unit, lower door aligned with base units code 71030535

(2 baskets in lower compartment, 3 baskets in upper compartment recommended)
- 90 cm larder unit, upper door aligned with wall units code 71030531

(3 baskets in lower compartment, 2 baskets in upper compartment recommended)
- 90 cm larder unit with full-length door code 71030553 

(5 baskets recommended)
N.B. The load capacity for each individual basket is 30 kg distributed evenly.
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“Blum Plus” 30, 45, 60, 90,120 cm pull-out baskets and drawers with 
painted metal sides

Full-extraction drawer with sides and back panel in Anthracite painted metal, decorative 
melamine base and sliding runners on the base unit side panels.

The 30-45-60-90-120 cm drawers have a maximum load 
capacity of 50 kg. They are equipped with the Blumotion 

closing system that ensures cushioned closing of the drawer; 
some models are fitted with the “Tip-on” push-latch opening; 

the Servodrive motorised opening system is also available upon 
request.
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“Intivo” 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 cm pull-out drawers with steel sides

Full-extraction drawer with satin finish steel sides from the Intivo line, decorative melamine base 
and sliding runners on the base unit side panels.

The 30-45-60-90-120 cm drawers have a maximum load 
capacity of 50 kg. They are equipped with the Blumotion 
closing system that ensures cushioned closing of the drawer; 
some models are fitted with the “Tip-on” push-latch opening; 
the Servodrive motorised opening system is also available upon 
request.
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“Intivo” 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 cm pull-out baskets with steel-glass sides

Full-extraction basket with steel-glass sides from the Intivo line, decorative melamine base and 
sliding runners on the base unit side panels.

The 30-45-60-90-120 cm baskets have a maximum load 
capacity of 50 kg. They are equipped with the Blumotion 

closing system that ensures cushioned closing of the basket; 
some models are fitted with the “Tip-on” push-latch opening; 

the Servodrive motorised opening system is also available upon 
request.
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30, 45, 60, 90, 120 cm pull-out baskets with aluminium sides

Full-extraction basket with aluminium sides, decorative melamine base and sliding runners on the 
base unit side panels

The 30-45-60-90-120 cm baskets have a maximum load 
capacity of 50 kg. They are equipped with the Blumotion 
closing system that ensures cushioned closing of the basket; 
some models are fitted with the “Tip-on” push-latch opening; 
the Servodrive motorised opening system is also available upon 
request.
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30, 45, 60, 90, 120 cm pull-out baskets with metal sides

The 30-45-60-90-120 cm baskets have a maximum load 
capacity of 50 kg. They are equipped with the Blumotion 

closing system that ensures cushioned closing of the basket. 
The Servodrive cannot be installed. Only available for Scavolini 

Basic.

Full-extraction basket with grey painted metal sides, decorative melamine base and sliding 
runners on the base unit side panels
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Full-extraction basket with Beech sides, decorative melamine base and sliding runners on the 
base unit side panels

30, 45, 60, 90 cm pull-out baskets with wooden sides

The baskets have a maximum load capacity of 50 kg. They 
are equipped with the Blumotion closing system that ensures 
cushioned closing of the basket. The Servodrive cannot be 
installed. Only available for classic models.
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Base unit with pull-out basket and 2 inner drawers

Hob base units also available (b). Baskets and drawers are 
equipped with the Blumotion closing system that ensures 

cushioned closing of the drawer and basket. Load capacity 50 
kg per drawer/basket.

1. 45 cm base unit with pull-out basket and 2 full-extraction inner drawers (a)
2. 60 cm base unit with pull-out basket and 2 full-extraction inner drawers (a)

1a - 71015427
2a - 71015777
1b - 71017010
2b - 71017032

CODE
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Base unit with 4 inner drawers

1. 45 cm base unit with 4 inner drawers (a).
2. 60 cm base unit with 4 inner drawers (a).

Hob base units also available (b). The drawers are equipped 
with the Blumotion closing system that ensures cushioned 
closing of the drawer. Load capacity 50 kg per drawer.

 
 

1a - 71015329/30
2a - 71015731/32
1b - 71016999/00
2b - 71017017/18

CODE
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1. 45 cm base unit with 2 baskets and inner drawer (a)
2. 60 cm base unit with 2 baskets and inner drawer (a)
3. 90 cm base unit with 2 baskets and inner drawer (a)

Base unit with 2 pull-out baskets and inner drawer

Hob base units also available (b). Baskets and drawers are 
equipped with the Blumotion closing system that ensures 

cushioned closing of the drawer and basket. Load capacity 50 
kg per drawer/basket.

1a - 71015543
1b - 71017008
2a - 71015867
2b - 71017033
3a - 71016319
3b - 71017082

CODE
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1. Grey plastic gas cylinder holder for 45 cm base units
2. Grey plastic gas cylinder holder for 90 cm sink base units

3. Grey plastic gas cylinder holder for 120 cm sink base units.

Gas cylinder holder for base units

 
 

1 - 71015339/40
2 - 71017621/22
3 - 71017671/72

CODE
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Aluminium lining also available. For availability, see Elements 
for All Models Price List, Accessories section, Wall units/Base 

units/Larder units.

Sink base unit with Steel lining

Steel lining for sink base units
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- 71016241
- 71016242
- 71016249
- 71016250

CODE

“Pixo” pull-out table for 90 cm base unit

Pull-out table for 90 cm base unit. The table stows away under the top. Maximum load capacity 
60 kg distributed evenly. N.B. The base unit must be secured 
to the wall.



28.1

1
 [09-2020]

138

1 - 71016259
2 - 71020237
3 - 71046383
4 - 71046404

CODE

The mechanism is designed to pull out an overall top measuring 
138 cm consisting of 3 extensions. The capacity of the 

mechanism is 100 kg. The top must always be pulled out fully.

1. Pull-out table for 90 cm base unit H.73 cm with foldaway telescopic leg.
2. Pull-out table for 90 cm base unit H.76 cm with foldaway telescopic leg.
3. Pull-out table for 90 cm base unit H.80 cm with foldaway telescopic leg.
4. Pull-out table for 90 cm base unit H.80 cm with double recessed grip profile and foldaway 

telescopic leg.

“Friendly” pull-out table for 90 cm base unit with drawer and basket”



Pull-out table with foldaway telescopic leg for 90 cm base unit H.80 cm with chair storage.. The mechanism is designed to pull out an overall top measuring 
138 cm consisting of 3 extensions. The capacity of the 
mechanism is 100 kg. The top must always be pulled out fully. 
Up to 4 Enjoy model folding chairs can be inserted inside the 
base unit.

28.2

1
 [09-2020]

“Friendly” pull-out table for 90 cm base unit with chair storage

 
 

 - 71046384
CODECODE



4
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95

Pull-out metal ironing board with fire-retardant cover

Ironing board for 45 cm base unit with drawers

- 71020131
- 71020132 
- 71015475
- 71046203
- 71046235
- 71015477

CODE
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C+EA B

B+CA

Larder unit with upper roll-up door

1 - 71030289
2 - 71030559
3 - 71030287/8
4 - 71030557

CODE
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1 - 2

3 - 4

1. 60 cm larder unit with 2 pull-out baskets and upper roll-up door
2. 90 cm larder unit with 2 pull-out baskets and upper roll-up door 

3. 60 cm larder unit with door and upper roll-up door
4. 90 cm larder unit with door and upper roll-up door

Larder unit with roll-up door and base unit set-up comprising:
A - 2 melamine shelves, roll-up door compartment and 220 V Corner double power outlet (only 

available for Italy). Additional set-ups:
B - pull-out tray with aluminium sides.

C - LED light with switch (E)
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Pull-out detergent and broom organiser for 15 cm tall unit

“Tidyserver” pull-out detergent and broom organiser

The broom organiser is equipped with 2 full-extraction runners 
with “Soft-closing” mechanism (which provides automatic 
return of the basket with cushioned closing that prevents 

slamming). Complete with two plastic bowls and one pack of 
4 bottle retaining partitions Available with runners on the left 

or right. The anti-tilt wall attachment supplied must be fitted to 
the top panel of the larder unit. Maximum load capacity 50 kg 

distributed evenly

- 71019419
- 71019420
- 71019425
- 71019485

CODE
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“Wineserver” chrome-finish metal bottle rack wine cellar for 15 cm tall unit

“Wineserver” pull-out bottle rack wine cellar

The wine cellar is equipped with 2 full-extraction runners with 
“Soft-closing” mechanism (which provides automatic return 
of the basket with cushioned closing that prevents slamming). 
Also equipped with 1 pack of 4 bottle retaining partitions and 
3 plastic bowls. The anti-tilt wall attachment supplied must be 
fitted to the top panel of the larder unit. Maximum load capacity 
50 kg distributed evenly

 
 

- 71019419
- 71019420
- 71019425

CODE
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5

11

4

1

1. 30 cm larder unit with full-extraction, soft-closing pull-out baskets with Overglass set-up.
2.  Rational 45 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Overglass set-up (full-

length door).
3.  Rational 45 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Overglass set-up (lower 

door aligned with the base units).
4.  Rational 45 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Overglass set-up 

(upper door aligned with the wall units).
5.  45 cm larder unit consisting of 2 doors with full-extraction, soft-closing chrome-finish pull-out 

basket with Overglass set-up and 1 full-extraction, soft-closing drawer.
6. 45 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Overglass set-up 

(6 inner, 6 outer) with upper door aligned with the wall units.
7. 45 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Overglass set-up 

(6 inner, 6 outer) with lower door aligned with the base units.
8. Rational 60 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Overglass set-up (full-

length door).
9. Rational 60 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Overglass set-up (lower 

door aligned with the base units).
10. Rational 60 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Overglass set-up 

(upper door aligned with the wall units).
11. 60 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Overglass set-up 

(6 inner, 6 outer) with upper door aligned with the wall units.

Pull-out baskets for larder units with “Overglass” set-up 

1 - 71030040
1 - 71030041/42
1 - 71030043/44
2 - 71030349/50
3 - 71030351/2
4 - 71030353/4

5 - 71030191
6 - 71030363/4
7 - 71030361/2
8 - 71030379/80
9 - 71030375/6
10 - 71030377/8

11- 71030161/2
12 - 71030163/4
13 - 71030551
14 - 71030550

CODE
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12. 60 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Overglass set-up 
(6 inner, 6 outer) with lower door aligned with the base units.

13. 90 cm larder unit with double pull-out element with 24 baskets with Overglass set-up (12 
inner, 12 outer) with upper door aligned with the wall units.

14. 90 cm larder unit with double pull-out element with 24 baskets with Overglass set-up (12 
inner, 12 outer) with lower door aligned with the base units

(1) The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with 
cushioned closing to prevent slamming. The anti-tilt wall attachment supplied must be fitted to 

the top panel of the larder unit. Maximum load capacity 120 kg distributed evenly. (2-3-4-8-9-10) 
Total maximum load capacity 75 kg distributed evenly (15 kg per basket). (5) Basket load capacity 
in upper compartment 64 kg distributed evenly, basket load capacity in lower compartment 25 kg 

distributed evenly. The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic 
return with cushioned closing to prevent slamming. The anti-tilt wall attachment supplied must 
be fitted to the top panel of the larder unit. (6-7-11-12-13-14) The maximum load capacity for 

each single basket is 2.5 kg for door-mounted baskets and 5 kg for inner baskets, so the total load 
capacity is 45 kg for 45 and 60 cm larder units and 90 kg for the 90 cm version. The anti-tilt wall 

attachment supplied must be fitted to the top panel of the larder unit.
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1

4

5

11

1. 30 cm larder unit with full-extraction, soft-closing pull-out baskets with Chrome wire set-up.
2. Rational 45 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Chrome wire set-up 

(full-length door).
3. Rational 45 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Chrome wire set-up 

(lower door aligned with the base units).
4. Rational 45 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Chrome wire set-up 

(upper door aligned with the wall units).
5. 45 cm larder unit consisting of 2 doors with full-extraction, soft-closing chrome-finish pull-out 

basket with Chrome wire set-up and 1 full-extraction, soft-closing drawer.
6. 45 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Chrome wire set-

up (6 inner, 6 outer) with upper door aligned with the wall units
7. 45 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Chrome wire set-

up (6 inner, 6 outer) with lower door aligned with the base units
8. Rational 60 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Chrome wire set-up 

(full-length door).
9. Rational 60 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Chrome wire set-up 

(lower door aligned with the base units).
10. Rational 60 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets joined to the door with Chrome wire set-up 

(upper door aligned with the wall units).
11. 60 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Chrome wire 

set-up (6 inner, 6 outer) with upper door aligned with the wall units

Pull-out baskets for larder units with “Chrome wire” set-up 

1 - 71030040
1 - 71030041/42
1 - 71030043/44
2 - 71030349/50
3 - 71030351/2
4 - 71030353/4

5 - 71030191
6 - 71030161/2
7 - 71030163/4
8 - 71030379/80
9 - 71030375/6
10 - 71030377/8

11- 7103016/2
12 - 71030163/4
13 - 71030551
14 - 71030550

CODE
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12. 60 cm RH/LH larder unit with double pull-out element with 12 baskets with Chrome wire  
set-up (6 inner, 6 outer) with lower door aligned with the base units

13. 90 cm larder unit with double pull-out element with 24 baskets with Chrome wire set-up (12 
inner, 12 outer) with upper door aligned with the wall units

14. 90 cm larder unit with double pull-out element with 24 baskets with Chrome wire set-up (12 
inner, 12 outer) with lower door aligned with the base units

(1) The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with 
cushioned closing to prevent slamming. The anti-tilt wall attachment supplied must be fitted to 

the top panel of the larder unit. Maximum load capacity 120 kg distributed evenly. (2-3-4-8-9-10) 
Total maximum load capacity 75 kg distributed evenly (15 kg per basket). (5) Basket load capacity 
in upper compartment 64 kg distributed evenly, basket load capacity in lower compartment 25 kg 

distributed evenly. The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic 
return with cushioned closing to prevent slamming. The anti-tilt wall attachment supplied must 
be fitted to the top panel of the larder unit. (6-7-11-12-13-14) The maximum load capacity for 

each single basket is 2.5 kg for door-mounted baskets and 5 kg for inner baskets, so the total load 
capacity is 45 kg for 45 and 60 cm larder units and 90 kg for the 90 cm version. The anti-tilt wall 

attachment supplied must be fitted to the top panel of the larder unit.



1
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2

1

3

4

1. 15 cm larder unit with full-extraction, soft-closing pull-out baskets with Essence set-up. Tall unit 
kit consisting of frame and roller runners, Anthracite baskets with Satin finish Steel sides and 
glass uppers

2. 30 cm larder unit with full-extraction, soft-closing pull-out baskets with Essence set-up. Tall unit 
kit consisting of frame and roller runners, Anthracite baskets with Satin finish Steel sides and 
glass uppers

3. 45 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets and Essence set-up. Pull-out frame designed to 
accommodate 180° opening door, Anthracite baskets with Satin finish Steel sides and glass 
uppers

4. 60 cm larder unit with pull-out baskets and Essence set-up. Pull-out frame designed to 
accommodate 180° opening door, Anthracite baskets with Satin finish Steel sides and glass 
uppers

(1-2.3-4) The basket is equipped with a “Soft-closing” mechanism providing automatic return with 
cushioned closing to prevent slamming. The anti-tilt wall attachment supplied must be fitted to the 
top panel of the larder unit. (1-2) Total maximum load capacity is 100kg distributed evenly.  
(3-4) The maximum load capacity is 80 kg distributed evenly.

Pull-out baskets for larder units with “Essence” set-up

1 - 71030011
2 - 71030040
2 - 71030041/2
2 - 71030043/4
3 - 71030349/50
3 - 71030351/2

3 - 71030353/4
4 - 71030379/80
4 - 71030375/6
4 - 71030377/8

CODE
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Basket in chrome-finish metal with three containers with side sliding runners.

Set of baskets for broom cupboard

The total maximum load capacity is 30 kg (7.5 kg per basket) 
distributed evenly.

 
 

- 71030135/6
- 71030137/8
- 71030235/6
- 71030237/8

CODE
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180 cm larder unit with sliding Aluminium frame doors:
- two 90 cm doors with veneered / glass / glass-wood panels
- four 180 cm chrome wire shelves 

180 cm larder unit with sliding Aluminium frame doors

The shelves have a maximum load capacity of 100 kg (25 kg 
per shelf)

- 71030653
CODE
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105x105 H.210/215 cm (a) and H.240/245 cm (b) corner storage cupboard with upper door 
aligned with the wall units or lower door aligned with the base units H.210/215 cm (c) and 

H.240/245 cm (d) comprising:
1. 4 shelves (load capacity 25 kg per shelf)
2. 1 under-shelf basket (load capacity 9 kg)

3. 1 accessory and vacuum cleaner organiser (load capacity 9 kg)
4. 4 accessory storage baskets (load capacity 12 kg)

5. 5 multi-purpose hooks (load capacity 10 kg)
6. 1 stackable basket (load capacity 15 kg)

7. 1 bottle rack (4) (load capacity 6 kg)
The equipment can be fitted on both the internal sides of the cabinet.

Inner chrome wire equipment for 105x105 cm corner storage cupboard

  a - 71030689/90
b - 71031689/90
c - 71030693/94
d - 71031693/94

CODE



A B
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1 - 71051001/02
2 - 71051071/72
3 - 71051011/12
4 - 71051081/82
5 - 71041931/32
6 - 71041991/92

7 - 71041941/42
8 - 71042001/02
9 - 71041961/62
10 - 71042021/22
11 - 71041971/72
12 - 71042031/32

13 - 71051031/32
14 - 71051101/02
15 - 71051041/42
16 - 71051111/12
17 - 71041933/34
18 - 71041993/94

19 - 71041943/44
20 - 71042003/04
21 - 71041963/64
22 - 71042023/24
23 - 71041973/74
24 - 71042033/34

25 - 71051003/04
26 - 71051073/74
27 - 71051013/14
28 - 71051083/84
29 - 71051033/34
30 - 71051103/04

31 - 71051043/44
32 - 71051113/14
33 - 71041935/36
34 - 71041995/96
35 - 71041945/46
36 - 71042005/06

37 - 71041965/66
38 - 71042025/26
39 - 71041975/76
40 - 71042035/36
41 - 71051005/06
42 - 71051075/76

CODE

1. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x60 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
2. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x74 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
3. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x60 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
4. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x74 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
5. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x60 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
6. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x74 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
7. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x60 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
8. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x74 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
9. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x60 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm 
10. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x74 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm 
11. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x60 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm 
12. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x74 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm 
13. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x60 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
14. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.122x74 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
15. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x60 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
16. Storage cupboard with 60 cm door - L.135x74 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
17. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x60 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
18. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x74 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm

Storage cupboard 

To be equipped as required: 
- shelves on shelf brackets D.25 or 56 cm 

- shelves on rack D.30 cm 
- drier support shelf 

We recommend you insert the Crop LED lamps.  
Picture A shows the equipment with shelves on shelf brackets; 
picture B shows the equipment with shelves on rack; picture C 

shows the equipment with drier support shelf.



Storage cupboard shelf bracket detail

C
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CODE 

43 - 71051015/16
44 - 71051085/86
45 - 71051035/36
46 - 71051105/06

47 - 71051045/46
48 - 71051115/16

49 - 75063993 
50 -75063861/2
51 - 75063995 

 52 - 75063863/4 

53 - 75063943
54 - 75063929
55 - 75063944
56 - 75063931
57 - 75063947 
58 - 75063948 

59 - 75063946
60 - 75063945
61 - 75061365
62 - 75061366
63 - 75061367
64 - 75061368

65 - 31107612
66 - 31107613
67 - 31107614
68 - 31107615
69 - 31107616
70 - 31107617

19. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x60 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
20. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x74 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
21. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x60 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm
22. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x74 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm
23. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x60 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm
24. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x74 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.15 cm
25. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x60 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
26. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x74 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
27. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x60 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
28. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x74 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm

29. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x60 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
30. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.137x74 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
31. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x60 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
32. Storage cupboard with 75 cm door - L.150x74 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm

33. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x60 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
34. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x74 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm

35. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm 2 doors - L.165x60 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
36. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.165x74 cm H.216 cm for plinth H.10 cm
37. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x60 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.10 cm
38. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x74 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.10 cm
39. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.165x60 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.10 cm
40. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.165x74 cm H.221 cm for plinth H.10 cm
41. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x60 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
42. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x74 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm
43. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.165x60 cm H.227 cm for plinth H.7 cm

44. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.165x74 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
45. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x60 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
46. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.152x74 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
47. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.165x60 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm
48. Storage cupboard with two 45 cm doors - L.165x74 cm H.230 cm for plinth H.10 cm

49. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.216 - D.58.6 cm 
50. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.216 - D.73.5 cm 
51. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.221 - D.58.6 cm 
52. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.221 - D.73.5 cm 
53. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.227 - D.58.6 cm 
54. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.227 - D.73.5 cm
55. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.230 - D.58.6 cm 
56. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.230 - D.73.5 cm
57. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.30 - D.58.6 cm
58. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.30 - D.73.6 cm
59. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.40 - D.58.6 cm
60. Cupboard side facing panel 2.2 cm thick H.40 - D.73.6 cm

61. Linear storage cupboard shelf D.25 cm
62. Linear storage cupboard shelf D.30 cm
63. Linear storage cupboard shelf D.56 cm

64. Linear storage cupboard partition D.56 cm
65. Storage cupboard shelf bracket 

66. Rack for storage cupboard shelf support
67. Shelf bracket for storage cupboard rack

68. 3-tier vacuum cleaner holder
69. Miscellaneous hooks

70. Accessory storage basket 
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1. “Fly Moon” (A) - “Essence Fly Moon” (B) equipment with 4 pull-out shelves 
with aluminium edge rail for 107 cm corner larder unit H.127 cm (a) - H.133 
cm (b) - H.140 cm (c) H.200 cm (d) - H.206 cm (e)

2. “Essence - Fly Moon” equipment with 4 pull-out shelves with aluminium 
edge rail for 122 cm corner larder unit H.127 cm (a) - H.133 cm (b) - H.140 
cm (c) H.200 cm (d) - H.206 cm (e) - H.220 cm (f)

The shelves have a maximum load capacity of 80 kg (20 kg per shelf) 

“Fly Moon - Essence Fly Moon” pull-out shelves for corner 
larder units

1a - 71026557/58
1b - 71039305/06
1c - 71048945/46
1d - 71030667/68
1e - 71040815/16
1f - 71049839/40

2a - 71026573/74
2b - 71039353/54
2c - 71048957/58
2d - 71030731/32
2e - 71040861/62
2f - 71049887/88

CODE

A

A B

B



1
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 [01-2018]

5

6

31

42

1. 30 cm RH/LH larder unit with pull-out full-length door, inner baskets and drawers 
2. 30 cm RH/LH larder unit with lower door aligned with the base units with inner baskets and 

drawers
3. 45 cm RH/LH larder unit with pull-out full-length door, inner baskets and drawers

4. 45 cm RH/LH larder unit with lower door aligned with the base units with inner baskets and 
drawers

5. 60 cm RH/LH larder unit with pull-out full-length door, inner baskets and drawers
6. 60 cm RH/LH larder unit with lower door aligned with the base units with inner baskets and 

drawers

Inner drawers and baskets for Larder unit

1-3-5.Door joined with 1 drawer and 2 baskets, 1 drawer and 1 
inner pull-out basket. 2-4-6.Two doors joined with 1 drawer and 
2 baskets, 1 drawer and 1 inner pull-out basket. The drawers 
and baskets are equipped with the Blumotion closing system 
that ensures cushioned closing of the drawer and basket. Load 
capacity 50 kg per drawer/basket. The anti-tilt wall attachment 
supplied must be fitted to the top panel of the larder unit.

  1 - 71030051/52
2 - 71030053/54
3 - 71030181/82
4 - 71030183/84
5 - 71030339/40
6 - 71030341/42

CODE



1
43

 [01-2018]

The drawers and baskets are equipped with the Blumotion 
closing system, a mechanism providing automatic return with 

cushioned closing of the drawer and basket that prevents 
slamming. Load capacity 50 kg per drawer/basket.

Pull-out drawers and baskets for base unit or larder unit

1. Pull-out drawers and baskets for 45 cm larder unit
2. Pull-out drawers and baskets for 60 cm larder unit

1 - 71030355/56
2 - 71030357/58

CODE



1
44

 [01-2018]

Equipped beech dresser unit complete with:
1 rolling pin

3 kitchen roll holders 
1 magnetic knife rack 

1 plywood chopping board 

Dresser unit for 90 cm base units

   - 71016245
CODE
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CODE

“Telescope” breakfast bench support H.69-91.5 cm in Aluminium. Leg diameter 11 cm, plate 
diameter 23.3 cm and foot diameter 12.6 cm 

“Telescope” breakfast bench support

- 75020203

Maximum capacity 80 kg
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8
8

“Podium” breakfast bench support

“Podium” breakfast bench support H.69-95 cm in Black, White or Chrome-finish painted metal  

 - 75086331
CODE

Maximum capacity 80 kg
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82.3

10

25.2

61

“Flux Swing” breakfast bench support H.82 cm in Grey or Metallic Grey painted metalN.B. the 
top must protrude between 70 and 100 cm from the element before the support. 

“Flux Swing” breakfast bench support

Max.capacity 50 kg

CODE
-  75020222
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72

6
2

60/80

“Sloper” metal breakfast bench support, table height, available in: 
1. Black, White or Grey L.60 - H.72 cm
2. Black, White or Grey L.80 - H.72 cm

“Sloper” metal breakfast bench support, island height, available in: 
3. Black, White or Grey L.60 - H.83 cm
4. Black, White or Grey L.80 - H.83 cm
5. Black, White or Grey L.60 - H.86 cm
6. Black, White or Grey L.80 - H.86 cm
7. Black, White or Grey L.60 - H.88 cm
8. Black, White or Grey L.80 - H.88 cm
9. Black, White or Grey L.60 - H.91 cm

10. Black, White or Grey L.80 - H.91 cm‘

“Sloper” breakfast bench support‘

 

1 - 75086332
 2 - 75086333
3 - 75086334
4 - 75086335

5 - 75086336
6 - 75086337
7 - 75086338
8 - 75086339
9 - 75086340 

10 - 75086341

CODE
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5.5

‘Slender’ breakfast bench support with one leg, in Steel or Bronze finish metal H.72 cm

‘Slender’ breakfast bench support with one leg

- 75020335
CODE
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70

5.5 60/80

1. ‘Slender’ breakfast bench support with two legs, Satin finish Nickel finish metal  
L.70 - H.70/91.5 cm

2. ‘Slender’ breakfast bench support with two legs, Satin finish Nickel finish metal  
L.90 - H.70/91.5 cm

“Slender” breakfast bench support with two legs

 

 

1 - 75086455
2 - 75086456

CODE
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21.1
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8
70/90

71.9/83.4
86.4/88.4
91.4

1.5

1. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.71.9 cm 
2. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.71.9 cm 
3. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.83.4 cm 
4. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.83.4 cm 
5. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.86.4 cm 
6. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.86.4 cm 
7. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.88.4 cm 
8. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.88.4 cm 
9. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.91.4 cm 
10.“Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.91.4 cm 

‘Hold Up’ breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units

1 - 75086086
2 - 75086087
3 - 75086076
4 - 75086077
5 - 75086080
6 - 75086081

7 - 75086078
8 - 75086079
9 - 75086082
10 - 75086083

CODE
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8
1.5 70/90

71.9/83.4
86.4/88.4
91.4

1.“Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.71.9 cm 
2. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.71.9 cm 
3. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.83.4 cm 
4. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.83.4 cm 
5. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.86.4 cm 
6. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.86.4 cm 
7. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.88.4 cm 
8. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.88.4 cm 
9. “Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.91.4 cm 

10.“Hold Up” breakfast bench support in Black, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.91.4 cm 

‘Hold Up’ breakfast bench support with extending supports

1 - 75086084
2 - 75086085 
3 - 75086068 
4 - 75086069 

5 - 75086072 
6 - 75086073
7 - 75086070
8 - 75086071
9 - 75086074
10 -75086075 

CODE
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8
1.5 68.7/95.3

70/71.9
83.4/86.4
87/88.4
90/91.4

“Hold Up+” support for base units

1 - 75086851
2 - 75086852
3 - 75086853
4 - 75086854
5 - 75086896
6 - 75086855

7 - 75086856
8 - 75086857
9 - 77080970
10 - 75086861
11 - 75086862
12 - 75086863

13 - 75086864
14 - 75086897
15 - 75086865
16 - 75086866
17 - 75086867
18 - 77080972

19 - 75086871
20 - 75086872
21 - 75086873
22 - 75086874
23 - 75086898
24 - 75086875

25 - 75086876
26 - 75086877
27 - 77080971
28 - 75086881
29 - 75086882
30 - 75086883

31 - 75086884
32 - 75086899
33 - 75086885
34 - 75086886
35 - 75086887

CODE
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1. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.70 cm (table height)

2. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in  Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.71.9 cm (table height)

3. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.83.4 cm (breakfast bench height)

4. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in  Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.86.4 cm (breakfast bench height)

5. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in  Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.87 cm (breakfast bench height)

6. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.88.4 cm (breakfast bench height)

7. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in  Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.90 cm (breakfast bench height)

8. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 58.8 cm top, 
in  Black, White or Grey metal L.68.7 - H.91.4 cm (breakfast bench height)

9. Pack of extensions 56.5 cm L.68.7
10. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.70 cm (table height)
11. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.71.9 cm (table height)
12.  “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.83.4 cm (breakfast bench height)
13. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.86.4 cm (breakfast bench height)
14. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.87 cm (breakfast bench height)
15. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in  

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.88.4 cm (breakfast bench height)
16. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.90 cm (breakfast bench height) 
17. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 58.8 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.95.3 - H.91.4 cm
18. Pack of extensions 56.5 cm L.95.3 cm

19. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.70 cm (table height)

20. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.71.9 cm (table height)

21. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.83.4 cm (breakfast bench height)

22. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.86.4 cm (breakfast bench height)

23. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.87 cm (breakfast bench height)

24. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.88.4 cm (breakfast bench height)

25. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.90 cm (breakfast bench height)

26. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with back frame for base unit and 60 cm top, 
in Black, White or Grey metal L.71.1 - H.91.4 cm

27. Pack of extensions 57.7 cm L.71.1 cm (breakfast bench height)
28. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.70 cm (table height)
29. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.71.9 cm (table height)
30. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.83.4 cm (breakfast bench height)
31. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.86.4 cm (breakfast bench height)
32. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.87 cm (breakfast bench height)
33. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm with base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.88.4 cm (breakfast bench height)
34. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.90 cm (breakfast bench height)
35. “Hold Up +” support for base unit D.56.3 cm and base unit D.34 cm and 60 cm top, in 

Black, White or Grey metal L.97.7 - H.91.4 cm (breakfast bench height)
The fixed size of the top when it is not extended is 72.5 cm for tops with a depth of 60 cm; for 

tops with a depth of 58.8 cm, the size is 71.3 cm. N.B.It can be fitted on the side of base units or 
against the wall; It cannot be fitted on the front of a base unit. Available for 2, 3 and 4 cm thick 

laminate tops.
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1.6

55/70

70/71.9/83.4
86.4/87/88.4
90/91.4

1.“Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.55 - H.70 cm
2. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.70 - H.70 cm
3. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.55 - H.71.9 cm
4. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.70 - H.71.9 cm
5. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.55 - H.83.4 cm
6. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.70 - H.83.4 cm
7. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.55 - H.86.4-87 cm
8. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.70 - H.86.4-87 cm
9. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.55 - H.88.4 cm
10. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.70 - H.88.4 cm
11. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.55 - H.90 cm
12. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.70 - H.90 cm
13. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.55 - H.91.4 cm
14. “Levity” breakfast bench glass support L.70 - H.91.4 cm

“Levity” glass support for breakfast bench

1 - 75086888
2 - 75086890
3 - 75086711
4 - 75086712
5 - 75086713
6 - 75086714

7 - 75086715
8 - 75086716
9 - 75086717
10 - 75086718
11 - 75086889
12 - 75086891

13 - 75086719
14 - 75086720

CODE
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6
3

Pack of 2 legs H.69.5 cm for “Motus” table with 2 corners to fix the top, in Black, White or 
Grey

 

Pack of 2 legs for "Motus“ table

 - 78086381
CODE
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3
6

Support H.69.5 cm for “Motus” table with extending supports between 118.4 and 178.4 cm, in 
Black, White or Grey

Support for “Motus” table

- 75086380
CODE
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8
1.5 70/90

71.9/83.4
86.4/88.4
91.4

‘Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal L.70 
- H.71.9 cm 

1. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.90 - H.71.9 cm 

2. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.70 - H.83.4 cm 

3. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.90 - H.83.4 cm 

4. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.70 - H.86.4 cm 

5. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.90 - H.86.4 cm 

6. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.70 - H.88.4 cm 

7. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.90 - H.88.4 cm 

8. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.70 - H.91.4 cm 

9. “Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units, in White or Grey metal 
L.90 - H.91.4 cm

“Network” breakfast bench support resting on the front of base units

1 - 75086397
2 - 75086398
3 - 75086389
4 - 75086390

5 - 75086393
6 - 75086394
7 - 75086391
8 - 75086392
9 - 75086395

10 - 75086396

CODE
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8
1.5 70/90

71.9/83.4
86.4/88.4
91.4

1. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.70 - H.71.9 cm
2. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.90 - H.71.9 cm
3. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.70 - H.83.4 cm
4. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.90 - H.83.4 cm
5. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.70 - H.86.4 cm
6. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.90 - H.86.4 cm
7. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.70 - H.88.4 cm
8. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.90 - H.88.4 cm
9. “Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.70 - H.91.4 cm
10.“Network” metal breakfast bench support with extending supports, White or Grey L.90 - H.91.4 cm
11.“Network” intermediate support, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.32.7 cm
12.“Network” intermediate support, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.32.7 cm
13.“Network” intermediate support, White or Grey metal L.70 - H.35.7 cm
14.“Network” intermediate support, White or Grey metal L.90 - H.35.7 cm

Network breakfast bench support with extending supports”

1 - 75086414
2 - 75086415
3 - 75086406
4 - 75086407
5 - 75086410
6 - 75086411

7 - 75086408
8 - 75086409
9 - 75086412
10 - 75086413
11 - 75086399
12 - 75086400

13 - 75086401
14 - 75086402

CODE

11-12-13-14
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40

Universal support for “Network” support, 4 cm thick. 
Only available in Essenziale White, Natura Ash, Hono Elm and Kuuki Elm

Universal support for “Network” top

- 77081825
CODE



8
44.17

21.1
44.17 [09-2020]

4
70

“Mizu” breakfast bench support, available in Steel, Quarz, Porcelain Stoneware, Veneered or wood 
particle board panel covered in laminate, 4 cm thick - L.70 - H.max 100 cm

“Mizu” breakfast bench support

- 77081851
CODE
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1.1
44.18 [09-2020]

6.1
9

68

1. “Blend” breakfast bench support, Vintage Oak veneered L.68 - H.72 cm
2. “Blend” breakfast bench support, Vintage Oak veneered L.68 - H.83 cm
3. “Blend” breakfast bench support, Vintage Oak veneered L.68 - H.86 cm
4. “Blend” breakfast bench support, Vintage Oak veneered L.68 - H.88 cm
5. “Blend” breakfast bench support, Vintage Oak veneered L.68 - H.91 cm

“Blend” breakfast bench support

1 - 75086440
2 - 75086441
3 - 75086442
4 - 75086443
5 - 75086444

CODE



8
44.19

1.1
44.19 [09-2020]

6
2 63

71/91.5

“Clever” metal breakfast bench support, White, Bronze, Grey, Black and Brass L.65 - H.71-91.5 cm

“Clever” breakfast bench support

- 75086895
CODE
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1.1
44.20 [09-2020]

60
4.5

56.3

24

‘Infratop’ support for 95x95 cm table available in Black, White and Grey metal

“Infratop” support for 95x95 cm table

N.B. only available for composition with plinth H.10 cm

- 75086140
CODE
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Dishwasher connector tap

Dishwasher connector tap

 - 41000579
CODE 2 Accessori per zona lavaggio

2 Accessories for washing area
2 Accessoires pour zone de lavage
2 Zubehör für Spülbereich
2 Accesorios para zona de lavado
2 АКСЕССУАРЫ ДЛЯ ЗОНЫ 
МОЙКИ
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Pack of 2 filters for tap set connection

Pack of 2 filters for tap set connection

 - 41000581

Supplied in the Nuvola twin-command set

CODE
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Metal waste bin

Stainless steel waste bin with plastic bucket12-litre capacity, opens with the door.

 - 31100349
CODE
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Plastic waste bin

Metallic grey plastic waste bin 13-litre capacity, opens with the door.

- 31100347
CODE
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Sliding waste bin

Sliding waste bin with two 14-litre containersManual opening.

 - 31000354
CODE
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59.3

38.4

49.3

Sliding waste bin with two 35-litre containers, manual opening. 

“Host 550” sliding waste bin

Internal cover secured to the base unit side panels. The 
trolley is supplied with a central storage compartment

- 31107030
CODE
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33,5

40

47

“Host 222” sliding waste bin

Sliding waste bin with two 21-litre containers.Manual opening.

 - 31107028
CODE
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 - 31107029
CODE

Sliding stainless steel waste bin with two 21-litre containers.

“Host 500” sliding metal waste bin 

Opens with the door. The waste bin is supplied with an 
additional separating element to create two containers of 10.5 
litres each. Cover suitable for storing gloves and sponges.
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28

47

42

- 31100361
CODE

Sliding metal waste bin

Sliding stainless steel waste bin with two 17-litre containers.Opens with the door.
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1. Pull-out basket with 3 multi-purpose Chrome wire baskets and waste bin on the Left with two 
15-litre bins (W.28.5 - D.21 - H.31 cm) for “All Out” 90 cm sink base unit

2. Pull-out basket with 3 multi-purpose Chrome wire baskets and waste bin on the Right with two 
15-litre bins (W.28.5 - D.21 - H.31 cm) for “All Out” 90 cm sink base unit

3. Pull-out basket with 3 multi-purpose Chrome wire baskets and waste bin on the Left with two 
15-litre bins (W.28.5 - D.21 - H.31 cm) for “All Out” 120 cm sink base unit

4. Pull-out basket with 3 multi-purpose Chrome wire baskets and waste bin on the Right with two 
5-litre bins (W.28.5 - D.21 - H.31 cm) for “All Out” 120 cm sink base unit

A twist and turn mechanism allows you to pull out the bins and 
accessory baskets completely, to grant complete access to  
anyone needing to work on the sink. To allow the doors to open 
fully, maintain the following clearances from adjacent elements 
with greater depth or walls:  
- 37 cm for 90 cm sink base units 
- 48 cm for 120 cm sink base units

 
 

1 - 71018116/7
2 - 71018118/9
3 - 71020665/6
4 - 71020695/6

CODE

“All Out” 2-door sink base unit with pull-out baskets and waste bin joined to the doors
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Ba

1a - 71017747/8
1a - 71017751/2
1a - 71020387/8
1b - 71017755/6
1b - 71019135/6
1b - 71020743/4

1b - 71047163/4
2a - 71017749/50
2a - 71017753/4
2a - 71020389/90
2b - 71017757/8
2b - 71019137/8

2b - 71020757/8
2b - 71047183/4

CODE

39.5
66.5

94.5 39.5

1

2

Basket opening example. The baskets have a maximum load 
capacity of 40kg. The basket is equipped with a “Soft-

closing”mechanism providing automatic return with cushioned 
closing to prevent slamming.

1. Waste bin for 105 (a) - 110 (b) cm corner base unit comprising:
- 3 waste bins (two 15-litre W.29 - D.22 - H.27.7 cm and one 6-litre W.21.5 - D.14 - H.27.7 cm)
- 1 sponge tidy
- 1 detergent tidy
2. Waste bin for 120 (a) -125 (b) cm corner base unit comprising:
- 4 waste bins (two 15-litre W.29 - D.22 - H.27.7 cm and one 6-litre W.21.5 - D.14 - H.27.7 cm)
- 2 sponge tidies
- 2 detergent tidies

105-110-120-125 cm corner sink base unit with “Dividenda” pull-out
waste bin
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Built-in waste bin for 30 cm H.73 cm base unit (a) or H.76 cm base unit (b) comprising one 
36-litre container.

Built-in “Cling” pull-out waste bin for 30 cm base unit

a - 71015154/5
b - 71020075

CODE

Internal cover secured to the base unit side panels. Equipped 
with the Blumotion closing system that ensures cushioned 

closing of the door.
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Built-in waste bin for 45 cm H.73 cm base unit (a) or H.76 cm base unit (b) comprising two 
30-litre containers.

Built-in “Cling” pull-out waste bin for 45 cm base unit

 
 

a - 71015433
b - 71020105

CODE

Internal cover secured to the base unit side panels. Equipped 
with the Blumotion closing system that ensures cushioned 
closing of the door.
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Built-in waste bin for 60 cm base unit comprising two 36-litre containers (W.36 - D.21 - H.46 cm). 

“Cling” built-in waste bin for base unit 60

a - 71015851
b - 71020173

CODE

Internal cover secured to the base unit side panels. Equipped 
with the Blumotion closing system that ensures cushioned 

closing of the door. The bins are reversible, they can be turned 
depth-wise.
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a - 71015849
b - 71020171

CODE

Built-in waste bin for 60 cm H.73 cm base unit (a) or H.76 cm base unit (b) comprising:
- two 42-litre containers (W.42 - D.22 - H.50 cm) 

- 1 cover

Equipped with the Blumotion closing system that ensures 
cushioned closing of the door.

“Grab” built-in pull-out waste bin for 60 cm base unit 
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1

2

1 - 71015859
2 - 71015435

CODE

3. Built-in waste bin for 60 cm base unit comprising:
- two 8-litre containers 
- two 32-litre containers
4. Built-in waste bin for 45 cm base unit comprising:
- two 32-litre containers 

Equipped with the Blumotion closing system that ensures 
cushioned closing of the door.

Built-in pull-out waste bin for 45 - 60 cm base unit 
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Plastic waste bin with 3 compartments and cover for 90 cm (a) sink base unit
two 17-litre containers

one 8-litre container
1 cover

1 single basket partition
Plastic waste bin with 4 compartments and cover for 120 cm (b) sink base unit

three 17-litre containers
one 8-litre container

1 cover
1 single basket partition

Opens with the basket. Internal cover secured to the base unit 
side panels. Only for installation in sink base unit with 2 pull-out 
baskets. Blumotion closing system cannot be installed. N.B. this 
waste bin can only be installed in the sink base unit with 2 pull-
out baskets (for the Liberamente model, it cannot be installed in 
sink base units with 2 recessed grip profiles).

Waste bin for 90-120 cm baskets,  Scavolini modern and Scavolini Basic models

 
 

a - 31105075
b - 31105076

CODE
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30
3015 21

25

- 31105077
CODE

Waste bin for baskets Art.“KIT 3”

Waste bin with 3 containers for 90 cm basket, comprising:
two 14-litre containers
one 6.5-litre container
3 covers
1 single aluminium basket retainer

Single manual opening covers.
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”Simple” built-in pull-out waste bin for 60 cm sink base unit

Built-in waste bin for 60 cm sink base unit comprising:
two 10-litre containers (W.21.5 - D.18 - H.37 cm).

one 20-litre container container (W.43.5 - D.21 - H.26 cm).
1 shaped metal container-retainer bottom

Internal cover secured to the base unit side panels. Cover for
food waste container with odour flter. The waste bin can be
installed in H.73 cm base units (a) and in H.76 cm base units
(b). Equipped with the Blumotion closing system that ensures
cushioned closing of the door.

   - 31107038
a - 71017568
b - 71020633

CODE
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Built-in “KIT980” waste bin for 60 cm basket

 - 31106071
a - 71017568
b - 71020633

CODE

Built-in waste bin for 60 cm basket comprising:
one 14-litre container
two 6.5-litre containers
1 swivelling cover
2 accessory bowls
one 60 cm shaped accessory organiser bottom

Opens with the basket. Internal cover secured to the base unit 
side panels. The waste bin can be installed in H.73 cm base 

units (a) and in H.76 cm base units (b). N.B. Can only be 
installed in the 60 cm sink base unit with 2 pull-out baskets.
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Waste bin for 90 cm basket comprising:
one 14-litre container

two 6.5-litre containers
1 swivelling cover 
3 accessory bowls 

1 chrome-finish wire magazine rack
1 chrome-finish wire detergent tidy

one 90 cm shaped accessory organiser bottom

Art.987GS01 Waste bin for 90 cm basket

- 31105238
CODE

Opens with the basket. Internal cover secured to the base unit 
side panels. Available for Scavolini modern, classic and Basic 
models. Can only be installed in 90 cm sink base units with 2 
pull-out baskets. 
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Art.982GS01 Waste bin for 90 cm basket

 - 31105237
CODE

Waste bin for 90 cm basket comprising: 
two 14-litre containers
two 6.5-litre containers
1 swivelling cover 
3 accessory bowls 
one 90 cm shaped accessory organiser bottom

Opens with the basket.  Internal cover secured to the base unit 
side panels. Can only be installed in 90 cm sink base units 

with 2 pull-out baskets.
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 - 31105239
CODE

Opens with the basket. Internal cover secured to the base unit 
side panels. Can only be installed in 120 cm sink base units 
with 2 pull-out baskets.

Art.994GS01 Waste bin for 120 cm basket

Waste bin for 120 cm basket comprising:
two 14-litre containers

two 6.5-litre containers
1 swivelling cover 
4 accessory bowls 

1 chrome-finish wire magazine rack
1 chrome-finish wire detergent tidy

1 dustpan and brush kit with support
one 120 cm shaped accessory organiser bottom
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“Split” waste bin for 60 cm basket

Waste bin for 60 cm basket comprising:
one 16-litre container 
two 7-litre containers 
1 metal bottom board
1 shaped metal container-retainer bottom

Cover for food waste container with odour filter

 - 31107031
CODE
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“Split” waste bin for 90 cm basket

Waste bin for 90 cm basket comprising:
one 16-litre container
two 7-litre containers

3 accessory bowls
1 shaped metal container-retainer bottom

Cover for food waste container with odour filter

 - 31107032
CODE
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“Split” waste bin for 120 cm basket

Waste bin for 120 cm basket comprising:
two 16-litre containers
two 7-litre containers
5 accessory bowls
1 shaped metal container-retainer bottom

Cover for food waste container with odour filter

 - 31107033
CODE
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23

36

36

Sliding waste bin for 90x90 cm corner sink base unit 

- 31100350
CODE

Sliding waste bin with one 13-litre container Manual opening
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5

150

22.6

1

2

3

4

Air outlet styling accessories

1a. 60 cm Ø 12.5 cm circular pipe
1b. 100 cm Ø 12.5 cm circular pipe
2. 150 cm rectangular pipe
3. 150 cm Ø 12.7 cm flexible pipe
4. Rectangular pipe clip

1a - 41000685
1b - 41001556
2 -  41001536
3 -  41001537
4 -  41001540

CODE 3 Accessori per cappe
3 Accessories for hoods
3 Accessoires pour hottes
3 Zubehör für Hauben
3 Accesorios para campanas
3 
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Ø13

Ø15.4

22.4

5.8

8

Ø11.75

1

2

5.8 22.4

5.4

22.4

5.810.5

3

4

Air outlet styling accessories

1. Ø 12.5 cm white finishing flange
2. Circular-rectangular vertical 90° elbow

3. Rectangular pipe joint
4. Rectangular vertical 90° elbow

 
 

 1 - 41000700
 2 - 41001542

3 - 41001546
4 - 41001543

CODE
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22.4

5.8

22.4

1

5.8

27

22.4

Ø12

2

26.4

9.8

5.8

22.6

26

22.4

5.8
Ø12.9

4

3

Air outlet styling accessories

1. Rectangular horizontal 90° elbow
2. Rectangular-circular pipe corner joint
3. Rectangular-circular pipe joint
4. Rectangular wall joint

1 - 41001544
2 - 41001545
3 - 41001547
4 - 41001548

CODE
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Ø9.9

Ø12.7

8

1

Ø13

Ø12.5
20.5

2

24.6

8 22.6

6

Ø12
Ø15

3

4

Air outlet styling accessories

1. Ø 12.5 cm - Ø 10 cm circular pipe joint
2. Circular vertical 90° elbow

3. Rectangular external directed grille
4. Ø 12.5 cm circular external directed grille

 
 

 1 - 41001551
2 - 41001552
3 - 41001539
4 - 41001538

CODE
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L H1 H2 L1 L2 P **
‘ALUMINIUM’ DRAWER
50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg (30 kg for Scavolini Easy), with Blumotion closing system;
aluminium sides (in Grey painted metal for Scavolini Basic and Scavolini Easy), Grey decorative melamine base, 16 mm thick;
Grey painted metal back panel.

30 6,8 6,8 21,6 17,8 47,4

45 6,8 6,8 36,6 32,8 47,4

60 6,8 6,8 51,6 47,8 47,4

90 6,8 6,8 81,6 77,8 47,4
120 6,8 6,8 111,6 107,8 47,4

‘ALUMINIUM’ BASKET
50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg (30 kg for Scavolini Easy), with Blumotion closing system;
aluminium sides (in Grey painted metal for Scavolini Basic and Scavolini Easy), Grey decorative melamine base, 16 mm thick;
Grey painted metal back panel.

45 18,5 * 18,5 * 36,6 32,8 47,4
60 18,5 * 18,5 * 51,6 47,8 47,4

90 18,5 * 18,5 * 81,6 77,8 47,4
120 18,5 * 18,5 * 111,6 107,8 47,4

‘INTIVO’ DRAWER

50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg, with Blumotion closing system;
steel-glass sides; 16 mm thick Grey decorative melamine base; Grey painted metal back panel.

30 6,8 6,8 21,6 17,8 47,4
45 6,8 6,8 36,6 32,8 47,4

60 6,8 6,8 51,6 47,8 47,4

90 6,8 6,8 81,6 77,8 47,4
120 6,8 6,8 111,6 107,8 47,4

L2

L1

P

H2

H1

L

L1

PH2
L2

H1

L

* height including edge rail (sides as high as the drawer)
** depth referring to drawer unit or base unit with pull-out baskets, 56.3 cm deep 

DRAWER BASKET

Pull-out baskets and drawers - Internal dimensions
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L H1 H2 L1 L2 P **
‘INTIVO’ BASKET

50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg, with Blumotion closing system;
steel-glass sides; 16 mm thick Grey decorative melamine base; Grey painted metal back panel.

45 18,2 18,2 36,9 32,8 47,4
60 18,2 18,2 51,9 47,8 47,4

90 18,2 18,2 81,9 77,8 47,4
120 18,2 18,2 111,9 107,8 47,4

ANTHRACITE ‘BLUM PLUS’ DRAWER

50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg, with Blumotion closing system;
Anthracite painted metal sides; 16 mm thick Anthracite decorative melamine base; Anthracite painted metal back panel.

30 6,8 6,8 21,5 17,8 47,4
45 6,8 6,8 36,5 32,8 47,4

60 6,8 6,8 51,5 47,8 47,4

90 6,8 6,8 81,5 77,8 47,4
120 6,8 6,8 111,5 107,8 47,4

CESTO ‘BLUM PLUS’ ANTRACITA

50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg, with Blumotion closing system;
Anthracite painted metal sides; 16 mm thick Anthracite decorative melamine base; Anthracite painted metal back panel.

45 18,2 18,2 36,5 32,8 47,4
60 18,2 18,2 51,5 47,8 47,4

90 18,2 18,2 81,5 77,8 47,4
120 18,2 18,2 111,5 107,8 47,4

L2

L1

P

H2

H1

L

L1

PH2
L2

H1

L

* height including edge rail (sides as high as the drawer)

** depth referring to drawer unit or base unit with pull-out baskets, 56.3 cm deep

DRAWER BASKET

Pull-out baskets and drawers - Internal dimensions
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L H1 H2 L1 L2 P **
ANTHRACITE ‘BLUM PLUS’ DRAWER WITH ‘H’ DRAWER SIDES

50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg, with Blumotion closing system;
Anthracite painted metal sides; 16 mm thick Anthracite decorative melamine base; Anthracite painted metal back panel

30 10 10 21,7 17,8 47,4
45 10 10 36,7 32,8 47,4

60 10 10 51,7 47,8 47,4

90 10 10 81,7 77,8 47,4
120 10 10 111,7 107,8 47,4

WOODEN DRAWER

0 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg, with Blumotion closing system;
wooden sides; 16 mm thick beech decorative melamine base; birch plywood back panel.

30 7,7 5,7 27 27 47,4
45 7,7 5,7 40,5 40,5 47,4

60 7,7 5,7 54 54 47,4
90 7,7 5,7 81 81 47,4

WOODEN BASKET

50 cm deep, full extraction, dynamic load of 50 kg, with Blumotion closing system;
wooden sides; 16 mm thick beech decorative melamine base; birch plywood back panel.

45 17 17 40,5 40,5 47,4
60 17 17 54 54 47,4
90 17 17 81 81 47,4

L2

L1

P

H2

H1

L

L1

PH2
L2

H1

L

     DRAWER  BASKET

* height including edge rail (sides as high as the drawer)
** depth referring to drawer unit or base unit with pull-out baskets, 56.3 cm deep

Pull-out baskets and drawers - Internal dimensions
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51.5 47.3

1

2

3

“Format” cutlery tray

1. Plastic cutlery tray for 30 cm drawer D.47.3 cm
2. Plastic cutlery tray for 45 cm drawer D.47.3 cm
3. Plastic cutlery tray for 60 cm drawer D.47.3 cm

1 - 31105468
2 - 31105469
3 - 31105470

CODE4 Accessori per pensili, basi e armadi
4 Accessories for wall base, and larder units
4 Accessoires pour hauts, bas et armoires
4 Zubehör für Unter-, Ober- und Hochschränke
4 Accesorios para muebles altos, bajos y armarios
4 АКСЕССУАРЫ ДЛЯ НАВЕСНЫХ ШКАФОВ, ТУМБ И ВЫСОКИХ ШКАФОВ 
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21.3 47.3

36.3 47.3

51.3
47.3

1

2

3

1 32

“Orange“ cutlery tray

1. Wooden cutlery tray for 30 cm drawer D.47.3 cm
2. Wooden cutlery tray for 45 cm drawer D.47.3 cm 
3. Wooden cutlery tray for 60 cm drawer D.47.3 cm

Cannot be installed in lower baskets of: curved base units, base 
units with recessed basket and all sink base units.

1 - 31105471
  2 - 31105472

3 - 31105473

CODE
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51
47.3

“Orange” kitchen utensil drawer organiser

Wooden kitchen utensil organiser for 60 cm drawer D.47.3 cm complete with:
- kitchen knife
- ice cream scoop
- universal tin opener
- corkscrew
- melon baller
- lemon peeler
- butter curler
- bottle opener and tin opener
- universal peeler
- small cleaver
- cheese knife
- oval pizza/pastry cutting wheel
- garlic crusher
- small grater

Natural citrus-fruit oil scented wood. Set up for chopping board 
and knife rack assembly. Cannot be installed in the first drawer 

of hob base units and in the first drawer of base units with 
recessed grip profile.  Cannot be installed in lower baskets of: 

curved base units, base units with recessed basket and all sink 
base units

. 

- 31105466
CODE
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49.9 47.3

2.5

2

35.5
47.3

2.5

1

“Orange” knife rack 

1. Beech blockboard knife rack for 45 cm drawers D.47.3 cm
- poultry shears

- cutting and slicing knife
- boning knife

- kitchen knife 13.5 cm
- kitchen knife 20 cm- 

- ham knife
- knife sharpener

2. Beech blockboard knife rack for 60 cm drawers D.47.3 cm 
- kitchen knife 13.5 cm

- knife sharpener
- boning knife

- ham knife
- kitchen knife

- cutting and slicing knife
- bread knife

- poultry shears
- cleaver

Natural citrus-fruit oil scented wood. Cannot be installed in 
lower baskets of: curved base units, base units with recessed 
basket and all sink base units.

1 - 31105514
2 - 31105515

CODE



2

1 2
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47.336.2

1

47.3
51.2

2

1. Beech blockboard knife rack for 45 cm drawer D.47.3 cm (for 12 knives)
2. Beech blockboard knife rack for 60 cm drawer D.47.3 cm (for 18 knives)

“Orange” knife rack

Natural citrus-fruit oil scented wood. Cannot be installed in 
lower baskets of: curved base units, base units with recessed 

basket and all sink base units.

1 - 31105512
2 - 31105513

CODE
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47.336.2

47.3
51.5

1

2

1. Beech blockboard spice rack for 45 cm drawers D.47.3 cm (5 steel bowls)
2. Beech blockboard spice rack for 60 cm drawers D.47.3 cm (6 steel bowls)

“Orange” spice rack

Natural citrus-fruit oil scented wood. Supplied without spices. 
Cannot be installed in lower baskets of: curved base units, base 
units with recessed basket and all sink base units.

1 2

1 - 31105518
2 - 31105519

CODE
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4721

36 47

51
47

1

2

3

39.4
8

6

37.5

38.8

13.4

81
47

4

5

“Kilter” cutlery tray

1. Grey finish plastic cutlery tray for 30 cm drawer D.47.3
2. Grey finish plastic cutlery tray for 45 cm drawer D.47.3
3. Grey finish plastic cutlery tray for 60 cm drawer D.47.3
4. Grey finish plastic cutlery tray for 90 cm drawer D.47.3
5. Chopping board/knife rack insert (can only be installed in 60-90 cm cutlery trays)
Spice rack insert (can only be installed in 60-90 cm cutlery trays; cannot be inserted in the 
following base units: 60 cm hob base unit H.73.4 cm with drawers and with drawers and 
baskets; hob base unit H.76.4 cm with double recessed grip profile and drawers and with drawers 
and baskets; 90 cm hob base unit H.71.4 cm.

1 - 31106251
2 - 31106252
3 - 31106253
4 - 31106254
5 - 31106255
6 - 31106256

CODE



4
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 [09-2020]

47.3108.8

14.247.3

14.2

47.3 14.2

47.3
33.8

1-2

47.3
78.8

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

11-12

13-14

“Helper” pull-out basket and drawer accessories

1 - 31107374

  2 - 31107373
3 - 31107376
4 - 31107375
5 - 31107378
6 - 31107377
7 - 31107380

8 - 31107379 
9 - 31107382

10 - 31107381
11 - 31107384
12 - 31107383
13 - 31107386

14 - 31107385
15 - 31107388
16 - 31107387
17 - 31107390
18 - 31107389
19 - 31107391

20 - 31107394
21 - 31107393
22 - 31107406
23 - 31107405
24 - 31107408
25 - 31107407

26 - 31107410
27 - 31107409
28 - 31107396
29 - 31107395
30 - 31107398
31 - 31107397

32 - 31107400
33 - 31107399
34 - 31107402
35 - 31107401
36 - 31107404
37 - 31107403

CODE
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34.8/49.8/79.8/109.8

20-27

28-29

14

14.2

47.3

15-16

17-18

19

30-31

32-33



1 2

5 6

43

4
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 [09-2020]

34-35

36-37

1. Cutlery tray in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 45 cm drawer
2. Cutlery tray in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for 45 cm drawer

3. Cutlery tray in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 60 cm drawer 
N.B.:  1 accessory can be installed

4. Cutlery tray in Natural stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 60 cm drawer 
N.B.:  1 accessory can be installed

5. Cutlery tray in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 90 cm drawer 
N.B.: up to 2 accessories can be installed

6. Cutlery tray in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for 90 cm drawer 
N.B.: up to 2 accessories can be installed

7. Cutlery tray in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 120 cm drawer 
N.B.: up to 4 accessories can be installed

8. Cutlery tray in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for 120 cm drawer 
N.B.: up to 4 accessories can be installed

9. Knife rack in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray 

10. Knife rack in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray 

11. Spice rack in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray

12. Spice rack in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray

13. Kitchen roll holder in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray

14. Kitchen roll holder in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray 

15. Jar rack in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray 

16. Jar rack in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray 

17. Partition in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray 

18. Partition in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray

19. Chopping board in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for drawer 
N.B.:  can be installed individually or in combination with the cutlery tray

20. Multi-purpose work surface in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 45 cm drawer and basket 
21. Multi-purpose work surface in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for 45 cm drawer and basket 

22.  Multi-purpose work surface in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 60 cm drawer and basket 
23. Multi-purpose work surface in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for 60 cm drawer and basket

24. Multi-purpose work surface in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 90 cm drawer and basket 
25. Multi-purpose work surface in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for 90 cm drawer and basket

26. Multi-purpose work surface in Anthracite stained Ash D.47.3 cm for 120 cm drawer and basket 
27. Multi-purpose work surface in Natural stained Oak D.47.3 cm for 120 cm drawer and basket

28. Pack of 3 plate rack pegs in Black stained Ash
29. Pack of 3 plate rack pegs in Natural stained Oak
30. Pack of 2 bottle racks in Anthracite stained Ash

31. Pack of 2 bottle racks in Natural stained Oak
32. Pack of two 12 cm partitions in Anthracite stained Ash

33. Pack for two 12 cm partitions in Natural stained Oak
34. Pack of two 24 cm partitions in Anthracite stained Ash

35. Pack for two 24 cm partitions in Natural stained Oak
36. Pack of two 41 cm partitions in Anthracite stained Ash

37. Pack for two 41 cm partitions in Natural stained Oak
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4
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1

2

3

4

5

1. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 30 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
2. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 45 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
3. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 60 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
4. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 90 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.

5. Natural Ash knife rack for drawer D.47.3 cm (can be installed in the 60 and 90 cm cutlery tray)

“Bold” cutlery tray

1 - 31107470
2 - 31107471
3 - 31107472
4 - 31107473
5 - 31107474

CODE



4
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 [09-2020]

47.3
81.2

3

111.2

47.3

4

47.336.2

47.3
51.2

1

2

“Dock” cutlery tray 

1. Matt White plastic cutlery tray for 45 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
2. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 45 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
3. Matt White plastic cutlery tray for 60 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
4. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 60 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
5. Matt White plastic cutlery tray for 90 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
6. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 90 cm drawer D.47.3 cm.
7. Matt White plastic cutlery tray for 120 cm (90+40) drawer D.47.3 cm.
8. Matt Grey plastic cutlery tray for 120 cm (90+40) drawer D.47.3 cm.

1 - 31107967
2 - 31107968
3 - 31107969
4 - 31107970
5 - 31107971
6 - 31107972

7 - 31107973
8 - 31107974

CODE





1

2

3

1

4
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 [01-2018]

28 47.3

38
 47.3

1

2

38

 47.3
29

3

“Single” cutlery tray

1. 45 cm steel cutlery tray D.47.3 cm
2. 60 cm steel cutlery tray D.47.3 cm
3. 90 cm steel cutlery tray D.47.3 cm

Cannot be installed in lower baskets of curved base units base 
units with recessed basket and all sink base units.

1 - 31100062
2 - 31100063
3 - 31105520

CODE



3

3

1 2

4
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 [01-2018]

47.336.3

51.3
47.3

1

2

35.5

35.5
10.3

47.3

3

“Reset” cutlery tray

1. 45 cm cutlery tray D.47.3 cm with adjustable horizontal partitions
2. 60 cm cutlery tray D.47.3 cm with adjustable horizontal partitions

3. 90 cm cutlery tray D.47.3 cm comprising 2 single cutlery trays and central spice rack with 
adjustable horizontal partitions: 

- Black pepper
- Paprika

- Oregano
- Fennel seeds
- Curry powder

- Roast spice mix

Cannot be installed in lower baskets of curved base units base 
units with recessed basket and all sink base units.

1 - 31105497
2 - 31105498
3 - 31105499

CODE



4
89

 [01-2018]

8.7

47.3

“Reset” knife rack

Wooden knife rack for “Reset” cutlery tray

- 31105500
 

CODE

Can be installed in all “Reset” cutlery trays.
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1-4

2-5

3-6

Ambia-Line accessories for drawers with Blum Plus Anthracite sides

1. Anthracite finish plastic cutlery tray W.30 cm - D.47.3 cm 
2. Anthracite finish plastic infill element W.10 cm - D.47.3 cm
3. Anthracite finish plastic infill element W.20 cm - D.47.3 cm
4. Nebraska Oak coated HDF cutlery tray W.30 cm - D.47.3 cm. 
5. Nebraska Oak coated HDF infill element W.10 cm - D.47.3 cm
6. Nebraska Oak coated HDF infill element W.20 cm - D.47.3 cm
7. Anthracite finish plastic knife rack W.19 cm - D.41 cm  

(We recommend you insert this item next to other 
accessories. Can be inserted individually or within code 
31106806).

8. Anthracite finish plastic cling film holder W.19 cm - D.41 cm 
(We recommend you insert this item next to other accessories. 
Can be inserted individually).

9. Spice rack W.20 cm - D.36 cm (We recommend you 
insert this item next to other accessories. Can be inserted 
individually).

10. Pack of 2 Anthracite finish side infills (We recommend 
you insert this item next to other accessories. Can be 
inserted individually.

11. Anthracite finish plastic frame W.21.8 cm - D.40 cm for 
basket

12. Anthracite finish plastic frame W.24.7 cm - D.27 cm for 
basket

Ambia Line accessories are designed to be installed freely to 
afford maximum customisation possibilities and, for instance, 
as regards the cutlery tray drawer, an empty space is always 
provided without taking up the entire drawer, to allow enough 
room for long utensils which never fit in traditional cutlery 
trays. Cannot be installed in lower baskets of: curved base 
units, base units with recessed basket and all sink base units. 
When inserted in baskets, we recommend you combine the 
spice rack (9) with the frames (12-13) to prevent it shifting 
inside the basket.

1 - 31106803
2 - 31106805
3 - 31106806
4 - 31106811
5 - 31106812
6 - 31106813

7 - 31106810
8 - 31106807
9 - 31106808

10 - 31106958
11 - 31107076
12 - 31107075

CODE
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21 47.3

21 47.3

21 47.3

5

21 47.3

8.9 47.3

6

21 47.3

1

2

3

8.9 47.3

7

4

Passe-Partout accessories for base units with drawers and baskets D.50 cm

1 -   31105540
1a - 31106029
2 -   31105501
2a - 31106031

3 -   31105541
3a - 31106030
4 -   31105542
4a - 31106032
5 -   31105543
6 -   31105535

6a - 31106038
7 -   31105538
7a - 31106041
8 -   31105537
8a - 31106040
9 - 31105539

10 - 31106205
10a - 31106206
11 - 31105502

11a - 31106033
12 - 31105503

12a - 31106034

13 - 31105465
13a - 31106035

14 - 31105511
14a - 31106036
15 - 31105544

15a - 31106042

16 - 31105545
16a - 31106043
17 - 31105546

17a - 31106044
19 - 31105549

19a - 31106052

20 - 31105556
20a - 31106053
21 - 31105555

21a - 31106054
22 - 31105558
23 - 31105557

CODE
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17a
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93

23

20

15 16

i1

i5

i6

23a

15a 16a

i1

20a

i5

8.9 47.3

47.3
51

47.351

36 47.3

30 47.3

47.3
81

10

11
45

11

12

13

14

15

9

8

21a

INSERTS 

20 - 21-21a Can be installed simultaneously in the cutlery tray (photo 1)

23a - 31106055
24 - 31105529
24a - 31106056
25 - 31105530
25a - 31106057
26 - 31105531

26a - 31106058
 

CODE
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4a2a 3a1a
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6a 7a 8a
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94

Additional element Infill elements 

9

16

17

10 10a

Coffee capsule holder 

20

22

23

10
44

10
44

16
42.2

23.8 26.4

17.2
44

21

23.8 26.4

i6

i6

 B 

 A 

 C 

CUTLERY TRAY 
A - Elements for 30 cm drawers 

N.B. the numbers represent the possible positioning of the inserts
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95

14

Elements for 45 cm drawer 

 Elements for 60 cm drawer

11

12a

13a

D 

11a

12

13

14a

46.5

55.5
5.2

46.5

85.4

5.2

5.2

46.5

115.5

17.2
44

24

25

26

23a

E 

F

i1 i1

i1
i5

i1
i5

i1

i5

i1

i5

Elements for 90 cm drawer 
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A C

4
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4

Drawer composition examples 

60 cm DRAWERS  

90 cm DRAWERS  

120 cm DRAWERS  

+  

+  +  

D B D

+  

E C

+  +  

E B A

+  +  

B AF

F C

+  

A B

+  

A

+  +  

E BC

+  

A

+  

E C

i6

i1

i1i1

i1
i5

i5
i1

i1
i5

i6
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4

+  +  

E B E

Undermount cutlery tray / 
N.B.: the numbers represent the possible positioning of the inserts

23

24

23a

24a

i1
i5

i1

i1 i1

i1

i5

i1

i5
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98

i1

i5

i6

i6

1. Empty cutlery tray for 30 cm drawer
2. Beech blockboard cutlery tray 30 cm drawer 

3. Knife rack for 30 cm drawer
4. Bread chopping board for 30 cm drawer

5. Spice rack with 8 empty stainless steel spice jars for 30 cm drawers
6. Empty infill element

7. Infill element with 4 empty stainless steel spice jars
8. Infill element with Steel rolling pin

9. Additional 30 cm spice rack element with 12 empty jars
10. Additional 30 cm Nespresso coffee capsule holder element set up for 50 capsules

11. Beech blockboard cutlery tray for 45 cm drawer 
12. Beech blockboard cutlery tray 60 cm drawer
13. Beech blockboard cutlery tray 60 cm drawer
14. Beech blockboard cutlery tray 90 cm drawer 

15. Kitchen roll holder insert
16. Knife rack insert

17. “Profilo” knife insert (bread knife, ham knife, cheese knife, small kitchen knife)
18. “Forgiati” knife insert (bread knife, ham knife, cheese knife, small kitchen knife)

19. Spice rack insert with stainless steel jars
20. Glass kitchen scales insert

21. Polyethylene chopping board
22. Wooden chopping board

23. Undermount cutlery tray for 60 cm basket
24. Undermount cutlery tray for 90 cm basket

25. Undermount cutlery tray for 120 cm basket

Natural citrus-fruit oil scented beech blockboard and Wengè-
stained Beech. 
Article 9a -9b is supplied without capsules.
Article 18 cannot be installed in cutlery trays placed in the 
first drawer of models with recessed grip profile and in the 
first aluminium or metal drawer of hob base units. Article 
18 cannot be installed undermount in the first basket of hob 
base units and 120 cm base units. Articles 20 and 21 can be 
installed simultaneously in cutlery tray no.1. The cutlery trays 
and undermount elements cannot be installed in lower baskets 
of: curved base units, base units with recessed basket and all 
sink base units. Combinations of the various accessories are 
possible. The undermount elements can be installed in base 
units with pull-out baskets, by securing the metal runners 
supplied to the side panels. Opens independently from the front.
For models with recessed grip profile, cannot be installed in the 
first basket.
Article 24 cannot be installed in the first basket of the 120 cm 
hob base unit and in the first basket of base units with recessed 
grip profile. 
Articles 22-23-24 can also be installed in Scavolini basic 
models, provided they are equipped with the ‘Blumotion kit’
Articles 22-23-24 cannot be installed in the first basket of hob 
base units in the following models: Mood Flat Line with central 
strip, Tetrix and LiberaMente with double recessed grip profile.
Articles 24-24a cannot be installed in the first basket of hob 
base units in the Mood Flat Line model with central strip and in 
the first basket of Mood Flat Line base units with central strip 
and in all models with recessed grip profile and with double 
recessed grip profile, or in the first basket of 120 cm hob base 
units.

25

25a

i1

i5
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46.5

85.4
5.2

“Orange” undermount knife rack/accessory organiser for base units with baskets

1. Beech blockboard knife rack/accessory organiser for 90 cm 
base units with pull-out baskets

2. Wengè-stained Beech knife rack/accessory organiser for 90 
cm base units with pull-out baskets

Complete with: universal peeler, lemon peeler, bottle opener 
and tin opener, corkscrew, universal tongs, melon baller, 

nutcracker, small cleaver, garlic crusher, small grater, oval 
pizza/pastry cutting wheel, butter curler, ice cream scoop, 

kitchen knife, poultry shears, 15 cm boning knife, cutting and 
slicing knife, bread knife and ham knife.

For installation in base units with pull-out baskets, by securing 
the metal runners supplied to the side panels. Cannot be 

installed in lower baskets of curved base units base units with 
recessed basket and all sink base units. Cannot be installed in 
the first basket of hob base units in the Mood Flat Line model. 
Opens independently from the front. For models with recessed 

grip profile, cannot be installed in the first basket. Natural 
citrus-fruit oil scented beech blockboard. 

1 - 31105354
2 - 31106059

CODE



1-2

3
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51.5

42/47.3

1

81.5

42/47.3

2

“Orange” plate rack for base units with baskets

1a. Beech blockboard plate rack for 60 cm basket D.42 cm 
(for 24 plates) *

1b. Beech blockboard plate rack for 90 cm basket D.42 cm 
(for 36 plates) *

2a. Beech blockboard plate rack for 60 cm basket D.47.3 cm 
(for 24 plates) **

2b. Beech blockboard plate rack for 90 cm basket D.47.3 cm 
(for 36 plates)**

3a. Wengè-stained beech plate rack for 60 cm basket D.47.3 
cm (for 24 plates)**

3b. Wengè-stained beech plate rack for 90 cm basket D.47.3 
cm (for 36 plates)**

1a -1b - 2a -2b Natural citrus-fruit oil scented wood. 
* Can only be installed in lower baskets of: curved base units, 
base units with recessed basket and all sink base units.
** Cannot be installed in lower baskets of: curved base units, 
base units with recessed basket and all sink base units.

1a - 31105339
1b - 31105340
2a - 31105507
2b - 31105508
3a - 31106064
3b - 31106065

CODE



3a 3b

2a 2b

4
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36.8 42/47.3

51.7
42/47.3

2

1

“Orange” bottle and pan rack for basket

1a. Beech blockboard bottle and pan rack for 45 cm basket 
D.42 cm * 

1b. Beech blockboard bottle and pan rack for 45 cm basket 
D.47.3 cm**

1c. Wengè-stained beech bottle and pan rack for 45 cm basket 
D.47.3 cm**

    For 45 cm basket pack for 4 bottles and 3 pans
2a. Beech blockboard bottle and pan rack for 60 cm basket 

D.42 cm * 
2b. Beech blockboard bottle and pan rack for 60 cm basket 

D.47.3 cm**
2c. Wengè-stained beech bottle and pan rack for 60 cm basket 

D.47.3 cm**
    For 60 cm basket pack for 8 bottles and 4 pans
1a -1b - 2a -2b Natural citrus-fruit oil scented wood. *Can 
only be installed in lower baskets of: curved base units, base 
units with recessed basket and all sink base units. ** Cannot be 
installed in lower baskets of: curved base units, base units with 
recessed basket and all sink base units.  The usable height is 
31.5 cm for modern, Scavolini Basic and Easy models and 30 
cm for Scavolini classic models.

1a - 31105348
1b - 31105516
1c - 31106066
2a - 31105349
2b - 31105517
2c - 31106067

CODE



1b 2b

1c 2c

4
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19,5

10,5

16

19,5

6

19,5

16

7

Ø2,5

17,5

5

8

42/47.3
50

1a-2

42/47.3

80

42/47.3

110.4

1b-3

1c-4

“Orange” Open Space accessories for base units with basket

1a - 31105332
1b - 31105333
1c - 31105334
2 - 31105504
3 - 31105505
4 - 31105506

5 - 31105335
6 - 31105336
7 - 31105337
8 - 31105338

CODE

1a. Multi-purpose bottom board in beech laminate MDF for 60 cm basket D.42 cm * 
1b. Multi-purpose bottom board in beech laminate MDF for 90 cm basket D.42 cm * 

1c. Multi-purpose bottom board in beech laminate MDF for 120 cm basket D.42 cm * 
2. Multi-purpose bottom board in beech laminate MDF  60 cm basket D.47.3 cm **

3. Multi-purpose bottom board in beech laminate MDF for 90 cm basket D.47.3 cm **
4. Multi-purpose bottom board in beech laminate MDF for 120 cm basket D.47.3 cm **

5. Set of 3 beech pegs.
6. Set of bottle partitions (pack for 4 bottles)

7. Set of lid partitions (pack for 4 lids)
8. Set of pan partitions (pack for 3 pans)

Natural citrus-fruit oil scented wood (Beech). For installation inside pull-out baskets. Cannot be 
installed in base unit with drawer and inner basket. * Can only be installed in lower baskets of 

curved base units, base units with recessed basket and all sink base units.  ** Cannot be installed 
in lower baskets of: curved base units, base units with recessed basket and all sink base units.  The 

usable height between the worktop and the upper basket is 26.3 cm, while it is 25 cm for models 
with double recessed grip profile.
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2

1

1. 45 cm aluminium pot lid holder
2. 60 cm aluminium pot lid holder

“Situs” pot lid holder

1 - 31100032
2 - 31100033

CODE

Cannot be installed in drawers and baskets with wooden sides.
Cannot be installed in “Intivo” baskets with steel-glass sides.

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued



4
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 [01-2018]

1

2

1. 45 cm wooden plate rack
2. 60 cm wooden plate rack

“Situs” plate rack

1 - 31100027
2 - 31100029

CODE

Cannot be installed in drawers and baskets with wooden sides.
Cannot be installed in “Intivo” baskets with steel-glass sides.

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued
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2

3

1

4

1. Pack for aluminium painted metal food rack partitions for 45 cm baskets D.47.3 cm 
2. Pack for aluminium painted metal food rack partitions for 60 cm baskets D.47.3 cm
3. Pack for aluminium painted metal food rack partitions for 90 cm baskets D.47.3 cm 

4. Pack for aluminium painted metal food rack partitions for 120 cm baskets D.47.3 cm

Cannot be installed in baskets with wooden sides and in “Intivo” baskets with steel-glass sides. 
Cannot be installed in lower baskets of curved base units, base units with recessed basket and all 

sink base units. Cannot be installed in upper baskets of base units with inner drawer. The packs 
include 2 sides for the assembly of the partitions.

Pack of “Single” food rack partitions for baskets

32

4

1

1 - 31105494
2 - 31105489
3 - 31105490
4 - 31105491

CODE



2

1
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1

2

Pack of “Single” pan rack with lid holder function

1. Pan rack pack with lid holder function for 90 cm baskets D.47.3 cm
2. Pan rack pack with lid holder function for 120 cm baskets D.47.3 cm

1 - 31105492
2 - 31105493

CODE

Cannot be installed in baskets with wooden sides and in 
“Intivo” baskets with steel-glass sides. Cannot be installed in 
lower baskets of curved base units base units, with recessed 

basket and all sink base units. The pack includes 2 sides for the 
assembly of the partitions.
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2

1

“Single” partitions for pull-out baskets

1a. Single aluminium cross-partition for aluminium or metal 45 cm baskets
1b. Single aluminium cross-partition for aluminium or metal 60 cm baskets
1c. Single aluminium cross-partition for aluminium or metal 90 cm baskets

1d. Single aluminium cross-partition for aluminium or metal 120 cm baskets
1e. Double aluminium cross-partition with bottle rack for aluminium or metal 45 cm baskets
1f. Double aluminium cross-partition with bottle rack for aluminium or metal 60 cm baskets
1g. Double aluminium cross-partition with bottle rack for aluminium or metal 90 cm baskets

1h. Double aluminium cross-partition with bottle rack for aluminium or metal 120 cm baskets

1a - 31100065
1b - 31100066

1c - 31100067
1d - 31100068
2a - 31100069
2b - 31100071
2c - 31100073
2d - 31100075

CODE

Cannot be installed in “Intivo” baskets with steel-glass sides.
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6

“Orga-line” accessories for INTIVO range baskets with steel-glass sides

1 - 31106130
2 - 31106131
3 - 31106132
4 - 31106133
5 - 31106134
6 - 31106136

7 - 31106138
8 -  31106141
9 -  31106142
10 - 31106450

CODE
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10

1. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel partitions for 30 cm baskets D.47.3 cm
2. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel partitions for 45 cm baskets D.47.3 cm
3. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel partitions for 60 cm baskets D.47.3 cm
4. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel partitions for 90 cm baskets D.47.3 cm 

5. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel partitions for 120 cm baskets D.47.3 cm
6. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel bottle racks D.47.3 cm. 

This accessory can be installed individually in 30 cm baskets, or it may be combined  
with the partition to complete larger-sized baskets together with other accessories (partitions or 

partition sets).
7. “Orga-line” stainless steel partition D.47.3 cm. 

8. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel partitions for 90 cm basket D.47.3 cm
9. Set of “Orga-line” stainless steel partitions for 120 cm basket D.47.3 cm

10. Plastic/Stainless steel plate rack for baskets 
The plate rack has continuous adjustment depending on the width of the plates (from 18.6 cm to 

32.2 in diameter), total height 17 cm.

Can only be installed in “Intivo” line baskets. The accessories 
for baskets D.50 cm cannot be installed in lower baskets of 
curved base units, base units with recessed basket and all sink 
base units. The pack includes 2 supports for the assembly of the 
partitions. The accessories can be combined. 
Elements pictured: 
Photo 1: 
- Partition for 60 basket code 31106132 
Photo 2: 
- Set of bottle racks code 31106136 
- Partition code 31106138 
- Partition set 90 code 31106141 
Photo 3: 
- Partition for 60 baskets code 31106132 
- 2 partitions code 31106138 
- Spice rack set code 31106144 
If 90-120 partition sets are ordered, also order partition code 
31106138 or 31106137, which can be installed in combination 
with the bottle rack.
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Mats for base units, wall units, shelves, baskets and drawers

Cannot be installed in lower baskets of curved base units, base 
units with recessed basket and all sink base units.

1. 30 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.42 cm 
2. 45 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.42 cm 
3. 60 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.42 cm
4. 90 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.42 cm
5. 120 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.42 cm
6. 30 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.47.3 cm 
7. 45 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.47.3 cm 
8. 60 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.47.3 cm
9. 90 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.47.3 cm
10. 120 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Aluminium drawer D.47.3 cm
11. 30 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.42 cm 
12. 45 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.42 cm 
13. 60 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.42 cm
14. 90 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.42 cm
15. 30 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.47.3 cm 
16. 45 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.47.3 cm 
17. 60 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.47.3 cm
18. 90 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for Wooden drawer D.47.3 cm
19. 30 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit bottom 
20. 45 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit bottom
21. 60 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit bottom
22. 90 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit bottom
23. 30 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit shelf  
24. 45 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit shelf
25. 60 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit shelf
26. 90 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for base unit shelf
27. 30 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for wall unit bottom
28. 45 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for wall unit bottom
29. 60 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for wall unit bottom
30. 90 cm mat in Anthracite finish rubber for wall unit bottom

1 - 31106789
2 - 31106790
3 - 31106791
4 - 31106792
5 - 31106793
6 - 31106794

7 - 31106795
8 - 31106796
9 - 31106797
10 - 31106798
11 - 31106841
12 - 31106842

13 - 31106843
14 - 31106844
15 - 31106845
16 - 31106846
17 - 31106847
18 - 31106848

19 - 31106849
20 - 31106850
21 - 31106851
22 - 31106852
23 - 31106853
24 - 31106854

25 - 31106855
26 - 31106856
27 - 31106857
28 - 31106858
29 - 31106859
30 - 31106860

CODE
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2

1

“Universal” accessories

1 - 31105316
2 - 31105314

CODE

1. “Universal” pot lid holder for baskets
2. “Universal” plate rack for baskets

Can be installed in all basket types except for Overglass.
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43.5

7

81

1

2

“Orange” - “Boxset” storage accessories

1 -   31105921
2a - 31105957
2b - 31105958

CODE

1. “Orange” beech blockboard storage accessory with 5 
aluminium bowls. Can be installed in the first basket of 90 

cm sink base units for models with wooden baskets. Natural 
citrus-fruit oil scented Beech blockboard.

2. “Boxset” aluminium storage accessory for sink base unit 
upper basket comprising:

   - 90 cm basket with 4 Anthracite coloured plastic bowls (a)
- 120 cm basket with 5 Anthracite coloured plastic bowls (b)

     Can be installed in the first basket of sink base units for 
models with Aluminium or metal baskets.
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17

45.5/77

Topper pull-out cloth holder 

- 31100177
CODE

Pull-out cloth holder with 3 aluminium rods
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16.5

45/80

Cloth holder

- 31100138
CODE

Cloth holder with three separate pull-out rods

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued
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Sponge container

Pull-out, in Aluminium, with removable Anthracite bowl

- 31100134
CODE

Can be installed in base units of minimum 20 cm in size
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Detergent container

Can be installed in base units of minimum 20 cm in size Pull-out, in Aluminium, with removable Anthracite bowl

 - 31100132
CODE
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51.7/81.7

47.2

47.4/77.4
6.5

“Rack” plate rack for basket D.47.3 cm

Cannot be installed in lower baskets of curved base units, base 
units with recessed basket and all sink base units

1. Plate rack and glass rack in AISI 430 stainless steel sheet for 60 cm base units with pull-
out baskets resting on the bottom of the basket

2. Plate rack and glass rack in AISI 430 stainless steel sheet for 90 cm base units with pull-
out baskets resting on the bottom of the basket

1 - 31106554
2 - 31106555

CODE
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“Programma 92” detergent basket

Basket in chrome-finish metal with three containers with side 
sliding runners.

 - 31100119
CODE

Pull-out chrome-finish metal basket with key lock
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5

6

1. Side facing panel for wall unit H.73 cm (a) - H.103 cm (b)
2. Side facing panel for low wall unit H.36.5 cm (a) - H.51.5 cm (b) - H.59.7 cm (c) - H.61.5 

cm (d)
3. Side facing panel for slanted hood H.61.5 cm

4. Side facing panel for base unit with shaped filler strip (a) - without shaped filler strip (b) 
- without shaped filler strip (for base units with back door) (c) - with undermount frame (d) - 

with undermount frame (for base units with back door) (e)
5. Side facing panel for high base unit H.91.4 cm without shaped filler strip (a) - high base 

unit H.91.4 cm with undermount frame (b)
6. Side facing panel for base unit with lower recessed basket 

7. Side facing panel for base unit D.75 with “Scilm” system with shaped filler strip (a) - 
without shaped filler strip (b) - with undermount frame (c)

8. Side facing panel for raised base unit
9. Side facing panel for base unit with 1 draw. and pull-out basket H.65-70 cm for steel top 

H.26.5 (a) Side facing panel for base unit with 1 draw. and recessed pull-out basket H.65-70 
cm for steel top H.26.5 cm (b)

10. Side facing panel for low larder unit H.127.2 cm (a) - H.200 cm D.36 cm (b) - H.200 cm 
D.58 cm (c) - H.230 cm D.58 cm (d)

11. Side facing panel for gap between wall unit/high wall unit
12. Side facing panel for hood with pull-out front H.48 cm RH/LH (a) - H.55 cm RH/LH (b) H.80 

cm RH/LH (c)
13. Bottom cover for flap door wall unit top box D. 60 (a)-90 (b)-120 (c)

14. Side facing panel for undermount appliance H.83 cm RH/LH (a) - H.88 cm RH/LH (b)
15. Side facing panel for undermount appliance with undermount frame H.83 cm RH/LH (a) - 

H.88 cm RH/LH (b)
Satin finish AISI 430 steel side facing panels have an anti-fingerprint coating for easy cleaning.

1 mm thick Satin finish steel side facing panels

1a - 75062586
1b - 75062582
2a - 75062583
2b - 75062585
2c - 75062574

2d - 75062575
3 - 75062505/6
4a - 75062559
4b - 75062559
4c - 75085907
4d - 75085901/2

4e - 75085908
5a - 75085783
5b - 75085905/6
6 -  75085780/1
7a - 75062561
7b - 75062561

7c - 75085903/4
8 - 75062557
9a - 75085789
9b - 75085787/8
10a - 75062549
10b - 75062550

10c - 75062551
11 - 75062580
12a - 75086091/2
12b - 75086093/4
12c - 75086143/4
13a - 75062596

13b -75062597
13c -75062598
14a - 75062877/8
14b - 75062879
15a - 75085909/10
15b - 75085911/2

CODE
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1

2

3

Steel side facing panels and filler strips th.4 cm

1. Steel side facing panel H.204 cm for tall unit D.58.3 cm
2. Wall-larder unit filler strip H.4 cm 60 (a) /120 (b)

3. Wall-larder unit filler strip H.4 cm per metre with 1 side D.36 cm or with two sides D.36 cm

1 - 75062501/2
2a - 75085775
2b - 75085776
3 - 75085777

CODE
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1. Clothes rack (pull-out 30 cm) in plastic and aluminium 44.5x16 cm, Mocha colour.
2. Pull-out side tie rack (30 cm) in plastic and aluminium 44.5x17 cm, Mocha colour.
3. Telescopic sliding clothes rack for 90 to 120 cm width in plastic and steel, Mocha colour.
4. Metal clothes rack, Mocha colour - diameter 2.8 cm (size per cm).  

The central rod holder is necessary for rods with a length of more than 100 cm or loads above 
15 kg.

5. Pull-out frame with runners, for compartment L.60 (a) - 70 (b) - 80 (c) - 90 (d) - 100 (e) -110 
(f) cm in plastic and aluminium, Mocha finish. 
N.B. Pulling out the frame is obstructed by the door, order the correct quantity of 155° hinge 
packs to replace the standard hinges during assembly. Cannot be installed with Aluminium 
framed glass door

6. Storage bowl L.9.9 - D.45.5 - H.5 cm for pull-out frame in plastic and aluminium, Mocha 
colour.  
Combine this article with the purchase of a Comfort frame.

7. Metal wire drawer L.47.5 (a) - 67.5 (b) - 77.5 (c)  - D.45.8 - H.20.1 cm for pull-out frame, in 
Mocha coloured steel.  
Combine this article with the purchase of a Comfort frame.

8. Metal drawer L.47.5 (a) - 67.5 (b) - 77.5 (c) D.45.2 - H.12.4 cm  for pull-out frame, in Mocha 
coloured steel. Combine this article with the purchase of a Comfort frame. 

9. Storage drawer L.48.3 (a) - 68.3 (b) - 78.3 (c) - D.45.6 - H.6.5 cm for pull-out frame, in wood 
finish, velvet interior.  
Combine this article with the purchase of a Comfort frame.

10. Trouser rack rod for pull-out frame, L.45.9 cm in plastic and aluminium, Mocha colour.  
(the pack contains 7 rods). Combine this article with the purchase of a Comfort frame.

11. Fabric laundry basket for pull-out frame L.35.5 - D.45.7 - H.46.3 cm
12. Shoe rack for pull-out frame, for compartment L.60 (a) - 80 (b) - 90 (c) in Mocha coloured steel 

N.B. Pulling out the frame is obstructed by the door, order the correct quantity of 155° hinge 
packs to replace the standard hinges during assembly. Cannot be installed with Aluminium 
framed glass door

“Comfort” inner accessories for “Fluida” Wall System D.61.3 cm

1 - 31107518
2 - 31107522
3 - 31107517
4 - 31107528
5a - 31107530
5b - 31107585

5c - 31107532
5d - 31107534
5e - 31107536
5f - 31107538
6 - 31107515
7a - 31107545

7b - 31107509
7c - 31107510
8a - 31107506
8b - 31107507
8c - 31107508
9a - 31107511

9b - 31107512
9c - 31107513
10 - 31107516
11 - 31107514
12a - 31107546
12b - 31107540

12c - 31107542
CODE
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  Bottom in Iron Grey deco-
rative melamine

 P 

L

L1

1. Clothes rack in metal and aluminium, Metal Grey colour (size per cm)
2. Telescopic sliding clothes rack in Orion Grey coloured metal, size between 75 and 125 cm
3. Pull-out hanger rail in Nickel coloured metal with Metal Grey plug
4. Pull-out aluminium drawer, Metal Grey colour L.56.4 - L1 38.9 - D.51 - H.7.8 cm for size 60 

compartment
5. Pull-out aluminium drawer, Metal Grey colour L.86.4 - L1 68.9 - D.51 - H.7.8 cm for size 90 

compartment
6. Pull-out aluminium drawer, Metal Grey colour L.116.4 - L1 98.9 - D.51 - H.7.8 cm for size 

120 compartment
7. Pull-out aluminium drawer, Metal Grey colour L.56.4 - L1 38.9 - D.51 - H.12.8 cm for size  

60 compartment
8. Pull-out aluminium drawer, Metal Grey colour L.86.4 - L1 68.9 - D.51 - H.12.8 cm for size 90 

compartment
9. Pull-out aluminium drawer, Metal Grey colour L.116.4 - L1 98.9 - D.51 - H.12.8 cm for size 

120 compartment
10. Metal shoe rack for drawer, Metal Grey colour L.86.4 - L1 68.9 - D.51 - H.21 cm for size 90 

cm compartment
11. Metal shoe rack for drawer, Metal Grey colour L.116.4 - L1 98.9 - D.51 - H.21 cm for size 

120 cm compartment
12. Aluminium trouser rack rod for drawer, Metal Grey colour L.60 - D51 - H.7.8 cm  

(complete with 6 rods) for size 60 compartment
13. Aluminium trouser rack rod for drawer, Metal Grey colour L.90 - D51 - H.7.8 cm   

(complete with 10 rods) for size 90 compartment
14. Aluminium trouser rack rod for drawer, Metal Grey colour L.120 - D51 - H.7.8 cm  (complete 

with 15 rods) for size 120 compartment
15. Multi-purpose tray with inner partition in Elephant Grey colour leatherette 36x15 cm
16. Multi-purpose 3-compartment tray in Elephant Grey colour leatherette L.36 - D.15 - H.5 cm
17. Multi-purpose 5-compartment tray in Elephant Grey colour leatherette L.36 - D.15 - H.5 cm

“Support” inner accessories for “Fluida” Wall System D.61.3 cm

In the clothes rack (1) the central rod holder is necessary for 
rods which are longer than 120 cm or loads above 15 kg. 

The pull-out drawer (4) has 4 aluminium sides and is supplied 
with infills so it can also be introduced like an inner drawer in 
compartments with doors, complete with anti-tipping device 

with built-in vertical and front adjustments. Bottom in Iron Grey 
decorative melamine. The shoe rack (10) is made in two pieces; 

it fits in easily without any fixing. Combine this article with the 
purchase of a Support drawer. The trouser rack (11) is supplied 

with infills for easy extraction. Complete with soft seal at the top 
of the rod so the trousers don’t slip off. Rod supplied with nylon 
supports for easy positioning on the frame and sliding inside the 

drawer. 
 

CODE
1 - 31107964
2 - 31107952
3 - 31107939
4 - 31107953
5 - 31107954
6 - 31107955

7 - 31107956
8 - 31107957
9 - 31107958
10 - 31107962
11 - 31107963
12 - 31107959

13 - 31107960
14 - 31107961
15 - 31107940
16 - 31107941
17 - 31107944
18 - 31107943

19 - 31107942
20 - 31107945
21 - 31107946
22 - 31107947
23 - 31107948
24 - 31107949

25 - 31107950
26 - 31107951
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18. Watch tray in Elephant Grey colour leatherette L.36 - D.15 - H.5 cm
19. Jewellery tray in Elephant Grey colour leatherette L.36 - D.15 - H.5 cm

20. Ladies hanger with skirt clips in Wengé colour beech with hook
in Metal Grey colour metal L.40 - H.29.3 cm

21. Men’s hanger with trouser rail in Wengé colour beech with metal hook, Metal Grey colour  
L.45 - H.25.7 cm

22. Skirt hanger in Wengé colour beech with metal hook, Metal Grey colour L.39 - H.20 cm
23. Handbag hanger Wengé colour beech with metal hook, Metal Grey colour L.8.9 - H.18.5 cm

24. Scarf ring in Wengé colour beech with metal hook, Metal Grey colour L.15 - H.24.5 cm
25. Hanger rod in Wengé colour beech (screw the rod into the seat provided in the hanger) L.84 cm

26. Hanger rod in Wengé colour beech with metal hook, Metal Grey colour L.97 cm
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Screw the rail into the bush on the clothes hanger
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“Metro” wall system 

 

1 - 71303301
2 - 71303351
3 - 71303401
4 - 75061271
5 - 31107120

CODE
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Height positioning of shelf
“Metro” wall system comprising:
- Anthracite SCAV 882 colour aluminium structure, 2 cm thick
- Decorative melamine shelves, 2.2 cm thick with ABS edging (L. max 270 cm - D.31.7 cm) in 
the following colours:  
 Landscape Oak SCAV 922, Concrete Jersey SCAV 878 and Concrete Harlem SCAV 880 
1. 2 cm thick side panel H.97 cm  

N.B.: the maximum capacity of each hanging side panel is 25 kg, or 50 kg if it is resting on the 
floor

2. 2 cm thick side panel H.160 cm  
N.B.: the maximum capacity of each hanging side panel is 30 kg, or 65 kg if it is resting on the 
floor

3. 2 cm thick side panel H.235 cm  
N.B.: the maximum capacity of each hanging side panel is 40 kg, or 95 kg if it is resting on the 
floor

4. Linear shelf L.max 270 cm - 2.2 cm thick
5. Pack of 2 infill elements for skirting board

N.B. The maximum distance between the structure centre distance is 90 cm (minimum 15 cm). 
For the assembly of shelves longer than 90 cm, which rest on three structures, the front profile 
can be disassembled to insert the shelves. The structures can be either wall-mounted or floor-
standing. If the side panel is floor-standing and a skirting board is present, order a pack of 2 infill 
elements code 31107120 for every individual side panel in the composition.
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Aluminium larder unit bottom

Aluminium bottom for 45 cm larder unit
Aluminium bottom for 60 cm larder unit
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Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover D.34 cm for wall units

1. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 30 cm wall unit
2. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 45 cm wall unit
3. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 60 cm wall unit
4. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 90 cm wall unit

5. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 120 cm wall unit 
6. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 45 cm bottom-hinged flap door wall unit
7. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 60 cm bottom-hinged flap door wall unit
8. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 90 cm bottom-hinged flap door wall unit

9. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 120 cm bottom-hinged flap door wall unit
10. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 45 cm flap door wall unit
11. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 60 cm flap door wall unit
12. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 90 cm flap door wall unit

13. Lacquered bottom cover/top panel cover for 120 cm flap door wall unit

The bottom cover cannot be fitted when there is a sheet metal 
side facing panel th.1 mm (because they would overlap) and on 
a wall unit with sliding doors. Cannot be installed when there is 
an illuminated bottom board, on wall units with microwave or 
wall units with shaped bottom

1 - 75086255

2 - 75086256
3 - 75086257
4 - 75086258
5 - 75086259
6 - 75086264
7 - 75086265

8 - 75086266
9 - 75086267

10 - 75086260
11 - 75086261
12 - 75086262
13 - 75086263

CODE
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Pack of “Plana” cloth holders L.50 cm in satin finish steel

“Plana” cloth holder 

The cloth holder can be fitted on a structural wall, on the base 
unit side panel or on a wall.

 - 31106925
CODE
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BLU 

LUCE FREDDA 

LUCE NATURALE 

LUCE CALDA 

ROSSO

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COLOUR OF LIGHT IN °K

The colour temperature is expressed in units referred to as degrees Kelvin: this value 
determines whether the light bulbs produce warm or cold light. This diagram shows how 
energy-saving LED light bulbs can have different colour temperatures.

Light bulbs with a low value of degrees Kelvin produce a warm yellow light, which is more 
welcoming, whereas those with a higher value of degrees Kelvin produce a more energi- 
sing, cool blue light.

LUMEN - WATTS

WATTS (W) indicate the quantity of energy a light bulb consumes to produce light.
LUMEN (lm) are the unit used to measure the emission and luminous intensity of a light bulb.
LED light bulbs have a luminous power (in lumen) of a classic light bulb, but with a lower wattage.

LUMENS INC TH T8 LED

2000 lm 150 W 25 W 25-28 W

1600 lm 100 W 72 W 20-23 W 16-20 W

1100 lm 75 W 53 W 16-19 W 9-16 W

800 lm 60 W 43 W 13-14 W 8-12 W

450 lm 40 W 29 W 9-10 W 6-9 W

330 lm 25 W 4 W

250 lm 20 W 3 W

INC: STANDARD INCANDESCENT 
TH: HALOGEN
T8: NEON 
LED:       LED

THE VALUES ARE TO BE CONSIDERED TO BE PURELY INDICATIVE AND VARIABLE ACCORDING TO THE BRAND AND COLOUR 
TEMPERATURE

 BLUE
  

COLD LIGHT

  NATURAL LIGHT

  WARM NATURAL

  RED

5 Sottopensili
5 Midway units
5 Sous-meubles hauts
5 Nischenelemente
5 Accesorios inferiores
5 
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CERTIFICATIONS

 
The product conforms to the essential requirements envisaged by European directives

Class II appliances, which are also referred to as double insulated, are designed not to require (and therefore 
they do not need to have) an earthing connection.

They are built so that a single fault cannot cause contact with dangerous voltage levels by the user. This is ge-
nerally achieved by making the casing of the container with insulating materials, or in any case ensuring that 
any live parts are surrounded by a double layer of insulating material (main insulation + supplementary insula-
tion) or using reinforced insulation.

In Europe, this kind of appliance must be marked “Class II” or with the double insulation symbol (two concen-
tric squares).

EN 62031 Sets out the general and safety provisions for light-emitting diode (LED) modules.

ENEC05

This is a European certification mark with superior technical value based on strict certification criteria.
This mark offers the end user the utmost guarantee as to the procedures applied during the product manufac-
turing process. Since 1993, luminaires can circulate across the whole of Europe with the ENEC mark, which 
certifies that a product conforms to EN 60 598 regulations.

ETL

Electrical Testing 
Laboratories

The ETL Listed mark indicates the product was tested by an accredited third-party laboratory, in compliance 
with the applicable product standards and the minimum safety requirements, to be sold and distributed in 
North America. ETL is a private independent organisation, which has been in business for over 100 years in the 
measurements field, and it was originally founded by Thomas Alva Edison in 1896.

PHOTOBIOLOGICAL
EN 62471

Defines the risk classes, the emission limits and the absolute exposure limits for the surface of the skin and
cornea.

IP

International 
Protection 

Degree of protection: the prefix IP followed by two digits indicates the resistance of the appliance to penetration 
by solids and liquids.
The first digit indicates the resistance to the penetration of solid bodies and contact with live elements. The 
second digit indicates the resistance to the penetration of liquids.

IP20
Protected against the penetration of solid bodies with a diameter greater than 12 mm and not protected against 
liquids.

IP44
Protected against the penetration of solid bodies with a diameter greater than 1 mm and against water spray.

UL

Underwriters Laboratories 
Inc - 

This is the most popular mark testifying to the conformity of electrical and electronic items with safety regula-
tions in USA and Canada.
The UL Safety Mark is a voluntary product certification. Nevertheless, it constitutes an important distinguishing 
feature which signals product reliability.
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5

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

‘System’ midway elements

1a - 31100146
1b - 31100217
1c - 31100147
1d - 31100218
1e - 31100148
1f - 31100219

2a - 31100151
2b - 31100222
2c - 31100150
2d - 31100221
2e - 31100152
2f - 31100223

3a - 31100157
3b - 31100228
3c - 31100156
3d - 31100227
4a - 31100159
4b - 31100230

5a - 31100158
5b - 31100229
6a - 31100155
6b - 31100226
7a - 31100162
7b - 31100233

CODE
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5

1. Linear tube Ø 16 mm 60 cm in chrome-finish metal (a), or bronzed metal (b) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating

1. Linear tube Ø 16 mm 100 cm in chrome-finish metal (c) or bronzed metal (d) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating

1. Linear tube Ø 16 mm 150 cm in chrome-finish metal (e) or bronzed metal (f) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating

2. Support for tube Ø 16 mm in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with transparent 
protective epoxy coating

2. Vertical support for tube Ø 16 mm in chrome-finish metal (c) or bronzed metal (d) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating

2. Plug for tube Ø 16 mm in chrome-finish metal (e) or bronzed metal (f) with transparent 
protective epoxy coating

3. 23 cm basket in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with transparent protective epoxy 
coating for 6 spice jars

3. 35 cm basket in chrome-finish metal (c) or bronzed metal (d) with transparent protective epoxy 
coating for 12 spice jars

4. 3-tier kitchen roll holder 30 cm in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating

5. 1-tier kitchen roll holder 30 cm in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating

6. Sponge tidy 26x15x7 in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with transparent 
protective epoxy coating

7. Container for kitchen utensils in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating
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5

1

2

3

4

5

‘System’ midway elements

1a - 31100149
1b - 31100220
2a - 31100153
2b - 31100224
3a - 31100160
3b - 31100231

4 - 31100164
5a - 31100154
5b - 31100225

CODE



134  [01-2018]

5

8. Corner tube Ø 16 mm 8x8 cm in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with transparent 
protective epoxy coating

9. Hook for kitchen utensils in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with transparent 
protective epoxy coating

10. Single corner basket 31x31 cm in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with 
transparent protective epoxy coating

11. Spice rack set with 12 jars
12. Jar rack 45x16x20 in chrome-finish metal (a) or bronzed metal (b) with transparent 

protective epoxy coating
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55/85/115

31.9

15.5

23.2

23.2

10

29.1

20

15.5

1-2-3

4

5

6

7

1a - 31106630
1b - 31107475
1c - 31106623
2a - 31106631
2b - 31107476
2c - 31106624

3a - 31106632
3b - 31107477
3c - 31106625
4a - 31106633
4b - 31107478
4c - 31106626

5a - 31106634
5b - 31107479
5c - 31106627
6a - 31106635
6b - 31107480
6c - 31106628

7a - 31106636
7b - 31107481
7c - 31106629 

CODE

“Ritmica” midway elements

1. Pack of metal accessory bar 55 cm with 4 hooks in Anthracite (a) - Titanium (b) - Chrome (c).
2. Pack of metal accessory bar 85 cm with 4 hooks in Anthracite (a) - Titanium (b) - Chrome (c).
3. Pack of metal accessory bar 115 cm with 4 hooks in Anthracite (a) - Titanium (b) - Chrome (c).
4. Jar rack in Anthracite (a) - Titanium (b) - Chrome (c) finish metal with transparent polycarbonate 

bowl.
5. Spice rack in Anthracite (a) - Titanium (b) - Chrome (c) finish metal with transparent 

polycarbonate bowl.
6. Kitchen roll holder in Anthracite (a) - Titanium (b) - Chrome (c) finish metal.
7. Pack of 4 accessory hooks (ø0,3 - P.4,5 - H.5 cm) in Anthracite (a) - Titanium (b) - Chrome (c) 

finish metal.
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16.5

13.5

20

12.8

1,6
11,3

38,5

19

1,6

11,3
53,6

4

11,3

38,5

1-15

16

17

20

21

32

9.7

18

1. Wall panel L.45 - H.49.8 - 54.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
2. Wall panel L.45 - H.54.9 - 59.9  cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
3. Wall panel L.45 - H.61.8 - 66.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
4. Wall panel L.45 - H.66.9 - 71.9 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
5. Wall panel L.45 - H.73.8 - 78.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
6. Wall panel L.60 - H.49.8 - 54.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
7. Wall panel L.60 - H.54.9 - 59.9  cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
8. Wall panel L.60 - H.61.8 - 66.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
9. Wall panel L.60 - H.66.9 - 71.9 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish

10. Wall panel L.60 - H.73.8 - 78.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
11. Wall panel L.90 - H.49.8 - 54.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
12. Wall panel L.90 - H.54.9 - 59.9  cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
13. Wall panel L.90 - H.61.8 - 66.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
14. Wall panel L.90 - H.66.9 - 71.9 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
15. Wall panel L.90 - H.73.8 - 78.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish

16. Storage shelf L.16.5 - H.13.5 cm  Desert or Silver Dark finish
17. Storage shelf L.20 - H.12.8 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
18. Storage shelf L.32 - H.9.7 cm  Desert or Silver Dark finish

19. Shelf L.38.5 cm  Desert or Silver Dark finish
20. Shelf L.53.6 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish

21. Stemmed glass rack L.38.5 cm  Desert or Silver Dark finish
22. Bottle rack L.24 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish

23. Kitchen roll holder L.24 cm Desert or Silver Dark finish
24. Pack of 4 hooks Desert or Silver Dark finish

25. Flame guard in Stainless steel

Opus” equipped wall panel

1 - 75090491 

2 - 75090492
3 - 75090493
4 - 75090494
5 - 75090495
6 - 75090496
7 - 75090497

8 - 75090498
9 - 75090499

10 - 75090500
11 - 75090501
12 - 75090502
13 - 75090503

14 - 75090504
15 - 75090505
16 - 31107932
17 - 31107930
18 - 31107931

 19 - 31107934

20 - 31107933
21 - 31107935
22 - 31107936
23 - 31107937
24 - 31107938
25 - 31107929     

CODE
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5

24

8,3 18,5

24

8,3
10,8

22

23

0,9

1

3,4

24

0,9
89

21

25

25

16

17

18 19

20

21 22

23 24

1-15 1-15

16

18

17

19 20

21

22 23 24

 [09-2020]



1a-1b-1c-1d

2a-2b-2c-3a

2a-2b-2c-4a

138

52
138

5
 [09-2020]

3

4

5

2

1

“Minimal” midway elements

1a - 31105937
1b - 31105938
1c - 31105939
1d - 31105940

2a - 31105942
2b - 31105943
2c - 31105944
3a - 31105945
4a - 31105946
5a - 31105941

CODE
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5
138  [01-2018]

5

3

4

5

2

1

1a-1b-1c-1d

2a-2b-2c-3a

2a-2b-2c-4a

“Minimal” midway elements

1a - 31105937
1b - 31105938
1c - 31105939
1d - 31105940

2a - 31105942
2b - 31105943
2c - 31105944
3a - 31105945
4a - 31105946
5a - 31105941

CODE
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5

5a

1a. 45 cm Steel finish aluminium shelf
1b. 60 cm Steel finish aluminium shelf
1c. 90 cm Steel finish aluminium shelf
1d. 120 cm Steel finish aluminium shelf
2a. Aluminium shelf 60 cm with LED lamp (1 LED) 220V in Steel finish
2b. Aluminium shelf 90 cm with LED lamp (2 LEDs) 220V in Steel finish
2c. Aluminium shelf 120 cm with LED lamp (2 LEDs) 220V in Steel finish
3a. Pack of 3 Steel finish hooks
4a. 35 cm Steel finish cloth holder 
5a. 35 cm Steel finish aluminium kitchen roll holder shelf
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5
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5

9,6

60/90/120

17,6

90/120

1

2

8

29,2

9,4

3

1a. Pack of 60 cm Aluminium bar with 3 hooks
1b. Pack of 90 cm Aluminium bar with 3 hooks

1c. Pack of 120 cm Aluminium bar with 3 hooks
2a. 90 cm Glass shelf with Aluminium profile and 3 hooks

2b. 120 cm Glass shelf with Aluminium profile and 3 hooks
3. Aluminium kitchen roll holder

“Equip” midway elements

1a - 31106323
1b - 31106324
1c - 31106325
2a - 31106327
2b - 31106328
3 - 31106326

CODE
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5

90/120/1
50/180

23

17

26

1

2

26

11

23

7

7

7

7

7

7

3

4

17

23

30

4

9

5

6

1a. 90 cm accessory bar in satin finish stainless steel (a) 
1b. 120 cm Accessory bar in satin finish stainless steel (b)
1c. 150 cm Accessory bar in satin finish stainless steel (c)
1d. 180 cm Accessory bar in satin finish stainless steel (d)
2. Shelf in polished stainless steel 26 cm 
3. Shelf with spice jars in polished stainless steel 26 cm
4. Lids for spice jars in polished stainless steel 
5. Kitchen roll holder in polished stainless steel 30 cm
6. Pack of 3 hooks in satin finish stainless steel 
7. Knife rack in stainless steel and black heat-proof ABS plastic
8. Chopping board for bar in stainless steel and black back-painted glass

“Tonda” midway elements

1a - 31105913
1b - 31105914
1c - 31105915
1d - 31105916
2 - 31105902
3 - 31105903

4 - 31105920
5 - 31105904
6 - 31105905
7 - 31105906
8 - 31105907

CODE
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5

34

26

34

26

7

8
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26

20

12

30

20

17

4

9

26

20.5

1

2

3

4

19

9

5

6

1. 26 cm polished stainless steel shelf.
2. 30 cm polished stainless steel kitchen roll holder.
3. Pack of 3 satin finish stainless steel hooks.
4. Knife rack in stainless steel and black heat-proof plastic with magnet.
5. Element with 4 satin finish stainless steel hooks.
6. Surcharge for wall panel processing for Tonda accessory bar.

“Tonda” magnetic midway elements

1 - 31106188
2 - 31106189
3 - 31106190
4 - 31106191
5 - 31106192

CODE



144

5
144  [01-2018]

5

Tonda magnetic accessory bar for wall panel.

Tonda magnetic accessory bar for wall panel

Order custom-sized profile (max 400 cm). The bar can be 
installed on wall panels both th.1.2 cm and 2 cm. On wall 
panels th. 2 cm a wall panel must also be fitted at the top of 
the bar (compulsory). The bar must either be placed between 
two separate wall panels or placed above a wall panel. The 
bar cannot be secured to the front of the wall panel.

- 31106455
CODE
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5
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5

35/50

16.29.2

35

9.2 16.2

3

4

60/90/12
0

9.2

35/50

16.2

1

2

35

9.2

5

“Titan” midway elements

1a - 31105409
1b - 31105410
1c - 31105411
2a - 31105412
2b - 31105413
3a - 31105414

3b - 31105415
4  -  31105416
5 -   31105417

CODE
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5

1a. Pack of 60 cm accessory bar with 3 hooks (a).
1b.  Pack of 90 cm accessory bar with 3 hooks (b).
1a. Pack of 120 cm accessory bar with 3 hooks (c).

2a. 35 cm glass shelf (d).
2b. 50 cm glass shelf (e).

3a. 35 cm aluminium shelf (f).
3b. 50 cm aluminium shelf (g).

5. 35 cm steel kitchen roll holder shelf (h).
6. 35 cm steel ladle rail/cloth holder (i).



146.1

5

22.5

13

30

24.2

13

1-2

3

4

1. Pack of 90 cm bar in Cast Iron finish metal with 6 accessory hooks
2. Pack of 120 cm bar in Cast Iron finish metal with 6 accessory hooks
3. 30 cm shelf in Cast Iron finish metal
4. 38 cm kitchen roll holder in Cast Iron finish metal

1 - 31107122
2 - 31107123
3 - 31107125
4 - 31107126

CODE

[09-2020]

“Timeline” midway elements
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1

2-7

8-9

30
/4
5/
60

13

10-11-12

28.5

5

9

13-14

9

28.5

10

15

39

12.4

16

“Line System” system

1. Line System 1.2 cm thick Wall Panel (available in the following materials: Steel, Biomalta, 
Decorative Melamine, Fenix NTM, Porcelain Stoneware, Veneered, Lacquered, Metal Effect 

Lacquered, Laminate and Quarz)
2. Lower profile for Line System wall in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

3. Central profile for Line System wall in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
4. Upper profile for Line System wall in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

5. Upper profile with light for Line System wall (absorption 11.4W per metre. Order power supply 
for electrical connection) in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

6. Upper profile with channel for Line System wall in Dark Steel painted Aluminium 
N.B.: the upper profle cannot be positioned at a distance of less than 7 cm from the bottom of a 

wall
7. unit or any object preventing the insertion of dedicated accessories
8. Side profile for Line System wall in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

9. Accessory-holder bar H.12 - Th.3.8 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium  
N.B. If there is a wall panel underneath the accessory holder profile, the Line System wall panel 

must be positioned above the accessory holder bar to allow the bar to be fixed. 
10. Accessory-holder bar with light H.12 - Th.3.8 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium (absorption 

11.4W per metre. Order power supply for electrical connection)
11. Shelf L.30 - D.12.9 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
12. Shelf L.45 - D.12.9 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
13. Shelf L.60 - D.12.9 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

14. Storage shelf L.28.5 - H.5 - D.9 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
15. Storage shelf L.28.5 - H.10 - D.9 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

16. Tablet rest shelf L.28.5 - H.10 - D.9 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
17. Shelf with 2 bowls L.39 - H.10 - D.12.4 cm in Aluminium

18. Bottle rack L.26.7 - H.2.5 - D.18.3 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
19. Knife rack in dark wood L.30 - H.13 - D.6 cm

20. Kitchen roll holder L.26.7 - H.2.5 - D.11.7 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
21. Double hook L.8 - D.2.8 - H.3.8 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
22. Triple hook L.15 - D.2.8 - H.3.8 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

23. Container L.28.5 - H.11 - D.14,9 cm in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
24. Wiring hole plate in Dark Steel painted Aluminium

25. Power outlet block and switch in Dark Steel painted Aluminium
26. Food-warming lamp with adjustable height between 85 and 144 cm in Aluminium

1 - 75061725
2 - 75061709
3 - 75061711
4 - 75061713

5 - 75061715
6 - 75061717
7 - 75061719
8 - 75061721
9 - 75061723

10 - 31107436 

11 - 31107437 
12 - 31107438 
13 - 31107439 
14 - 31107440 
15 - 31107441 
16 - 31107442 

17 - 31107443 
18 - 31107444 
19 - 31107445
20 - 31107446
21 - 31107447 
22 - 31107448 

23 - 31106203 
24 - 31107488 
25 - 41019199
26 - 31106398
27 - 31107468
28 - 31107469

CODE
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7
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26.7
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2.5
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27. Power supply for Line System light 24W - 220V
28. Power supply for Line System light 60W - 220V
29. Power supply for Line System light 60W - 110V
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24

22 23
85/144

L.200 cm

L.20 cm

25

26-27-28

21

25 26-27-28

24
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5

45/60/90/120

45/60/90

8

9

10

14

11

29

1-2-3-4

5-6-7

“Setup” System

1 - 75061727
2 - 75061728
3 - 75061729
4 - 75061730
5 - 75061731
6 - 75061732

7 - 75061733
8 - 31107127
9 - 31107129
10 - 31107130
11 - 31107132
12 - 31107128

13 - 31107135
14 - 31107131
15 - 31108046
16 - 31108047
17 - 31108048
18 - 31108051

CODE

The Setup System is designed to guarantee alignment with tall units H 206.2 and 220 cm.  
The accessories can only be used on the elements of the Setup System.
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5

15-16

29

58

3.9

12

13

14

60/90

41,2

13

15-16

60/90 13

17-18

1. 45 cm resting element between top and wall unit in Anthracite colour Aluminium
2. 60 cm resting element between top and wall unit in Anthracite colour Aluminium
3. 90 cm resting element between top and wall unit in Anthracite colour Aluminium

4. 120 cm resting element between top and wall unit in Anthracite colour Aluminium
5. 45 cm element between top and Larder unit/Tall unit in Anthracite colour Aluminium
6. 60 cm element between top and Larder unit/Tall unit in Anthracite colour Aluminium
7. 90 cm element between top and Larder unit/Tall unit in Anthracite colour Aluminium

8. Pack of 3 hooks in Anthracite colour Aluminium
9. Tablet rest shelf in Anthracite colour Aluminium

10. Container stand in Anthracite colour Aluminium
11. Glass/Anthracite colour Aluminium shelf (cannot be installed on element for 60-90 island)

12. Kitchen roll holder in Anthracite colour Aluminium
13. 4 stemmed glass rack in Anthracite colour Aluminium
14. 6 stemmed glass rack in Anthracite colour Aluminium

15. Island element 60 - H.41 cm in Anthracite colour aluminium 
16. Island element 90 - H.41 cm in Anthracite colour aluminium 

17. Container bowl 60 cm in Anthracite colour Aluminium 
18. Container bowl 90 cm in Anthracite colour Aluminium 



146.7

5

9

11

13

8

12
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14 15-16

17-18
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5

60/90/12
0

1

13,5

4

24

17

21

17

2

3

“Country” midway elements

Articles 1a-1b-1c can be installed on the shelf bracket or 
directly on the wall. The shelf bracket (4) is available in 2 

solutions: shelf bracket solution, to match the shelf D.17 to be 
ordered separately; and the midway unit solution, as an element 
to be fitted to the bottom of the wall unit. For both solutions, the 

ladle rail can be installed. The load capacity for each individual 
shelf bracket is 20 kg including the shelf.

1a. Pack of 60 cm Antique Brass ladle rail (c).
1b. Pack of 90 cm Antique Brass ladle rail (d).
1c. Pack of 120 cm Antique Brass ladle rail (e).
2. Metal kitchen roll holder in Antique Brass finish (a).
3. Metal jar rack in Antique Brass finish (b).
4. Midway unit/shelf bracket in Antique Brass (f)

1a - 31105420
1b - 31105421
1d - 31105422
2 -   31105418
3 -   31105419
4 -   31105423

CODE
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5
148  [01-2018]

5

1. Ladle rail bar L.70 in satin finish steel
2. Ladle rail bar L.100 in satin finish steel

3. Pack of 3 hooks in satin finish steel 

“Allinea” accessory bar

The bar can be installed on the wall, under a shelf or under a 
wall unit.

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31106922
2 - 31106923
3 - 31106924

CODE
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5
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5

1

4

2-3

1. Illuminated glass wall panel with LED strip with 3000°K warm light and 13W per metre 
absorption inserted in the upper edging. 

2. 35W - 220V transformer 
3. 60W - 220V transformer
4. ON-OFF remote control with dimmer

The wall panel is only available in glossy Prestige White SCAV 
028, while the aluminium perimeter profile is available in Steel 
finish Aluminium or matt White. The maximum size is 300x115 

cm. Wall mounting is via a magnet system. The “Orizzonte” 
range of accessories can be magnetically attached to the wall 

panel.

1 - 75062129
2 - 31106938
3 - 31106939
4 - 31106937

CODE

“Orizzonte” illuminated glass wall panel
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5

40

1

2

80

15

17,5 23,5

29,7

10

13,2

3

4

29,7

10
14

5

“Orizzonte” range of magnetic accessories for illuminated glass wall panel

1. Accessory-holder bar in satin finish steel L.40 cm complete with 5 (five) hooks
2. Accessory-holder bar in satin finish steel L.80 cm complete with 10 (ten) hooks

3. Tablet/book rest shelf in satin finish steel 
4. Storage shelf in satin finish steel L.30 cm

5. Kitchen roll holder shelf in satin finish steel L.30 cm with beech rod

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31106932
2 - 31106933
3 - 31106936
4 - 31106934
5 - 31106935

CODE



2-3

4

150.1

5
150.1 [09-2020]

5

1. Illuminated matt etched glass wall panel with LED strip with natural light 3000 - 4000°K and 
13W per metre absorption inserted in the upper edging.

2. 35W - 220V transformer.
3. 60W - 220V transformer.
4. ON-OFF remote control with dimmer.

“Orizzonte More” illuminated glass wall panel

The wall panel is only available in polished Prestige White SCAV 
028, while the aluminium perimeter profile is available in Steel 

finish Aluminium or matt White. The maximum size is 320x120 
cm.The light intensity can be adjusted by means of the ON-

OFF remote control with dimmer and by means of the “Smart 
moving” system which, thanks to hand movement sensors, 

manages the switching on and off and the light intensity. Wall 
mounting is via a magnet system. N.B. The “Orizzonte and 

Magneto” series of accessories can be magnetically attached to 
the wall panel

1 - 75062127
2 - 31106938
3 - 31106939
4 - 31106937

CODE



150.2

5
150.2  [09-2020]

5

1. “Orizzonte Up” magnetic wall panel in Stratified Laminate and Stratified Fenix NTM®

“Orizzonte Up” magnetic wall panel

The wall panel is available in all the colours in the range of 
Stratified Laminate and Stratified Fenix NTM ® tops. The wall 
panel is available with LED strip with natural light 3000°K - 
4000°K and 13W per metre absorption, inserted in the upper 
edging, or without light. 
2. 35W - 220 V transformer. 
3. 60W - 220V transformer. 
4. ON-OFF remote control with dimmer. 
Available with or without upper light.Maximum wall panel 
length 320 cm, maximum height 120 cm. N.B. The “Orizzonte 
and Magneto” series of accessories can be magnetically 
attached to the wall panel. 

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 75062128
2 - 31106938
3 - 31106939
4 - 31106937

CODE
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5

25

25

16

1-2

25

50

16

3-4

27.4

5.5

10.5

7-8

45

5.4

13.5

9-10

5.4

45

13.5

5-6

“Magneto” series of accessories with magnet for “Orizzonte” series wall panels

1 - 31108014
2 - 31108015
3 - 31108016
4 - 31108017
5 - 31108019
6 - 31108018

7 - 31108021
8 - 31108020
9 - 31108023
10 - 31108022
11 - 31108025
12 - 31108024

CODE
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52
150.4

2
150.4  [09-2020]

5

27

14.3

11

11-12

1. Open-fronted metal element, White L.25 - H.25 - D.16 cm Th.2 cm
2. Open-fronted metal element, Anthracite L.25 cm - H.25 - D.16 cm Th.2 cm

3. Open-fronted metal element, White L.25 cm - H.50 - D.16 cm Th.2 cm
4. Open-fronted metal element, Anthracite L.25 cm - H.50 - D.16 cm Th.2 cm 

5. Metal shelf, White L.45 cm
6. Metal shelf, Anthracite L.45 cm

7. Metal shelf, White L.45 cm with hooks
8. Metal shelf, Anthracite L.45 cm with hooks

9. Metal kitchen roll holder, White L.28 cm
10. Metal kitchen roll holder, Anthracite L.28 cm

11. Metal kitchen roll holder with shelf, White L.28 cm
12. Metal kitchen roll holder with shelf, Anthracite L.28 cm

N.B. These accessories can be fitted on all the wall panels in the Orizzonte series
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5
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cm 2

38

1-11

12

8
4.5

40

13

1.4

6

1. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.50 
cm 17.3W - 24V

2. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.60 
cm 21.2W - 24V

3. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.70 
cm 25.1W - 24V

4. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.80 
cm 29W - 24V

5. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.90 
cm 32.9W - 24V

6. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.120 
cm 44.6W - 24V

7. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.150 
cm 56.3W - 24V

8. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.180 
cm 68W - 24V

9. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - L.240 
cm 91.4W - 24V

10. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - 
L.270 cm 103.1W - 24V

11. LED illuminated wall panel in Plexiglas with warm light 3000°K or Natural light 4000°K - 
L.300 cm 114.8W - 24V

12. Power outlet block L.8 cm - H.40 cm with 2 Shuko sockets and 2 USB sockets
13. Hook for wall panel 
14. Metal shelf L.30 cm
15. Glass shelf L.30 cm
16. Kitchen roll holder in wood and metal L.32 cm
17. Flame-guard panel in transparent tempered glass L.65 - H.38.3 cm 
18. Flame-guard panel in transparent tempered glass L.95 - H.38.3 cm
19. Control unit plus power supply
20. 4-channel remote control

K-Concept illuminated wall panel”

K Concept is an illuminated panel which, when used as a wall 
panel, allows you to illuminate the worktop. The Emotion Dual 

Color LED light source allows you to vary the colour temperature 
from 3000°K to 4000°K. The various sized panels can be 

combined together.

1 - 31107564
2 - 31107565
3 - 31107566
4 - 31107567
5 - 31107568
6 - 31107569

7 - 31107570
8 - 31107571
9 - 31107572
10 - 31107573
11 - 31107574
12 - 31107575

13 - 31107576
14 - 31107577
15 - 31107578
16 - 31107579
17 - 31107580
18 - 31107581

19 - 31107582
20 - 31107583

CODE
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5
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5
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4,7
41.3/56.3/76.3/86.3/116.3

“Wand” drainer unit lamp

1. LED lamp with natural light, 4000°K L.45 cm for 45 cm drainer unit 2W - 12V
2. LED lamp with natural light, 4000°K L.60 cm for 60 cm drainer unit 3.4W - 12V
3. LED lamp with natural light, 4000°K L.80 cm for 80 cm drainer unit 4.5W - 12V
4. LED lamp with natural light, 4000°K L.90 cm for 90 cm drainer unit 4.1W - 12V
5. LED lamp with natural light, 4000°K L.120 cm for 120 cm drainer unit 6.4W - 12V

Lamp with natural light, inserted in an aluminium profile with 
touch switch and IP54 protection. Keep your finger under 

the touch switch for a few seconds to change light intensity. 
Supplied with transformer and quick attachment clip to the rear 

profile of the drainer unit. It is perfectly integrated as it covers 
the rear space of the aluminium profile like a casing, but with 

flush-fit light. N.B. Cannot be installed in Easy line drainer units 
and cannot be installed on drainer units code 71011085-86

1 - 31106214
2 - 31106215
3 - 31106216
4 - 31106217
5 - 31106218

CODE
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2,2

45/60/90

Lamp for “Easy” line drainer units

Aluminium and polycarbonate lamp with natural light 4000°K. 
Power lead L.240 cm supplied with European plug. Supplied 
with 15W power supply with quick attachment clip and L.140 
cm connecting lead. Can be installed in the aluminium frame at 
the rear. Certified IP44. N.B: Only for installation in Easy line 
drainer units.

1. LED lamp for 45 cm “Easy” drainer unit 2.4W - 12V with central illuminated touch switch
2. LED lamp for 60 cm “Easy” drainer unit 3.9W - 12V with central illuminated touch switch
3. LED lamp for 90 cm “Easy” drainer unit 5.8W - 12V with central illuminated touch switch

  1 - 31106363
2 - 31106364
3 - 31106365

CODE
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5
153 [01-2018]

5

1. Pack of 2 stainless steel spotlights and 1 transformer
2. Pack of 3 stainless steel spotlights and 1 transformer

LED spotlight 3.5 W-12V - natural light 4000°K.
190 cm power lead with switch.

“Sun” midway LED spotlight

1 - 31106194
2 - 31106195

CODE
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5
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5

1

2

4-10 3

4

The warmth of the light can be set during lamp assembly. 250 
cm power lead. The spotlight cannot be fitted in a midway 
position. The spotlight can be switched on using the touch 
switch (2), the remote controlled switch (3) or the wall switch. 
N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection. To cover the 
connecting lead, if necessary, order the wiring hole conduit code 
31105959.

1. Round external LED spotlight with 3000°K warm light and 4000°K natural light - 2.5W - 12V 
in satin finish Nickel.

2. 12V aluminium touch switch for low voltage line with 6-way distributor for spotlights. Supplied 
with a 300 cm distribution/power lead.

3. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line
4. 4-way power supply - 6W - 220V

5. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V 
6. 12-way power supply - 30W - 220V
7. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V
8. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V

9. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V
10. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31106647
2 - 31105998
3 - 31106703 
4 - 31106335

5 - 31105997
6 - 31106696
7 - 31106352
8 - 31106697
9 - 31106336

10 - 31105996

CODE

“Dot” external spotlight
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4-10

2

3

1

1

2

“Dot” recessed spotlight

1. Round recessed LED spotlight with 3000°K warm light and 4000°K natural light - 2.5W - 
12V in satin finish Nickel.

2. 12V aluminium touch switch for low voltage line with 6-way distributor for spotlights. Supplied 
with a 300 cm distribution/power lead.

3. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line
4. 4-way power supply - 6W - 220V
5. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V
6. 12-way power supply - 30W - 220V
7. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V
8. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V
9. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V
10. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V

The warmth of the light can be set during lamp assembly. 250 
cm power lead. The spotlight cannot be fitted in a midway 
position. The spotlight can be switched on using the touch 

switch (2), the remote controlled switch (3) or the wall switch. 
N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection. To cover the 

connecting lead, if necessary, order the wiring hole conduit code 
31105959.

1 - 31106645
2 - 31105998
3 - 31106703
4 - 31106335
5 - 31105997
6 - 31106696

7 - 31106352
8 - 31106697
9 - 31106336
10 - 31105996

CODE
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5

1

2

43

1. Round recessed LED spotlight with 4000°K natural light - 
3.4W - 12V in Metal with polished Chrome finish

2. Round recessed LED spotlight with 4000°K natural light - 
3.4W - 12V in Metal with polished Gold finish

3. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V
4.  Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line

200 cm power lead. The cut-out required for installation has a 
diameter of 6.8 cm and a depth of 1.2 cm. The spotlights can 
be switched on using the wall switch or the remote controlled 
switch (4). N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection. 
The spotlights cane be installed on shelves, on wall unit top 
panels, on wall unit bottoms (facing the top) and on the top 
panel of larder units H.127. The relating processing is never 
continuous, the power lead comes out of the back.

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31106955
2 - 31106954
3 - 31106956
4 - 31106703 

CODE

“Saturn” recessed spotlight
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5
156.1

5
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1. Aluminium LED lamp L.19 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with natural light 3900 °K - 24V - 5W without 
on/off sensor

2. Aluminium LED lamp L.19 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with warm light 3000 °K - 24V - 5W without 
on/off sensor

3. FLAT15/24D 9-way power supply 15W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution 
cable

4. ST30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
5. SLT15/24D 6-way power supply 15W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
6. SLT30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
7. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line

“Polar SE” midway lamp 

200 cm power cable  
N.B. Order power supply for electrical using the remote-

controlled switch (7) or the wall switch.

1 - 31107627
2 - 31107628
3 - 31107637
4 - 31107638
5 - 31107824
6 - 31107825

7 - 31106703
CODE

3-6 7
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5
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5
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“Polar SE SDM” midway lamp

Aluminium LED lamp L.19 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with natural light 3900 °K - 24V - 5W with elec-
tric infrared switch

1. Aluminium LED lamp L.19 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with warm light 3000 °K - 24V - 5W with 
electric infrared switch

2. FLAT15/24D 9-way power supply 15W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution 
cable

3. ST30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
4. SLT15/24D 6-way power supply 15W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
5. SLT30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable

200 cm power cable 

1 - 31107629
2 - 31107630
3 - 31107637
4 - 31107638 
5 - 31107824
6 - 31107825

CODE

3-6



156.3

5
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5
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1. Aluminium LED lamp L.8 - D.8 - Th.0.4 cm with natural light 3900 °K - 24V - 5W without on/
off sensor

2.  Aluminium LED lamp 8x8x0.4 cm with warm light 3000 °K - 24V - 5W without on/off sensor
3. FLAT15/24D 9-way power supply 15W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
4. ST30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
5. SLT15/24D 6-way power supply 15W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
6. SLT30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
7. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line

“Polar XS SE” midway lamp

1 - 31107631
2 - 31107632
3 - 31107637
4 - 31107638
5 - 31107824
6 - 31107825

7 - 31106703
CODE

200 cm power cable  
N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection. the lamp can 

be switched on using the remote-controlled switch (7) or the 
wall switch.

3-6 7
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1. Aluminium LED lamp L.45 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with natural light 3900 °K - 24V - 10W without 
on/off sensor

2. Aluminium LED lamp L.45 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with warm light 3000 °K - 24V - 10W without on/
off sensor

3. FLAT15/24D 9-way power supply 15W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
4. ST30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
5. SLT15/24D 6-way power supply 15W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
6. SLT30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable

7. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line

“Polax XL2” midway lamp

200 cm power cable  
N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection. The lamp 
can be switched on using the remote-controlled switch (7) or 
the wall switch.

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31107633
2 - 31107634
3 - 31107637
4 - 31107638 
5 - 31107824
6 - 31107825

CODE

3-6 7
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1. Aluminium LED lamp L.60 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with natural light 3900 °K - 24V - 5W without 
on/off switch

2.  Aluminium LED lamp L.60 - D.7 - th.0.4 cm with warm light 3000 °K - 24V - 5W without 
on/off sensor

3. FLAT15/24D 9-way power supply 15W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution 
cable

4. ST30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 220V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
5. SLT15/24D 6-way power supply 15W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
6. SLT30/24D 9-way power supply 30W - 110V 200 cm power cable, 50 cm distribution cable
7. Remote-controlled switch for 220V power supply line

“Polar XL3” midway lamp

200 cm power cable  
N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection. The lamp can 

be switched on using the remote-controlled switch (7) or the 
wall switch.

1 - 31107635
2 - 31107636
3 - 31107637
4 - 31107638
5 - 31107824
6 - 31107825

7 - 31106703
CODE

3-6 7



Infrared on/off switch. The switch has an ON/OFF and colour 
intensity variation function; the colour temperature varies from 
warm to natural.  
L.300 cm power cable  
N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection.

156.6

5
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5
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30

15

12.5

30

25

12.5

1-6

7

8

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31107556
2 - 31107557
3 - 31107558

4 - 31107559
5 - 31107560
6 - 31107561
7 - 31107563
8 - 31107562
9 - 31106335

10 - 31105997
11 - 31106696
12 - 31106352
13 - 31106697
14 - 31106336
15 - 31105996

CODE

“Ghibli” midway lamp



1. LED lamp in Black Aluminium L.45 cm light tone can be set to 3000 °K (warm light) or 
4000°K (natural light)  24V - 5.6W.

2. LED lamp in Black Aluminium L.60 cm light tone can be set to 3000 °K (warm light) or 
4000°K (natural light)  24V - 7.5W. 

3. LED lamp in Black Aluminium L.90 cm light tone can be set to 3000 °K (warm light) or 
4000°K (natural light)  24V - 11.4W. 

4. LED lamp in Black Aluminium L.120 cm light tone can be set to 3000 °K (warm light) or 
4000°K (natural light)  24V - 15.3W.  

5. LED lamp in Black Aluminium L.180 cm light tone can be set to 3000 °K (warm light) or 
4000°K (natural light)  24V - 23.1W. 

6. LED lamp in Black Aluminium L.240 cm light tone can be set to 3000 °K (warm light) or 
4000 °K (natural light)  24V - 30.9W. 

7. Shelfin Black Aluminium L.30 - H.15 - D.12.5 cm for Ghibli lamp.
8. Shelf in  Black Aluminium L.30 - H.25 - D.12.5 cm for Ghibli lamp.
9. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V.
10. 6-way power supply - 30W - 220V.
11. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V.
12. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V.
13. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V.
14. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V.

156.7

5
156.7

5
 [09-2020]
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8

7

1. LED lamp in Lead colour aluminium, with dual luminous intensity, warm light 3000°K or with 
natural light 4000°K L.45 - H.1.5 - D.1.8 cm 4.18 W - 24 V with touch control key switch.

2. LED lamp in Lead colour aluminium, with dual luminous intensity, warm light 3000°K or with 
natural light 4000°K L.60 - H.1.5 - D.1.8 cm 5.7 W - 24 V with touch control key switch.

3. LED lamp in Lead colour aluminium, with dual luminous intensity, warm light 3000°K or with 
natural light 4000°K L.90 - H.1.5 - D.1.8 cm cm 9.12 W - 24 V with touch control key switch.

4. LED lamp in Lead colour aluminium, with dual luminous intensity, warm light 3000°K or with 
natural light 4000°K L.120 - H.1.5 - D.1.8 cm cm 12.54 W - 24 V with touch control key switch.

5. LED lamp in Lead colour aluminium, with dual luminous intensity, warm light 3000°K or with 
natural light 4000°K L.150 - H.1.5 - D.1.8 cm cm 15.6 W - 24 V with touch control key switch.

6. LED lamp in Lead colour aluminium, with dual luminous intensity, warm light 3000°K or with 
natural light 4000°K L.180 - H.1.5 - D.1.8 cm  19.38 W - 24 V with touch control key switch.

7. 4-way power supply - 24W - 220/12V
8. 4-way power supply - 70W - 220/12V

“Blow” midway lamp

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31107482
2 - 31107483

3 - 31107484
4 - 31107485
5 - 31107486
6 - 31107487
7 - 31106398
8 - 31106399

CODECODE

The power supply comes with a 200 cm power cable supplied 
with European plug and the lamp is supplied with a 200 cm 
power cable. N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection. 
.
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45/60/90/120

1. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.45 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 6.2W in matt Black finish

2. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.45 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 6.2W in Dark Stainless Steel finish

3. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.60 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 8.2W in matt Black finish

4. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.60 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 8.2W in Dark Stainless finish

5. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.90 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 12.5W in matt Black finish

6. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.90 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 12.5W in Dark Stainless Steel finish

7. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.120 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 16.8W in matt Black finish

8. LED profile with asymmetrical projection of warm light 3000°K and natural light 4000°K  
L.120 - H.2.2 - D.1.4 cm 24V - 16.8W in Dark Stainless Steel finish

9. FLAT15/24D 9-way power supply - 15W - 220V
10. ST30/24D 9-way power supply - 30W - 220V
11. SLT15/24D 6-way power supply - 15W - 110V
12. SLT30/24D 9-way power supply - 30W - 110V

“Thea She Td” midway lamp

Lamp with dual luminous intensity with electronic touch control 
to switch the device on and off and adjust the brightness. N.B. 

Order power supply for electrical connection. 200 cm power 
cable. 

1 - 31108006  
2 - 31108010
3 - 31108007
4 - 31108011
5 - 31108008
6 - 31108012

7 - 31108009
8 - 31108013
9 - 31107637
10 - 31107638 
11 - 31107824
12 - 31107825

CODE

3-6
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1. Grey LED lamp with natural light 4000°K 12V - 5.5W without switch.
2.  Grey LED lamp with natural light 4000°K 12V - 5.5W with switch.
3.  Grey LED lamp with natural light 4000°K 12V - 5.5W with switch and loudspeaker.
4.  White LED lamp with natural light 4000°K 12V - 5.5W without switch.
5.  White LED lamp with natural light 4000°K 12V - 5.5W with switch.
6.  White LED lamp with natural light 4000°K 12V - 5.5W with switch and loudspeaker.
7.  4-way power supply - 6W - 220V.
8. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V.
9. 6-way power supply - 30W - 220V.
10. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V.
11. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V.
12. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V.
13. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V.
14. 12V aluminium touch switch for low voltage line with 6-way distributor for spotlights. 

Supplied with a 300 cm distribution/power lead.
15. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line
Built-in loudspeaker with Bluetooth connection for playing audio files. The lamp with built-in 
infrared switch can be connected to one or more lamps (up to 3) without switch to be turned on 
or off simultaneously. The lamp without switch (1-4) can be switched on using the touch switch 
(14), the remote controlled switch (15) or the wall switch. N.B. Order power supply for electrical 
connection.

1 - 31106602
2 - 31106603
3 - 31106604
4 - 31106833
5 - 31106834
6 - 31106835

7 - 31106335
8 - 31105997
9 - 31106696
10 - 31106352
11 - 31106697
12 - 31106336

13 - 31105996
14 - 31105998
15 - 31106703

CODE

“Genius” midway lamp

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued

Fabio Del Bene
Linea

Fabio Del Bene
Linea

Fabio Del Bene
Linea

Fabio Del Bene
Linea
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5
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5

10

9

11-17

The lamp with switch can be connected to one or more lamps 
(without switch), to be turned on and off simultaneously. The 
lamp without switch can be switched on using the touch switch 
(9), the remote controlled switch (10) or the wall switch. For 
installation in a continuous row up to 150 cm. N.B. Order 
power supply for electrical connection.

1. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.45 cm 12V - 4W 
with no touch control

2. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.60 cm 12V - 6W 
with no touch control

3. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.90 cm 12V - 9W 
with no touch control

4. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.120 cm 12V - 12W 
with no touch control

5. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.45 cm 12V - 4W 
with touch control

6. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.60 cm 12V - 6W 
with touch control

7. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.90 cm 12V - 9W 
with touch control

8. Anodised aluminium finish midway LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.120 cm 12V - 12W 
with touch control

9. 12V aluminium touch switch for low voltage line with 6-way distributor for spotlights. Supplied 
with a 300 cm distribution/power lead.

10. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line
11. 4-way power supply - 6W - 220V.

12. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V.
13. 6-way power supply - 30W - 220V.

14. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V.
15. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V.

16. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V.
17. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V.

“Minicorner” midway lamp

   
   
   
   
   
   

  
1 - 31106592
2 - 31106594
3 - 31106595
4 - 31106596
5 - 31106597

6 - 31106599
7 - 31106600
8 - 31106601
9 - 31105998

10 - 31106703
11 - 31106335

12 - 31105997
13 - 31106696
14 - 31106352
15 - 31106697
16 - 31106336
17 - 31105996

CODE
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5
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5

37-52

5

7-136

1. LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.37 cm 12V - 4W without on/off sensor.
2. LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.52 cm 12V - 5.5W without on/off sensor.
3. LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.37 cm 12V - 4W with on/off sensor.
4. LED lamp with natural light 4000°K L.52 cm 12V - 5.5W with on/off sensor.
5. 12V aluminium touch switch for low voltage line with 6-way distributor for spotlights. Supplied 

with a 300 cm distribution/power lead.
6. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line
7. 4-way power supply - 6W - 220V.
8. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V.
9. 12-way power supply - 30W - 220V.
10. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V.
11. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V.
12. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V.
13. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V.

“Pole” midway lamp

The lamp with on/off sensor can be connected to one or 
more lamps (without on/off sensor), to be turned on or off 

simultaneously. The lamp without on/off sensor (1-2) can be 
switched on using the touch switch (5), the remote controlled 
switch (6) or the wall switch. For installation in a continuous 

row up to 150 cm. N.B. Order power supply for electrical 
connection. 250 cm power lead.

1 - 31106588
2 - 31106589
3 - 31106590
4 - 31106591
5 - 31105998
6 - 31106703

7 - 31106335
8 - 31105997
9 - 31106696
10 - 31106352
11 - 31106697
12 - 31106336

13 - 31105996
CODE
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5
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5

86,3

3

1,4

5

1. Aluminium LED lamp with infrared sensor and natural light 4000°K L.41 cm 4W for 45 cm 
element.

2. Aluminium LED lamp with infrared sensor and natural light 4000°K L.56 cm 5W for 60 cm 
element.

3. Aluminium LED lamp with infrared sensor and natural light 4000°K L.86 cm 8W for 90 cm 
element.

4. Aluminium LED lamp with infrared sensor and natural light 4000°K L.116 cm 11W for 120 
cm element.

5. 220V - 50 W - 24V power supply.

“Crop” LED lamp for inside wall units

The lamp is turned on when the door opens and stays on as long 
as movement is detected, 30 seconds after the last movement 
is detected the lamp is turned off. N.B. Order power supply for 
electrical connection.

   
   
   
   
   
   

  1 - 31106359
2 - 31106360
3 - 31106361
4 - 31106362
5 - 31106086

CODE



161

5
161 [01-2018]

5

“Flulamp” midway lamp

160 cm power lead. Fluorescent lamp L.34 cm 220V - 8W with switch and plug in metal, painted black.

- 31100340
CODE

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued
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5
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5

1. Pack of 1 (one) LED lamp with natural light 4000°K (4 LEDs) L.56 cm 4W - 12V plus 1 (one) 
220/12 V transformer.

2. Pack of 2 (two) LED lamps with natural light 4000°K (4 LEDs) L.56 cm 4W - 12V plus 1 
(one) 220/12 V transformer.

3. Pack of 1 (one) LED lamp with natural light 4000°K (6 LEDs) L.86 cm 6W - 12V plus 1 (one) 
220/12 V transformer.

4. Pack of 1 (one) LED lamp with natural light 4000°K (8 LEDs) L.116 cm 8W - 12V plus 1 
(one) 220/12 V transformer.

“Odo” midway lamp

Midway profile with infrared switch in natural anodised extruded 
aluminium fitted with 1 W LEDs, which can be replaced 
separately, supplied with transformer and 200 cm power lead. 
N.B. To avoid any kind of operating problem with the touch 
control, the minimum distance between the sensor and the 
object must be 5 cm.

 

1 - 31105586
2 - 31105587
3 - 31105588
4 - 31105589

CODE



15
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5
163

5
 [09-2020]

3
1.3

45-60-90-120-150-180

1 - 31106080
2 - 31106081
3 - 31106082
4 - 31106083
5 - 31106084
6 - 31106085

7 - 31107085
8 - 31106436
9 - 31106437
10 - 31106438
11 - 31106439
12 - 31106440

13 - 31106441
14 - 31107086
15 - 31106086
16 - 31107079
17 - 31106816
18 - 31106817

CODE

1. Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K L.45 cm 24V - 8.2W.
2.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K L.60 cm 24V- 12W.
3.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K L.90 cm 24V - 17.3W.
4.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K L.120 cm 24V - 23W.
5.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K L.150 cm 24V - 29.8W.
6.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K L.180 cm 24V - 35.5W.
7.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K - custom-sized - 220V.
8.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 4000°K L.45 cm 24V - 9W - 

110V (for the US market).
9.  Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 3000°K L. 60 cm 24V - 12W - 

110V (for the US market).
10. Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 3000°K L. 90 cm 24V - 18W 

- 110V (for the US market).
11. Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 3000°K L. 120 cm 24V - 

24W - 110V (for the US market).
12. Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 3000°K L. 150 cm 24V - 

30W - 110V (for the US market).
13. Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 3000°K L. 180 cm 24V - 

36W - 110V (for the US market).
14. Aluminium LED lamp with touch control switch and natural light 3000°K - custom-sized - 110V 

(for the US market).
15. 50W - 220V power supply
16. 75W - 220V power supply
17. 30W - 110V power supply
18. 75W - 110V power supply

“Easylight” midway lamp

Lamp with dual luminous intensity. To avoid any kind of
operating problem with the touch control, the bar must not

come into contact with metal parts. 180 cm power lead. For
the lamp ordered per cm, the minimum order size is 20 cm and

the maximum order size is 300 cm. N.B. Order power supply
for electrical connection. The power supply (16) can be used

with the custom-sized lamp (7) when the latter is longer than
220 cm, whereas the power supply (18) can be used with the
custom-sized lamp (14) when the latter is longer than 130 cm

(in the 110V version).



6

5
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5
164

5
 [09-2020]

L.200 cm

L.20 cm

L.200 cm

31106398/99

31106394/95/96/97

L.200 cm

L.20 cm

1. Aluminium midway LED lamp with “warm light” 3000°K or “natural light” 4000°K and 
illuminated touch switch L.45 cm, 5.7W - 24V

2. Aluminium midway LED lamp with “warm light” 3000°K or “natural light” 4000°K and 
illuminated touch switch L.60 cm, 9.5W - 24V

3. Aluminium midway LED lamp with “warm light” 3000°K or “natural light” 4000°K and 
illuminated touch switch L.90 cm, 15.2W - 24V

4. Aluminium midway LED lamp with “warm light” 3000°K or “natural light” 4000°K and 
illuminated touch switch L.120 cm, 20.9W - 24V

5. 4-way power supply - 24W - 220/12V
6. 4-way power supply - 70W - 220/12V

Adjustable to either warm light 3000°K and cold light 4000°K. The temperature setting is 
immediate and always reversible. 

The power supply comes with a 200 cm power cable supplied with European plug and the lamp 
is supplied with a 200 cm power cable. Connection of the number of lamps depends on the 

power supply capacity.

“Net XT” midway lamp

CODE

   
   
   
   
   
   

1 - 31106394
2 - 31106395
3 - 31106396
4 - 31106397
5 - 31106398
6 - 31106399
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5
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5

45/60/90/120

5-11

“Vitraled” midway lamp

1. Midway LED lamp in white glass with illuminated touch switch, natural light 4000 °K L.45 cm 
2.6W - 12V 

2. Midway LED lamp in white glass with illuminated touch switch, natural light 4000 °K L.60 cm 
6W - 12V

3. Midway LED lamp in white glass with illuminated touch switch, natural light 4000 °K L.90 cm 
7.8W - 12V 

4. Midway LED lamp in white glass with illuminated touch switch, natural light 4000 °K L.120 cm 
11.3W - 12V

5. 4-way power supply - 6W - 220V
6. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V
7. 6-way power supply - 30W - 220V
8. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V
9. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V
10. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V
11. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V

Midway lamp with illuminated touch switch, equipped with 
3-metre long power lead. To be secured to the bottom of wall 

units using the two screws supplied. N.B. Order power supply 
for electrical connection. 

1 - 31106344
2 - 31106345
3 - 31106346
4 - 31106347
5 - 31106335
6 - 31105997

7 - 31106696
8 - 31106352
9 - 31106697
10 - 31106336
11 - 31105996

CODE

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued
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5
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5

“Key-dot” midway lamp

Midway LED lamp with aluminium profile and polycarbonate end cap, silk-screen printed Black or 
White glossy polycarbonate screen, natural light 4000°K - 5W - 24V.

1. Pack of 2 White lamps plus power supply 14W -230V/24
2. Pack of 2 Black lamps plus power supply 14W -230V/24
3. Pack of 3 White lamps plus power supply 14W -230V/24
4. Pack of 3 Black lamps plus power supply 14W -230V/24

On/off controls with a touch switch for luminous intensity 
adjustment. The lamps are controlled from a single touch switch 
situated in one of the lamps in the pack. The lamp can be used 
either as a midway lamp or under a shelf. N.B.: The packs 
include the power supply.

CODE

   
   
   
   
   
   

  1 - 31106950
2 - 31106952
3 - 31106951
4 - 31106953
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5
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5

9

10-16 8

1. Recessed LED lamp L.26.3 cm light tone can be set to 3200°K or 4000°K with or without 
switch.

2. Recessed LED lamp L.41.3 cm light tone can be set to 3200°K or 4000°K with or without 
switch.

3. Recessed LED lamp L.56.3 cm light tone can be set to 3200°K or 4000°K with or without 
switch.

4. Recessed LED lamp L.76.2 cm light tone can be set to 3200°K or 4000°K with or without 
switch.

5. Recessed LED lamp L.86.3 cm light tone can be set to 3200°K or 4000°K with or without 
switch.

6. Recessed LED lamp L.116.3 cm light tone can be set to 3200°K or 4000°K with or without 
switch.

7. Recessed LED lamp - custom-sized - light tone can be set to 3200°K or 4000°K with or 
without switch.

8. 12V aluminium touch switch for low voltage line with 6-way distributor for spotlights. Supplied 
with a 300 cm distribution/power lead.

9. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line.

Show” recessed lamp 

The warmth of the light can be set during lamp assembly. The 
lamp can be fitted on laminate, lacquered and veneered shelves, 
on “Fluida” wall system shelves and on the bottom of wall units. 

N.B. If the light is teamed with a visible shelf, the lamp cannot 
be the same length as the shelf, but it will be 18 mm shorter per 

side. The lamp without switch can be switched on using a wall 
switch, a touch switch (8) or a remote controlled switch (9).

10. 4-way power supply - 6W - 220V
11. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V
12. 6-way power supply - 30W - 220V

13. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V
14. 12-way power supply - 60W - 220V

15. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V
16. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V

8 - 31105998
9 - 31106703
10 - 31106335
11 - 31105997
12 - 31106696
13 - 31106352

14 - 31106697
15 - 31106336
16 - 31105996

CODE



[01-2018]
168

5

2

3

1. Vertical recessed LED lamp with natural light 4000°K - 24V - 10W (for every metre) for side 
panels, tall units and wall units

2. 50W - 220V power supply for Velo lamp
3. Remote controlled switch for 220V power supply line

The lamp can be fitted in base units with hinged door (except for sink base units), in wall units with 
hinged door (except for drainer units and hoods), in larder units with hinged door (except for those 

with inner baskets). N.B. Order power supply for electrical connection (2). Velo lights inserted in 
elements with glass doors do not have a switch; purchase the remote controlled switch (3).

“Velo” vertical recessed lights

   
   
   
   
   
   

  2 - 31106086
3 - 31106703

CODE



169

52
169 [01-2018]

5

21

Suspension lamp with 14 cm cylindrical aluminium lampshade painted Solid White with fitted 
L.200 cm light grey lead.  
LED lamp 4000°K - 220V (1) or 110V (2) - 6W with E14 fitting, certified IP44

“Qi” suspension lamp

1 - 31106801
2 - 31106814

CODE
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52
170  [01-2018]

5

Wall lamp with 14 cm cylindrical aluminium lampshade painted Solid White
LED lamp 4000°K - 220V (1) or 110V (2) - 6W with E14 fitting, certified IP44

“Qi” wall lamp

   
   
   
   
   
   

  1 - 31106802
2 - 31106815

CODE
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5
171

5
 [09-2020]

“Flux” suspension lamp 

Comprising: 
- lower closing sheet metal painted grey 

- aluminium upper closing bell 
- cold glass cover 

- wall dome in chrome-finish sheet metal

- 3 (three) spotlights consisting of 7 x 1W LEDS each (tot. absorption 21 W)
- 1 transformer
- steel suspension cable
- electrical cable“

- 31105385
CODE



Automatic on/off when the door is opened thanks to infrared 
sensor. 300 cm power cable N.B. Order power supply for 
electrical connection.

172

5
172

5
 [09-2020]

“Kiton” lamp for base units and base units with baskets

1. Aluminium LED lamp with warm light 3000°K or natural light 4000°K - L.45 cm 12V - 4.6W
2. Aluminium LED lamp with warm light 3000°K or natural light 4000°K - L.50 cm 12V - 5.2W
3. Aluminium LED lamp with warm light 3000°K or natural light 4000°K - L.60 cm 12V - 6.5W
4. Aluminium LED lamp with warm light 3000°K or natural light 4000°K - L.80 cm 12V - 9.1W

5. Aluminium LED lamp with warm light 3000°K orr natural light 4000°K - L.90 cm 12V - 10.4W
6. Aluminium LED lamp with warm light 3000°K or natural light 4000°K - L.120 cm 12V - 

14.3W
7. 4-way power supply - 6W - 220V

8. 12-way power supply - 15W - 220V
9. 12-way power supply - 45W - 220V
10. 4-way power supply - 6W - 110V

11. 12-way power supply - 30W - 110V

1 - 31107549
2 - 31107550
3 - 31107551
4 - 31107552
5 - 31107553
6 - 31107554

7 - 31106335
8 - 31105997
9 - 31106352

10 - 31106336
11 - 31105996

CODE
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5
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5

1

1

 Servo Drive for wall units, drainer units and hoods

Motorised Servo Drive opening system for wall units, drainer units and hoods: 
Folding - flap door - bottom-hinged flap door - vertical opening

Simply press gently on the front and it will open  
automatically with the aid of the electrical motor. The motorised 
Servo Drive opening system replaces the handle where present. 

Assembly only on the left.  
1.Servo Drive transformer, support and power lead

1 - 31106095
CODE
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5
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5

1

1

Simply press gently on the front without handle or pull the 
handle gently and the drawers/baskets open automatically with 
the aid of the electrical motor. 2 Servo Drives are installed 
in the lower basket of 120 cm sink base units. Inner baskets 
and drawers of base units or larder units cannot be motorised. 
Cannot be installed on baskets with wooden sides. To be 
connected to the transformer pack code 31106095
1.Servo Drive transformer, support and power lead. The 
transformer supports up to 25 Servo Drives

Motorised Servo Drive opening system for base units and larder units with pull-out baskets.

Servo Drive for base units and larder units with pull-out baskets

   
   
   
   
   
   

  1 - 31106095
CODE
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5
175

5
 [09-2020]

60-90-120 sink base unit with pull-out baskets complete with motorised “Servo Drive 1” opening 
system kit 
1.Motorised “Servo Drive 1” opening kit 

Servo Drive 1 for 60-90-120 sink base units with pull-out baskets

Simply press gently on the lower basket without handle or pull 
the handle gently and the basket opens automatically with the 

aid of the electrical motor. N.B.Only for installation in the lower 
basket. Kit complete with transformer. Cannot be installed in 
baskets with wooden sides. The base unit with Servo Drive 1 

already assembled, or only the Servo Drive 1 kit, to be installed 
by the customer (1), can be ordered.

1 - 31107587
CODE
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5
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5

LED illuminated bottom board for wall units

In anodised aluminium and etched tempered glass, LED 
lighting, infrared switch which also allows the switch from 
natural light (4000°K) to warm light (3000°K). Transformer 
supplied. Cannot be installed in: wall unit with sliding doors, 
wall unit top boxes, wall units for boiler, microwave wall unit, 
corner wall unit, end wall unit, drainer units, curved wall units 
and drainer units. When fitted with illuminated bottom board, 
light pelmets cannot be installed. Element already fitted in the 
unit. 

1. LED illuminated bottom board for wall unit L.45 cm - 5W - 220V / 5W - 110V (capacity 8.5 
kg distributed evenly).

2. LED illuminated bottom board for wall unit L.60 cm - 5.8W - 220V / 5.8W - 110V (capacity 
11.5 kg distributed evenly)

3. LED illuminated bottom board for wall unit L.90 cm - 11.5W - 220V / 11.5W - 110V (capacity 
17.5 kg distributed evenly) 

4. LED illuminated bottom board for wall unit L.120 cm - 14.4W - 220V / 14.4W - 110V 
(capacity 23.5 kg distributed evenly). 



177

5
177 [01-2018]

5

Recessed ceiling light for shelves

1. Recessed ceiling light L.37 cm 8W/220V for 60 cm shelves
2. Recessed ceiling light L.62 cm 13W/220V for 90-120-180 cm shelves

The minimum shelf thickness is 3 cm. 

1 - 31100600
2 - 31100596

CODE

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued
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5
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5

Aluminium wiring hole profile

Aluminium wiring hole profile length 50 cm To be cut to size at the time of assembly Complete with double-
sided table for assembly.

 - 31105959
CODE
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5
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5

Silver finish aluminium power outlet tower with Steel finish cover and 3 Schuko sockets (a) and 3 
sockets for the Swiss market (b)

“Push Pull” pull-out power outlet tower - built-in flush-mount

The tower cannot be installed where there are base units with 
drawers or baskets.

a - 31106187
b - 31106200

CODE
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5
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5

1. Built-in top-recessed power outlet L.25.6 - H.8.7 - D.5 cm with 2 Schuko sockets and 2 
USB sockets with frame and black cover

2. Built-in top-recessed power outlet L.25.6 - H.8.7 - D.5 cm with 2 Schuko sockets and 2 
USB sockets with frame and stainless steel cover

Built-in top-recessed power outlet

The power outlet consists of a frame with cover and the 
electrified insert. It has a water protection index of IP20 so it 
cannot be installed near sinks.

 1 - 31106940
2 - 31106941

CODE



180.1

5
180.1

5
 [09-2020]

1. Built-in top-recessed power outlet L.20.3 - D.7 - Th.0.54 cm with 2 Schuko sockets and 2 
USB sockets with frame and Black cover

2. Built-in top-recessed power outlet L.20.3 - D.7 Th.0.54 cm cm with 2 Schuko sockets and 2 
USB sockets with frame and Silver cover

“Plural” built-in top-recessed power outlet

The power outlet consists of a frame with cover and the 
electrified insert. It has a water protection index of IP20 so it 

cannot be installed near sinks.

1 - 31107174
2 - 31107175

CODE

1

2



180.2

5
180.2

5
 [09-2020]

Built-in top-recessed power outlet L.12.3 - D.6 - Th.0.2 cm with 1 Schuko socket, frame and 
Brushed Stainless Steel finish cover

“Extra” built-in top-recessed power outlet

The power outlet consists of a frame with cover and the 
electrified insert. It has a water protection index of IP54.

 - 31107588            
CODE



180.3

5
180.3

5
 [09-2020]

Built-in top-recessed power outlet  L.12.3 - D.6 - Th.0.2 cm with USB sockets, frame and 
Brushed Stainless Steel finish cover

“Extra” built-in top-recessed USB socket 

The power outlet consists of a frame with cover and the 
electrified insert. It has a water protection index of IP54 with the 

covers closed.

- 31107589            
CODE



180.4

5
180.4

5
 [09-2020]

Wireless charger ø 8.8 - Th.0.13 cm to charge smartphones, Brushed Stainless Steel finish

“Extra” built-in top-recessed wireless charger 

The wireless charger with Qi technology constitutes the perfect 
solution for charging smartphones; simply place it on the 
charging base, without needing to connect any cables. Charging 
begins with the emission of an acoustic signal and charging 
status is indicated by the blue LED lit for the duration of 
charging.

 - 31107590
CODE



180.5

5
180.5

5
 [09-2020]

“Corner double Socket” aluminium corner modular profile with Schuko socket and three-pin socket 
with L.200 cm power cable

“Corner double socket’ corner modular profile

31105322
CODE
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5
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5

1. Reinforcing front profile in Silver finish aluminium H.3 cm for 30 cm shelf th.1.8 cm
2. Reinforcing front profile in Silver finish aluminium H.3 cm for 45 cm shelf th.1.8 cm
3. Reinforcing front profile in Silver finish aluminium H.3 cm for 60 cm shelf th.1.8 cm
4. Reinforcing front profile in Silver finish aluminium H.3 cm for 90 cm shelf th.1.8 cm
5. Reinforcing front profile in Silver finish aluminium H.3 cm for 120 cm shelf th.1.8 cm
6. Reinforcing front profile in Silver finish aluminium H.3 cm for 120x60 cm corner base unit shelf 

th.1.8 cm

Reinforcing front profile for shelf

Clicks into place onto the front end of the shelf to diminish 
bending under concentrated loads

1 - 31106818
2 - 31106819
3 - 31106820
4 - 31106821
5 - 31106822
6 - 31106929

CODE
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6
183ACCESSORI [01-2018]

Telescopic support rod for cornice shelf D.40 and 60 cm

Chrome-finish telescopic support rod for cornice shelf D.40 and 60 cm

- 31105139
CODE



6
184

 [01-2018]

26
184  [01-2018]

1 - 31105129
2 - 31105130
3 - 31105131
4 - 31105132

CODE

Hanging rack for island

1. Satin finish steel hanging rack 120 cm for island
2. Satin finish steel hanging rack 150 cm for island
3. Satin finish steel hanging rack 180 cm for island
4. Satin finish steel hanging rack 210 cm for island



6
185

 [01-2018]

6
185 [01-2018]

90/60

34

6

1. 60 cm shelf
2. 90 cm shelf

Steel shelf D.34 cm th.6 cm

Complete with shelf bracket

1 - 31105133
2 - 31105134

CODE



6
186

 [01-2018]

56.3/34
4

1

2

Square open-fronted feet

1a. Pack of 2 connected feet for base/larder units
1b. Pack of 2 connected feet for tall refrigerator unit

1c. Pack of 2 connected feet for larder units D.36 cm
2. Pack of one foot for corner base unit

1a - 31105177
1b - 31105179
1c - 31105180
2 - 31105178

CODE



6
187

 [01-2018]

6
187 [01-2018]

Concealed foot, height adjustable from H.13 to 19 cm

Height-adjustable foot

 - 31106332
CODE



6
188

 [01-2018]

6
188

Transparent glass partition 

1 - 31106451
2 - 31106452

CODE

1. Tempered transparent glass partition L.80 cm H.20 cm th.0.8 cm with aluminium supports
2. Tempered transparent glass partition L.100 cm H.20 cm th.0.8 cm with aluminium supports

For installation in island and peninsula tops with D. above 60 
cm. The partition panel should be placed behind the hob on 
islands and peninsulas.



6
188.1

6
188.1 [09-2020]

1. Flame-guard wall panel in Light Grey SCAV 302 polished tempered glass L.50 - H.20 - Th.1 cm 
for 60 cm hob 

2. Flame-guard wall panel in Iron Grey SCAV 374 polished tempered glass L.50 - H.20 - Th.1 cm 
for 60 cm hob

3. Flame-guard wall panel in Light Grey SCAV 302 polished tempered glass L.68 - H.20 - Th.1 cm 
for 70/75 cm hob 

4. Flame-guard wall panel in Iron Grey SCAV 374 polished tempered glass L.68 - H.20 - Th. 1cm 
for 70/ 75 cm hob

5. Flame-guard wall panel in Light Grey SCAV 302 polished tempered glass L.90 - H.20 - Th.1cm 
for 90 cm hob 

6. Flame-guard wall panel in Iron Grey SCAV 374 polished tempered glass L.90 - H.20 - Th.1 cm 
for 90 cm hob

Glass flame-guard wall panel

Assembly using two steel supports placed either side of the 
glass, to be secured to the laminate wall panel with screws.

1 - 31107886
2 - 31107883
3 - 31107887
4 - 31107884
5 - 31107888
6 - 31107885

CODE



6
188.2188.2  [09-2020]

- 31107896
CODE

Magnetic hook for plinth fastening

Magnetic hook for plinth fastening

The characteristic of this hook is that it fastens the plinth to 
the feet by means of magnets. This allows you to attach/detach 
the plinth much more easily to make it easier to clean under 
the kitchen base units. It also makes it much more simple to 
arrange the plinth itself at the beginning. Depending on the 
circumstances, for the necessary quantity consider at least two 
magnetic hooks for every single piece of plinth and, in any case, 
approximately one magnetic hook per metre



189

52
189

6
 [09-2020]

1

Steel plinth, 45 (a) - 60 (b) with two sides, for open-fronted feet under undermount appliances

Steel casing H.15 cm

For use in compositions with open-fronted feet. 

a - 31105162
b - 31105163

CODE



190

5
190

6
 [09-2020]

Stepladder

Anthracite 2-step ladder In painted aluminium with non-slip steps. 

 - 31100421
CODE



6
191

 [01-2018]

6
191 [01-2018]

Plywood chopping board

Table accessories

- 31105169
CODE



6
192

 [01-2018]

6
192

Fenix NTM door cleaning sponge

Fenix NTM door cleaning sponge

 - 31106464
CODE



6
193

 [01-2018]

6
193 [01-2018]

Matt glass surface cleaning sponge

Matt glass cleaning sponge

- 31106578
CODE



6
194

 [01-2018]

6
194

Microfibre cloth

40x40 cm microfibre cloth Made with a combination of various synthetic materials and 
microfibre to provide in-depth cleaning. Excellent for use in the 
kitchen, as well as throughout the home.

- 31100407
CODE



6
195

 [01-2018]

6
195 [01-2018]

Pack of 5 “Clin & Clin” cloths

Pack of 5 steel care wipesDisposable wipes for cleaning and protecting all stainless steel 
surfaces.

- 31100598
CODE



6
196

 [01-2018]

6
196

Liquid protector for granite, marble and composite tops

Imperston 0.5 litre pack Oil- and water-repellent stain-proofing liquid specifically for 
kitchen and bathroom tops. Regular use helps restore the top’s 
gloss and resistance to water, oil and stains.

- 31105233
CODE



6
197

 [01-2018]

6
197 [01-2018]

Bottle for cleaning laminate and coated surfaces

800 ml spray canConsists of a mixture of surfactants, solvents and adjuvants in 
a handy spray can.  Recommended for cleaning laminates and 

coated panels.

 - 31100398
CODE



6
198

 [01-2018]

6
198

“Franke” paste for cleaning stainless steel sinks

Paste for cleaning “Franke” stainless steel sinks Multi-purpose cream ideal for cleaning all types of stainless 
steel, synthetic or enamelled sinks and hobs. Also especially 
recommended for silver, copper and brass objects.

- 41003235
CODE



6
199

 [01-2018]

6
199 [01-2018]

“BrioTop” universal degreasing detergent

1 L universal degreasing detergent recommended for cleaning Quarz tops every day.

 - 31106120
CODE

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued



6
200

 [01-2018]

6
200

Detergent for cleaning Quarz tops

Detergent for cleaning Quarz tops

- 31106449
CODE



6
201

 [01-2018]

6
201 [01-2018]

1

2

3

1. Polyurethane storage basket H.18 cm L.52 cm with cover painted Solid White
2. Polyurethane storage basket H.18 cm L.52 cm painted Solid White
3. Cover for polyurethane storage basket painted Solid White

Qi’ storage basket

1 - 31106831
2 - 31106799
3 - 31106800

CODE
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7
203

 [01-2018] 203 [01-2018]

Wall unit fixing bar

Galvanised iron wall unit fixing bar for tiled wallsMaximum length 2.5 m. The load capacity is 100 kg per metre.

- 31105240
CODE

7 Accessori per montaggio elementi
7 Accessories for units fitting
7 Accessoires pour montage éléments
7 Montagezubehör für Elemente
7 Accessories for elements assembly
7             



7
204

[01-2018][01-2018]

1

2

Fixing dowels

1. Pack of 10 dowels with screw for wall unit fixing bar fixing
2. Pack of 10 dowels with hook for wall unit fixing bar fixing

 1 - 31105161
2 - 31105160 

 
 

CODE



7
205

 [01-2018]

7
205 [01-2018]

Pack of floor-fixing anti-tilt hooks for island base units placed in the middle of the room

Floor-mounting pack for base units

N.B. Order in the event of base units with pull-out elements 
placed as island to avoid the risk of the base units tipping with 

the pull-outs open.

- 31106479
CODE



7
206

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
206

1. Pack of 100 White caps for shelves
2. Pack of 100 Tuga-Monza Walnut caps for shelves

3. Pack of 100 Aurora Cherry caps for shelves
4. Pack of 100 Antique Walnut caps for shelves

5. Pack of 100 Cream caps for shelves
6. Pack of 100 Accademia Cherry caps for shelves

7. Pack of 100 Anthracite caps for shelves

Caps Ø 5 mm for shelf holes  

 

1 - 31105149

2 - 31105150
3 - 31105151
4 - 31105152
5 - 31105153
6 - 31105154
7 - 31106390

CODE



7
207

 [01-2018]

7
207 [01-2018]

Wall unit fixing plates

1. Pack of 5 individual wall fixing plates
2. Pack of 10 individual wall fixing plates

The load capacity, for a vertical load, of the plates bridging two 
sides panels is 140 kg, while the load capacity of plates on the 

external sides panels of the composition is 70 kg.

1 - 31105399
2 - 31105400

CODE



7
208

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
208

Wall fastening pack for base units with drawers or baskets

Order in the event of free-standing base units with drawers or 
baskets to avoid the risk of the base units tipping with the pull-
outs open.

Pack of 2 galvanised iron plates.

 - 31105560

 
 

CODE



7
209

 [01-2018]

7
209 [01-2018]

Pack of “Smove” stoppers

1. Pack of 10 “Smove” stoppers for 45 cm doors
2. Pack of 10 “Smove” stoppers for 60 cm doors
3. Pack of 5 “Smove” stoppers for 2 doors

1 - 31105171
2 - 31105299
3 - 31105172

CODE

2

3

1



7
210

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
210

“Kinderlok” safety mechanism

Lock (a), magnetic key (b)

Safety mechanism to close doors and drawers, delivered 
not assembled to the unit. The magnetic lock is suitable for 
installation on doors and drawers with a thickness of between 
16 and 29 mm. The red lever allows you to keep the lock 
released for the required amount of time. To reactivate, simply 
lower the lever again. Cannot be installed on Steel doors or 
Aluminium Frame doors, only on Wooden, Laminate and 
Lacquered doors.

 a - 31100601
b - 31100597 

 
 

CODE

Fabio Del Bene
Casella di testo
Article discontinued



6
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7
210.1 [09-2020]

4

33

8

The container can be placed inside a tall unit or a wall unit, 
fastening it to the top panel of the cabinet; a transformer/power 

supply can be placed inside the container.

Container for cabinet internal transformer 

1. Container in self Grey RAL7030 plastic
2. Container in self White plastic

1 - 31108045                            
2 - 31108052

CODE





7
211

 [01-2018]

7
211 [01-2018]

“Tau” adjustable concealed shelf bracket

Concealed shelf bracket for use with shelves with a minimum thickness of 3 cm and a minimum 
depth of 16 cm. The shelf bracket comes with 3 adjustments:
- vertically (0.5 cm)
- horizontally (1 cm)
- front tilt (0.6 cm) for shelves D.36 cm

The load capacity of a single shelf bracket is 10 kg distributed 
evenly on a shelf D.36 cm.

- 31106207
CODE



7
212

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
212

Pack of 20 expansion plugs Ø 8 mm complete with fixing screws

Dowels for fitting units and shelf brackets

The expansion plugs in this pack are suitable for concrete and 
solid and hollow brick walls (not for plasterboard) and are 
recommended in kitchens for the installation of “Tau” shelf 
brackets in particular

 - 31106220
CODE



7
213

 [01-2018]

7
213 [01-2018]

Concealed shelf bracket

- 31105164

The load capacity for each individual shelf bracket is 5 kg 
including the shelf.

Concealed shelf bracket

CODE



7
214

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
214

1. Pack of 2 White lacquered shelf brackets
2. Pack of 2 Metallic Grey lacquered shelf brackets.

3. Pack of 2 Bronze finish shelf brackets

“Tucano” shelf bracket

For shelves with a thickness of between 1.3 cm and 3.8 cm. 
The load capacity for each individual shelf bracket is 20 kg, 
including the shelf. N.B. Cannot be installed on glass shelves 
with a thickness of 1 cm.

 1 - 31105155
2 - 31105156
3 - 31105158

CODE



7
215

 [01-2018]

7
215 [01-2018]

Silver finish shelf bracket or shelf support

“Guard” shelf bracket or shelf support

This article can also be used as a support for cantilever island 
worktops, securing it to the island back panel or to the side panel 

of the base unit. The load capacity for each individual shelf bracket 
is 20 kg, including the shelf, when wall-mounted; it is 15 kg, 

including the shelf, when it is fitted to the back of cabinets.

- 31107084
CODE



7
216

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
216

Stainless steel steam guard

34 cm steam guard Protects the elements next to hoods.

  - 41003240
CODE



7
217

 [01-2018]

7
217 [01-2018]

Gas connection pipe 

1. EN14800 compliant steel gas connection pipe with screw - screw connection 100 cm
2. EN14800 compliant steel gas connection pipe with screw - screw connection 200 cm

In plastic covered steel.

1 - 41008852
2 - 41008853

CODE



7
218

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
218

Plastic wiring hole plate for living room wall panel

Wiring hole plate for living room wall panel

  - 31106203
CODE



7
218.1

7
218.1 [09-2020]

Wiring hole conduit L.20 - H.7.2 - Th.0.15 cm in Silver finish Aluminium with synthetic bristles

Wiring hole conduit 

Cannot be installed in glass wall panels and tops

1 - 31106463
CODE





7
219

 [01-2018]

7
219 [01-2018]

System of shelf supporting tie rods comprising:
- 1 cable L.200 (a) cm or L.300 cm (b)
- 1 ceiling-mounted cable tensioner with Satin finish Nickel canopy
- 1 Satin finish Nickel end kit to be fitted only on the lower shelf
- 1 Satin finish Nickel clamp kit for through cable (to be fitted on each shelf through which the tie 
rod passes, except for the lower shelf)

Ceiling-mounted tie rods for shelves

The tie rods can be installed on any type of shelf fitted with 
concealed shelf brackets; the tie rods do not replace the shelf 

brackets, they just enhance their load capacity. Each tie rod 
should always be placed 3.5 cm away from the front edging 

of the shelf and at least 3.5 cm away from the side edging. An 
intermediate shelf kit is available separately (c) (to be fitted onto 
each shelf through which the tie rod passes, except for the lower 

shelf)

a - 31106838
b - 31106839
c - 31106840

CODE



7
220

[01-2018][01-2018]

7
220

System of shelf supporting tie rods comprising:
- 1 cable L.200  (a) cm or L.300 cm (b)

- 1 long articulated cable tensioner with Satin finish Nickel canopy 
- 1 Satin finish Nickel end kit to be fitted only on the lower shelf

Wall-mounted tie rods for shelves

The tie rods can be installed on any type of shelf fitted with 
concealed shelf brackets; the tie rods do not replace the shelf 
brackets, they just enhance their load capacity. Each tie rod 
should always be placed 3.5 cm away from the front edging of 
the shelf and at least 3.5 cm away from the side edging. 
An intermediate shelf kit is available separately (c) (to be fitted 
onto each shelf through which the tie rod passes, except for the 
lower shelf)

 a - 31106836
b - 31106837
c - 31106840

CODE
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